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NMR line broadening in 3He– 4He heterophase solid mixtures below 50 mK
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The possible causes of the previously observed low-temperature decrease in the spin–spin
relaxation time in phase-separated3He–4He solid mixtures are analyzed. It is shown that the jump
in magnetic susceptibility at the boundary between the nuclear paramagnet3He and the
diamagnetic4He matrix gives rise to appreciable local gradients of the external magnetic field at
low temperatures in3He clusters several microns in size, effectively broadening the NMR
line. The results of the calculations give a good description of the experimental data. ©2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1768331#
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It is of interest to study the magnetic properties of pha
separated3He–4He solid mixtures not only because of th
quantum nature of solid helium but also because of
unique structure of such objects. For example, at low te
peratures a phase-separated mixture containing a few pe
3He consists of clusters of the solid nuclear paramagnet3He
with a bcc lattice surrounded by a diamagnetic matrix
practically pure 4He with the hcp structure. Recen
experiments1–3 have shown that the nuclear magnetic rela
ation processes for3He in such systems are substantially d
ferent from those in bulk homogeneous samples. It has b
shown4 that in the case of spin–lattice relaxation those d
ferences are due to the influence of the interphase bo
aries, the role of which increases especially for a fin
disperse daughter phase with characteristic cluster size
2–4 mm.

However, several features of the relaxation processes
served in such systems still remain unexplained. Amo
these are the monotonic decrease in the spin–lattice~trans-
verse! relaxation timeT2 in the bcc3He daughter phase o
cooling below 40–50 mK.4 In the present study it is show
that at sufficiently low temperatures the shape of the3He
clusters can have a substantial influence on the meas
values ofT2 .

According to the model of Blombergen, Purcell, a
Pound~the BPP model!,5 subsequently developed by Torre6

for the case of3He–4He mixtures, the rate of transverse r
laxation, which is manifested in the dephasing of the p
cessing magnetic moments of the nuclear spins, is depen
on the coupling between the nuclear spins, which is
scribed in terms of local magnetic fields created by neighb
ing nuclear spins at the lattice sites. The larger the effec
value of the local field, the higher the transverse relaxat
rate ~or, equivalently, the broader the NMR line, since
definition the latter is the Fourier transform of the transve
relaxation function!. The rapid relative motion of the spins i
the volume of a sample effectively promotes an averaging
the fluctuations, the averaged value of the local field be
4291063-777X/2004/30(6)/3/$26.00
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much lower than its instantaneous value. Therefore a s
system with a large self-diffusion coefficient is usually cha
acterized by a larger value ofT2 .

Nevertheless, direct measurements of the spin diffus
coefficientDs in the concentrated phase have shown thatDs

remains practically unchanged in the entire existence reg
of that phase, all the way down to 1.5 mK, and its valu
(762)31028 cm2/s ~Ref. 4!, is close to the value ofDs in
bulk solid 3He of the same density. This result is in acco
with present-day notions of a temperature-independentDs ,
and so the decrease inT2 observed in Ref. 4 cannot be a
tributed to a change in the value ofDs .

Measurements ofT2 are usually made by the spin ech
method, the amplitudeh(t) of the echo signal in the genera
case being attenuated in the presence of a magnetic
gradientG as7

h5h0 expS 2
2t

T2
2

2

3
g2G2t3DsD , ~1!

wheret is the time interval between probe pulses,g is the
gyromagnetic constants, andh0 is the maximum amplitude
of the echo for t approaching zero. In a homogeneo
sampleG is the result of nonuniformity of the external fiel
H0 , and therefore, by the use of standard technical meas
to improve the geometry of the magnetic field of the so
noid, the second term in the argument of the exponen
function ~1! can be made negligibly small even fort larger
thanT2 .

There is another mechanism of acceleration of
dephasing of the magnetic moments of the3He nuclear spins
that has hardly been discussed in relation to spin–spin re
ation and self-diffusion in a restricted geometry. This i
volves local gradients of the magnetic field which arise b
cause of the jump in magnetic susceptibilityx at the
boundaries of the concentrated and dilute phases. These
dients give rise to a static distribution of Larmor frequenc
that can accelerate the dephasing markedly, and that lea
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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a decrease in the experimentally observed value ofT2 . The
NMR line broadening due to such an effect was first o
served in the study of powder samples.8–11

The results of a computer simulation12 confirmed by
experiments9–11 showed that inside particles of arbitra
shape with a characteristic sized there arises an effectiv
magnetic-field gradientG* , proportional to the externa
magnetic fieldH0 and to the differencedx of the magnetic
susceptibilities of the substances of the particles and of
medium surrounding them:

G* '3dxH0 /d. ~2!

Relation~2! suggests that in the case of solid helium t
decrease ofT2 is due to precipitation of the bcc daught
phase in the form of finely disperse formations.

The significant crystallographic misfit between the b
lattice of3He and the hcp lattice of the4He matrix means tha
the boundary between these phases is an accumulatio
structural defects which are associated with local strains
substantial nonuniformity of the magnetic properties. B
cause the changes in magnetic field occur over those reg
the parameterd in Eq. ~2! essentially plays the role of a
effective width of the boundary layer. In that sense the f
mation of the bcc phase in the form of a finely dispe
structure is an effective way of accelerating the spin–s
relaxation, since the smaller the size of the particles,
larger the ratio of surface area to volume of the inclusion
a given concentration of the initial mixture. Moreover, if th
shape of the inclusions is substantially aspherical, then a
ticle will have regions with larger curvature of the bounda
and that, in turn, will lead to an increase of the local fie
gradients.

This model is supported by the results of Refs. 13 and
where it was shown by an analysis of the heat capacity d
that phase-separated solid mixtures of helium isoto
should contain quasi-one-dimensional fractal structures
3He. Furthermore, the authors of Refs. 15 and 16 came to
conclusion that at the first-order phase transitions in so
the new-phase clusters should be lenticular or acicula
shape.

The molar magnetic susceptibilityx4 of the diamagnet
4He is independent of temperature and equal to22
31026 cgs units per mole.17 The magnetic susceptibilityx3

of the nuclear paramagnet3He, calculated according to th
Van Vleck quantum-mechanical theory,17 is inversely propor-
tional to temperature and is equal toA/T, with A51.2
31027 cgs•K/mole. Thus it is obvious thatdx5ux32x4u
varies substantially atT,100 mK, when the nuclear susce
tibility of 3He begins to exceed the susceptibility of4He in
absolute value.

Estimates according to formula~2! show that at suffi-
ciently low temperatures and for3He clusters with substan
tially aspherical parts not more than 1024 cm in size, the
gradient G* of the magnetic fieldH0 in them can reach
(0.1– 10)H0 /cm. In such a case the nonuniformity of th
real distribution ofG* (r ) over the volume of the cluste
does not permit making exact calculations. Leta,1 be the
relative fraction of3He found in the volume of such aspher
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cal parts where the effective value ofG* is appreciable.
Then the attenuation of the spin echo can be described
sum of two exponentials:

h5h0Fa expS 2
2t

T2
2

2

3
g2G* 2DSt3D

1~12a!expS 2
2t

T2
D G , ~3!

where the second term is the contribution of the regions w
negligibleG* .

Figure 1 shows the form of the function~3! with the
parametersT25200 ms, G* 50.12H0 /cm, and a50.25
~curve 2! in comparison with a dependence of the form~1!
for T25200 ms~curve1!. The parametera was chosen so a
to achieve the best agreement with the experimental va

FIG. 1. Calculation of the relative attenuation of the spin echo,h/h0(t): in
a uniform magnetic field in accordance with Eq.~1! for T25200 ms~1!; in
accordance with Eq.~3! for T25200 ms,G* 50.12H0 /cm, a50.25~2!; the
result of a least-squares processing of curve2 according to formula~1! on
the assumption thatG50, in which case the valueT25160 ms was ob-
tained~3!.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the spin–spin relaxation time below
phase separation temperature in a solid mixture containing 3.18%3He. The
points are the experimental data from Ref. 4. The solid curve is the resu
a calculation of the effectiveT2 according to formulas~2! and ~3! with the
true T250.2 s.
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T25160 ms. Curve3 in Fig. 1 is the result of a calculation
according to formula~1! with the parametersT25160 ms
andG* 50. Taking into account the usual scatter in the ec
signal amplitude (;5%), one canconsider the agreement o
curves3 and2 to be satisfactory.

We note that the curve in Fig. 2 is the result of a calc
lation of an effectiveT2 carried out in a manner analogous
that presented in Fig. 1. The good agreement of the resu
the calculation with the experimental data4 is evidence that a
substantial fraction of the3He daughter phase in a phas
separated 1%3He–4He solid mixture exists in a far from
spherical form.

Thus we have shown that to explain the previou
observed4 decrease ofT2 in a phase-separated3He–4He
solid mixtures at temperatures below 50 mK one must ad
the existence of aspherical clusters of3He, which makes for
appreciable magnetic-field gradients in those regions. W
the influence of these gradients on the relaxation rate of
transverse magnetization is taken into account, one can
derstand the nature of the previously observed4 decrease in
T2 at temperatures below 50 mK.

The author is grateful to V. N. Grigor’ev, E. Ya. Ru
davskii, S. S. Sokolov, and K. A. Chishko for helpful discu
sions and also to the co-authors of Ref. 3.

This study was supported by the Ukrainian Foundat
for Basic Research 02.07/00391~Project No. F7/286-2001!.
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The evolution of a pulse of noninteracting quasiparticles, caused by their different velocities and
angular distribution of momenta, is studied theoretically. Equations are found that describe
the shape of the pulse surface at any time. The times of the beginning and end and the duration
of the quasiparticle energy flux density is determined at a general spatial point. The
quasiparticle energy density is considered at all times and positions, and it is shown that in the
region of high energy density, in the middle of the pulse, it is equal to the initial energy
density under certain conditions. These theoretical results are discussed in relation to experimental
data on the evolution of a pulse of noninteracting phonons in superfluid helium. ©2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1768332#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Quasiparticle pulses are studied theoretically and exp
mentally in various fields of modern physics. The diver
phenomena that appear are due to a number of factors
most important of which is the role played by following:

1. The dependence of the quasiparticle energy on
mentum ~the dispersion or energy—momentum relatio!.
Classical particles can be considered as quasiparticles w
quadratic energy—momentum relation.

2. The angular width of the pulse, which is determin
by the angular range of the quasiparticles’ momenta.

3. Interactions between quasiparticles.
4. The interaction of quasiparticles with the medium

which the pulse moves.
The above-mentioned factors determine, for exam

phenomena observed in photon pulses propagating in an
tically transparent medium with variable refractive inde
e.g., optical waveguides, or in a medium where the refrac
index depends on photon energy. Another interesting pr
erty of anisotropic crystals is phonon focusing, which
caused by phonons having different velocities in differe
directions. Also a wide variety of phenomena are observe
pulses of common particles.

Superfluid helium~He II! is a unique medium for con
sidering quasiparticle propagation. This is due to a numbe
factors.

1. In superfluid helium there exists quasiparticles w
different energy-momentum relations, phonons with an
most linear relation, R1 rotons with a relation which is clos
to quadratic but at a finite energy and momentum, and2

rotons, whose velocity and momentum have opposite di
4321063-777X/2004/30(6)/9/$26.00
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tions. The results of experiments on phonon pulses can
found in Refs. 1 and 2, R1 rotons in Refs. 3 and 4, and R2

rotons in Ref. 5.
2. By changing the temperature of superfluid helium, o

can control the interactions of quasiparticles with the am
ent medium. So, at relatively high temperatures, a pulse
quasiparticles moving in superfluid helium interacts with t
gas of thermal excitations of He II. At relatively low tem
peratures, when the contribution of the thermal excitat
can be neglected, the pulse propagates in a ‘‘superfl
vacuum,’’ and its evolution is just determined by the prop
ties of the quasiparticles in the pulse.

3. Interactions between quasiparticles in superfluid
lium can be altered by pressure. The use of pressure all
us to reach two limiting cases: the creation of a pulse
strongly interacting phonons and a pulse of almost nonin
acting phonons.

At the saturated vapor pressure, low-energy phononl
phonons! with energy«,10 K have anomalous dispersion6

In this case, fast three-phonon processes are allowed
cause an almost instantaneous equilibrium in the systeml
phonons that form the pulse. This fast relaxation cause
unique phenomenon; a pulse of low energy-phonons cre
high-energy phonons (h phonons!. Their energy«>10 K, is
an order of magnitude greater than the temperature of tl
phonons. This phenomenpon was discovered and descr
in Refs. 7 and 8, and theory of this process was presente
Refs. 9–11. The results of an experimental study of the e
lution of strongly interacting phonons was presented in Re
12 and 13 and the theory for these pulses was given in R
14.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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At a pressure of 19 atm, the dispersion of phonons
comes normal.15 In this case fast three-phonon processes
prohibited by energy and momentum conservation laws,
four-phonon processes are weak. Thus, it is possible to cr
a pulse of almost noninteracting phonons, that move i
‘‘superfluid vacuum,’’ formed by He II. Results of exper
ments on the evolution of such pulses formed by nonin
acting phonons are presented in Refs. 16 and 17.

The main aim of this paper is the theoretical study of
evolution in time and space of a pulse of noninteracting q
siparticles propagating in vacuum.

This is the first step in solving the inverse proble
which would enable us to derive the initial characteristics
a phonon pulse, created by a heater, from detected signa
different points in space. The results of this theory are co
pared to the experimental data of Refs. 16 and 17. It com
ments the theory of the evolution of a pulse of strongly
teracting phonons~see Refs. 14! and can stimulate new
experiments. Moreover, the methods presented in this p
can be used to describe the evolution of pulses formed
weakly interacting particles and quasiparticles in other fie
of physics.

2. DESCRIPTION OF A PULSE OF NONINTERACTING
QUASIPARTICLES

A pulse of quasiparticles can be described by the qu
particle distribution functionn(p,r ,t) that determines the
number of quasiparticles in a quantum state, which inclu
the point of phase spacep, r .

An important property of a pulse is its energy density

E~r ,t !5E
p0

p1E
Vp

«n
p2dpdV

~2p\!3 , ~1!

where«5«(p) is the energy of the quasiparticle,Vp is the
solid angle in which the momenta of the quasiparticles
and the limitsp0 and p1 determine the momentum interva
for the quasiparticles under consideration. However, the
nal amplitude measured by a bolometer is determined by
energy flux densityI through the areada, which is equal to
the energy passing per unit time through a unit surface a
da situated at pointr :

I ~r ,t !5E
p0

p1E
Vp

«vgrNan
p2dpdV

~2p\!3 , ~2!

wherevgr5]«/]p is the group velocity of the quasiparticle
andNa is the unit vector of the areada.

The distribution functionn appearing in Eqs.~1! and~2!
can be found from the solution of the kinetic equation

]n

]t
1vgr

]n

]r
5J, ~3!

where J is the collision integral, which determines th
change in the number of quasiparticles per unit time in
quantum state under consideration, caused by their inte
tion.

The kinetic equation~3! should be supplemented by th
initial condition

n~p,r ,t50!5n0~p,r !, ~4!
-
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which determines the pulse in its initial state att50. In
experiments this is the time of the end of the heater pu
Equation ~3! together with the initial condition~4! is the
complete formulation of the mathematical problem for der
ing the functionn(p,r ,t). In the general case such a proble
has no analytical solution, since the collision integralJ in ~3!
is a nonlinear integral operator, including distribution fun
tions with different momenta. For this reason various mo
solutions are used to treat definite physical problems.
example, in Ref. 14, a model solution for a phonon syst
with fast relaxation allowed a complete description of t
evolution of a phonon pulse in superfluid helium and ga
results which compared with experimental data.12,13

Here we consider the opposite limiting case, when
interactions between quasiparticles are so weak that t
contribution to the evolution of the pulse can be neglected
this case, the collision integralJ in the kinetic equation~3! is
equal to zero, and the solution of the problem can be ea
found and looks like

n~p,r ,t !5n0~p,r2vgrt !. ~5!

Using this solution we can rewrite~1! and ~2! as follows:

E~r ,t !5E
p0

p1E
Vp

«n0 ~p,r2vgrt !
p2dpdV

~2p\!3 , ~6!

I ~r ,t !5E
p0

p1E
Vp

«vgrNan0~p,r2vgrt !
p2dpdV

~2p\!3 . ~7!

According to Eqs.~6! and ~7! the temporal deformation o
the pulse from its initial state is determined by two factor

1. The finite angular range of the momenta in the pul
which is defined by the solid angle

Vp52pzp , ~8!

where

zp512cosup ~9!

is the angular-width parameter. IfzpÞ0, quasiparticles in the
pulse have different directions, and this results in a deform
tion of the initial pulse.

2. The dispersion, when quasiparticles with different m
mentum have different group velocities, results in a tempo
broadening of initial pulse.

If dispersion is neglected, the group velocity can be w
ten in the formvgr5cp/p, and it follows from Eqs.~6! and
~7! whenn0(p,r ) that

E~r ,t !5E
Vp

E0S r2ct
p

pD dV

Vp
, ~10!

I ~r ,t !5cE
Vp

E0S r2ct
p

pD p

p
Na

dV

Vp
, ~11!

where

E0~r !5E~r ,t50!5E
p0

p1
«n0~p,r !

p2dpVp

~2p\!3 ~12!

is the energy density in the initial pulse.
Equations~10! and~11! have a simple physical meanin

which allows us to describe the temporal and spatial evo
tion of the phonon pulse without doing the integration.
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order to find the energy density and the energy flux densit
the pointr and at timet according to Eqs.~10! and~11!, one
should consider a sphere of radiusct and center atr . The
energy density at the pointr is equal to the average value o
the initial density on the spherical surface of a segmen
this sphere with solid angleVp .

By analogy, one can interpret the integrands in the g
eral expressions~6! and ~7! as the partial contribution from
quasiparticles with momentump to the energyE(r ,t) and to
the flux I (r ,t).

3. THE SHAPE OF THE QUASIPARTICLE PULSE AT
DIFFERENT TIMES

Let us consider a pulse, moving along thez axis, with
the initial distribution function

n0~p,r !5ñ0~r,r !g~r !hS pz

p
2cosupD , ~13!

where

g~r !5h~L'2r !h~L i2z!h~z!. ~14!

Hereh is the Heaviside step function, which is equal to un
or zero when the argument is positive or negative, resp
tively, andn0(p,r ) is nonzero inside the cylinder~14! for all
values of momentum specified by the limits of integration
Eqs. ~1! and ~2!. This distribution function describes th
pulse considered below. It consists of quasiparticles wh
momenta lie inside a cone with solid angleVp , moving
along an axis parallel to thez axis of the cylinder~14!.

Let us suppose that the moduli of the group velocities
the quasiparticles in this pulse vary between the maxim
value

vmax5c1v1 ~15!

and the minimum value

vmin5c2v2 . ~16!

Let us obtain the equation that describes the shape of
pulse at different times. At timet, the length of the quasi
particle’s path changes from its maximum value

Lmax5vmaxt ~17!

to its minimum value

Lmin5vmint. ~18!

At time t, the cross section of the pulse which includes thz
axis ~see Fig. 1! is bounded by the front, back, and sid
surfaces. These are formed by quasiparicles which wer
the corresponding surfaces of the initial pulse.

According to~6!, the front and the side surfaces of th
pulse at timet are formed by the pointsz and r , which are
the centers of segments of spherical surfaces with ra
Lmax and solid angleVp with axes directed oppositely to th
z axis. The spherical surface of a segment should not in
sect the front surface of initial pulse but just have a comm
point with the initial front surface. A plane section throug
the symmetry axis is shown in Fig. 1. In other words, t
points that form the front and side surfaces are at the m
mum distanceLmax from the initial pulse.

As a result, whenr varies between the limits
at

f

-

c-

se

f
m

is

in

us

r-
n

i-

0<r<L' ~19!

the front surface is the vertical plane with coordinate

zF5L i1Lmax. ~20!

As r increases in the range:

L'<r<r F~ t !, ~21!

where

r F~ t !5L'1Lmaxsinup , ~22!

the front surface becomes an arc, which is described by
equation

~z2L i!
21~r 2L'!25Lmax

2 . ~23!

This equation determines ther andz coordinates of the front
surface of the pulse.

At r 5r F the side surface is a cylinder of radiusr F , with
front surface atz5L i1Lmaxcosup and back surface a
z5Lmaxcosup .

At pointsr .r F the signal is equal to zero. Here it shou
be noted that the second term in Eq.~22! describes the
broadening of the pulse caused by its finite angular width

According to~6!, the back surface of the pulse at timet
is defined by the pointsz and r , which are the centers o
segments of spherical surfaces with radiusLmin and solid
angle Vp with axes directed oppositely to thez axis. The
spherical surface of this segment should intersect the b
surface of the initial pulse and the segment should inclu
the maximum volume of the initial pulse. In this case, t
points that form the back surface are at the minimum d
tance from the back surface of the initial pulse, for a giv
Lmin ; see Fig. 1.

As a result, at

t,ta5
za

vmin cosup
, ~24!

FIG. 1. The shape and form of the structure of the phonon pulse withtp

54 ms and up518°, and L'51 mm at times t158.3 ms,ta and t2

519 ms.ta in the plane of the cross section which includes the axis of
initial pulse. The solid lines represent phonons which move with maxim
velocity vmax5363 m/s, and the dotted lines correspond to the minim
velocity vmin5265 m/s. At timet1 the rectangular region at the center of th
pulse has the initial value of the energy density for phonons with a gi
velocity. The intersection of all these regions gives the region with the in
value of the energy density. At timet2 the region at the center of the puls
has a relatively high energy density, but the dispersion has already led
decrease.
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where

za5L' /tanup ~25!

~see the pulse att5t1 in Fig. 1!, the back surface is the
vertical plane with the coordinates

zB5Lmin cosup , ~26!

and the coordinatesr are confined by the following inequa
ity:

0<r<r B~ t !, ~27!

where

r B~ t !5L'1Lmin sinup . ~28!

At the time t.ta ~see pulse att5t2 in Fig. 1! the back
surface is the vertical plane with coordinateszB , if the co-
ordinatesr are confined by the following inequality

r a~ t !<r<r B~ t !, ~29!

where

r a~ t !5Lmin sinup2L' . ~30!

For smaller values ofr , in the range

0<r<r a~ t !, ~31!

the back surface becomes an arc and is described by
equation

z21~r 1L'!25Lmin
2 . ~32!

This surface connects the pointsr 5r a , z5zB with the points

r 50; z5ALmin
2 2L'

2 . ~33!

The points of the back vertical surface with coordina
r 5r B , z5zB are connected with the end of the side fac
which has the following coordinates: r 5r M5L'

1Lmaxsinup , z5zM5Lmaxcosup by a cone-like surface
formed by the dispersion.

The length of the pulseLz(t,r ) at varioust and r is
given by the relation

Lz~ t,r !5zfront~ t,r !2zback~ t,r !. ~34!

At t,ta when r is changing between the limits~19!, using
the relations~20!, ~26!, and~34!, we get

Lz~ t,ta,0<r<L'!5L i1~v11v2!t1ctzp2v2tzp .
~35!

The second term on the right-hand side of this equation
scribes the broadening of the pulse caused by dispersion
third term is caused by the finite angular width of the pul
and the fourth term is due to the product of dispersion a
finite angular width.

At t.ta andr 50, from relations~20!, ~33! and~34! we
obtain

Lz~ t.ta ,r 50!5L i1~v11v2!t1LminS 12A L'
2

Lmin
2 D .

~36!

At L'
2 /Lmin

2 !1 in the third term of the right-hand side o
Eq. ~36! one can extract the contribution due to the fin
angular width:
he

s
,

e-
the
,
d

Lz~ t.ta ,r 50!5L i1~v11v2!t1
L'

2

2ct

1
L'

2

2ct S c

vmin
21D . ~37!

From a comparison of the results of~35! with ~36! and
~37! it follows that at any time the broadening of the pul
caused by dispersion is growing. The influence of a fin
angular width has the opposite effect~near the axis of the
pulse!. At t,ta the length of the pulse grows linearly, and
t.ta the pulse width, caused by the finite angular wid
begins to decrease as 1/t.

4. THE ENERGY DENSITY OF A PHONON PULSE

The energy density of a phonon pulse at different poi
in space and time is determined by the initial phonon dis
bution function~4!. Let us consider the case when the initi
distribution ~5! is given in the following form:

n0~p,r !5n0~p!g~r !hS pz

p
2cosupD . ~38!

In order to simplify this problem we will not take dispersio
into account. Then the energy density at different points
space and time can be calculated by Eq.~6! together with
~38! and can be rewritten as follows:

E~r ,t !5E
Vp

E0gS r2ct
p

pD dV

Vp
, ~39!

where

E05E
p0

p1
«n0~p!

p2dpVp

~2p\!3 ~40!

is the initial energy density.
According to Eq.~39!, in order to find the energy densit

at the pointr at timet one should build a circular cone wit
apex at the pointr and radius

Lc5ct, ~41!

solid angleVp and with a spherical end cap of radiusLc .
The axis is directed oppositely to thez axis. Below, we refer
to this circular cone as simply the cone.

The energy density at the center of the pulse is de
mined by that part of the spherical surface which lies ins
the initial pulse~38!. If it lies completely inside the initial
pulse, then, according to Eq.~39!, the energy density at the
point of the apex of this segment is equal to the initial va
of the energy density~40!. If the spherical surface include
no points of the initial pulse, then the energy density at
apex is zero.

This graphical method of explanation helps us to co
sider the distribution of the energy. At timest,ta ~see pulse
at t5t1 in Fig. 1! the energy density has a maximum val
inside the circle with coordinates

zR5L i1Lc cosup , and 0<r<r a~zR!, ~42!

where

r a~z!5L'S 12
z2L i

za
D ~43!
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for the case

L i.Lczp . ~44!

The spherical surfaces of the cones whose apexes are
ated on the circle~42! are found to lie completely inside th
initial pulse, and so the energy density on the circle~42! is
equal to the initial value.

It should be noted that according to Eq.~35!, when the
inequality ~44! is valid, the length of the initial pulse is
greater than its longitudinal broadening caused by the fi
angular width. In this case, according to inequality~44!,
there exists a region inside the pulse in which the ene
density is maximal and equal to the value of the energy d
sity in the initial pulse~40! ~see the cylindrical region att
5t1 in Fig. 1!. This region is closed by two circles at eac
end, one of which is given by Eq.~42! and the other by the
following expressions:

zL5Lc , and 0<r<r a~zR!. ~45!

The side surface is described by the equationr 5r a(zR).
The length of this region is

zR2zL5L i2Lczp , ~46!

and the length of the pulse at this time is equal to

Lz5L i1Lczp . ~47!

As a result, the region with the maximum value of e
ergy density,E0 , is separated from the front and back su
faces by the distanceLczp , which is equal to the broadenin
of the pulse. During the motion of the pulse along thez axis,
the size of this region withE0 shows a monotonic decreas
and disappears at the pointz5L i1za , which is the point of
intersection of the linesr a(z) with the z axis.

Here we should note that according to Ref. 14 a reg
of the pulse with densityE0 exists in the opposite limiting
case, when the pulse is formed by strongly interact
phonons. However, the physical reasons for this region
its decrease are quite different in the two cases. Moreove
phonon pulse of strongly interacting phonons, with the init
distribution function~38!, moves along thez axis with much
less transverse broadening than for noninteracting partic
in spite of the angular width and dispersion~see Ref. 14!.

At t.ta the integral~39! always has a region which
gives no contribution to the energy density, i.e., where
initial pulse is absent~see pulse att5t2 in Fig. 1!. That is
why at timest.ta the energy density, at all points in th
pulse, is less than the initial energy density~40!.

However, in this case the pulse has a region where
energy density is greater than at other points in the pu
This region has coordinates

zR85L i1ALc
22L'

2 and r 50, ~48!

since the spherical surface of the cone, with apex at the p
~48!, intersects the edges of the front surface of the ini
pulse at the point with coordinatesz5L i andr 5L' . Clearly
this region contributes most to the integral~39!.

The situation corresponding to inequality~44! in the case
considered case takes place at
itu-

te
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l

L i.LcS 12A12
L'

2

Lc
2 D , ~49!

when the length of the initial pulse is greater than the bro
ening caused by the finite angular width, described by
third term on the right-hand side of Eq.~36!.

When the inequality~49! is satisfied, the pulse att.ta

has a relatively high energy density, separated by the
faces described by Eq.~48! and the point

zL85Lc and r 50, ~50!

which is the apex of the cone whose spherical surface in
sects the side face of the initial pulse and touches its b
face.

5. THE BEGINNING, END, AND DURATION OF THE
QUASIPARTICLE PULSE AT DIFFERENT SPATIAL POINTS

Consider the pulse att50, described at the beginning o
Sec. 3. Taking into account the symmetry of the initial pul
it is sufficient to consider the solution of the problem in t
plane of the cross section which includes thez axis and
coincides with the axis of the cylinder~14!, which describes
the surface boundaries of the initial pulse.

In experiments, the signals are detected with detec
which are oriented so that all the quasiparticles in the pu
have

vgr•NaÞ0. ~51!

Thus we shall assume below that the condition~51! holds.
The time of the start of the signaltbeg(z,r ) detected at

the point with coordinatesz and r can be found from the
geometric interpretation of formula~6! in the way we now
describe. One should again construct a cone with apex a
point z,r and axis directed oppositely to axisz, with solid
angleVp . The surface of the cone’s spherical end cap sho
have just one common point with the front or side surfaces
the initial pulse. Then the radius of this segment is calcula
and this value gives us the minimum valueRmin(z,r), deter-
mined by position of pointz,r . The time of the start of the
signal is given by the following formula:

tbeg~z,r !5
Rmin~z,r !

vmax
. ~52!

Using this interpretation, the dependence on coordinatesz at
any r is given by

tbeg~z,0<r<L'!5
z2L i

vmax
. ~53!

The signal at time~53! is formed by phonons moving para
lel to thez axis with velocityvmax from the front surface of
the initial pulse. In Fig. 1 att5t1 and t5t2 these phonons
create the front surface.

Figure 2 shows the dependence on time of the signal
points with different values ofr with a fixed value ofz. In
Fig. 2 the time~53! at z5z1 and z5z2 is shown by the
vertical lines which are determined by the interval~19!.

On further increasingr , when

L'<r<r F~z!, ~54!
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where

r F~z!5L'1~z2L i!tanup5L'

z1za2L i

za
, ~55!

the time of the start of the signal is given by

tbeg~z,L'<r<r F~z!!5
1

vmax
A~r 2L'!21~z2L i!

2.

~56!

The signal at time~56! is formed by quasiparticles tha
move at a definite angle 0<u<up with respect to thez axis,
with velocity vmax from the pointz5L i and r 5L' of the
initial pulse. Figure 1 shows that att5t1 and t5t2 these
quasiparticles create the arc on the front surface of the p
~23!. In Fig. 2 atz5z1 andz5z2 , the time~56! is shown by
the curve~56!.

And, finally, whenr lies between the limits

r F~z!<r<r B~z!, ~57!

where

r B~z!5L'1z tanup5L'

z1za

za
, ~58!

the time of the start of the signal is given by

tbeg~z,r F~z!<r<r B~z!!5
r 2L'

vmaxsinup
. ~59!

The signals at time~59! are formed by quasiparticle
moving at angleup with respect to thez axis with the veloc-
ity vmax from the side surface of the initial pulse. In Fig. 1
t5t1 and t5t2 these quasiparticles form the cylindrical sid
surfacer 5r F(t) @see Eq.~22! and the second sentence aft
Eq. ~23!#. Figure 2 atz5z1 andz5z2 shows the time~59! by
the line segment inside the interval~59!.

At r .r B(z) there is no quasiparticle signal becauseup is
the maximum angle of quasiparticle motion in the init
pulse.

Using the geometric interpretation of expression~6!, let
us find the timetend(z,r ) of the end of the signal at a definit

FIG. 2. The beginning, end, and duration of the same phonon signal a
Fig. 1 at points with coordinates zz1,za andz2.za at different values of
the radiusr . The solid lines represent phonons moving with maximu
velocities, and the dotted lines, phonons with minimum velocities. T
cone-like region atz5z153 mm represents the maximum possible amp
tude of the signal. At the pointz5z257 mm there is no region of constan
signal.
se

point z,r . In order to do this, it is sufficient to create th
same cone as before but now this segment must intersec
back face of the initial pulse and include as many points
the initial pulse as possible. Then we find the radius of t
segmentRmax(z,r) and calculate the desired time:

tend~z,r !5
Rmax~z,r !

vmin
. ~60!

Using this approach, for points withz,za , when the
radius varies inside the interval

0<r<r B~z!, ~61!

we find the maximum value for the time of the end of t
signal, as will be shown below,

tend
~max!5

z

vmin~12zp!
. ~62!

The signal at time~62! is created by quasiparticles whic
move at the angleup with respect to thez axis, with velocity
vmin , from the back surface of the initial pulse. In Fig. 1,
t5t1 , these phonons form the back surface of the pu
Figure 2 atz5z1 , shows the time~62! by the segment of the
vertical line inside the interval~61!.

In Fig. 2 atz5z1 andz5z2 an imaginary horizontal line
connects the end of the line describing the beginning of
signal~59! with the end of the vertical line, which describe
the time of the end of the signal. These correspond tov
5vmax and v5vmin . In Fig. 1 at t5t1 and t5t2 the corre-
sponding construction connects the ends of the back ver
surfaces.

At z.za , when the radius changes inside the interva

r A~z!<r<r B~z!, ~63!

where

r A~z!5L'

z2za

za
, ~64!

the time of the signal end is given by formula~62! and this
signal is formed by the same quasiparticles as those at
end of the pulse atz5z1 . In Fig. 1 att5t2 these quasipar-
ticles form the back surface of the pulse. In Fig. 2 atz
5z2 , the time ~62! is shown by the segment of the righ
vertical line, which is bounded by inequalities~63!.

At z.za , when the radius changes inside the interva

0<r<r A~z!, ~65!

the time of the end of the signal is given by

tend~z.za,0<r<r A~z!!5
1

vmin
Az21~r 1L'!2. ~66!

At this time, signals are created by quasiparticles that m
at a definite angle 0<u<up with respect to thez axis with
velocity vmin , from the pointz50, r 5L' of the initial pulse.
In Fig. 1 att5t2 these quasiparticles form the arc of the ba
surface, and in Fig. 2 atz5z2 , the time~66! is described by
the right arc of a hyperbola.

The duration of the pulse at the pointz,r is determined
by the equality

Dt~z,r !5tend~z,r !2tbeg~z,r !. ~67!

in

e
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According to~53!, ~56!, ~59!, and~60! at z,za the duration
of the pulse has a maximum value whenr is inside the in-
terval 0<r<L' and equal to

Dtmax5tp1z
v11v2

vmaxvmin
1z

zp

vmin~12zp!
, ~68!

where tp5L i /vmax is the initial length of the pulse. In the
right-hand side of Eq.~68! the second term describes th
increase in pulse length due to dispersion, and the third t
is caused by the finite angular width.

With the use of relations~56!, ~62!, and ~67! at z,za

whenL'<r<r F the pulse duration is given by

DtF5Dtmax1
1

vmax
~z2L i2A~z2L i!

21~r 2L'!2!.

~69!

At r 5L' the increase in the pulse length, according to~69!,
reaches its maximum value atDtmax. Increasingr causes the
signal length to decrease, so that atr 5r F we have

DtF~r 5r F!5
tp

12zp
1

z

12zp

v11v2

vmaxvmin
. ~70!

According to Eqs.~59!, ~62!, and ~67! at z,za when
r F<r<r B , the pulse length is given by

DtB5
z

vmin cosup
2

r 2L'

vmaxsinup
. ~71!

From this equation it follows that the length of the pul
decreases from the maximum value~70! to the minimum
value atr 5r B and is given by

DtB~r 5r B!5
z

12zp

v11v2

vmaxvmin
, ~72!

where the length of the signal does not depend ontp and is
determined by the dispersion together with an additio
contribution from the finite value of the angular width. Atr
.r B there is no signal. Expressions~68!–~72! give the
length of the pulse atz,za for all r .

At z.za , from Eqs.~53!, ~66!, and~67!, for a value of
r inside the interval

0<r<min~L' ,r A!, ~73!

it follows that

Dt'5tp1z
v11v2

vmaxvmin
1

z

vmin
SA11S r 1L'

z D 2

21D .

~74!

At r A,L' expression~74! has a maximum value~68!,
when r is changing inside the intervalr A<r<L' .

At z.za and r A,L' , whenL'<r<r F , the length of
the pulse can be found from expression~69!, and for greater
r (r F<r<r B) by expression~71!.

Using the equations~56!, ~62!, and~66! at z,2za for r
inside the intervalL'<r<r A for the pulse length we get

DtA5tp1z
v11v2

vmaxvmin
1

~r 1L'!2

2zvmin
2

~r 2L'!2

2~z2L i!vmax
. ~75!

On the right-hand side of this equation, the third a
fourth terms describe the contribution of the finite angu
width, which decreases with increasingz.
m

l

r

At z.2za andL',r A,r ,r F the length of the signal is
given by Eq.~69!, and atr F<r<r B , by the relation~71!. At
r .r B there is no signal.

The result~68!–~75! describes the length of the pulse
any value ofr andz. From an examination of these result
it follows that the length of the pulse always grows linea
due to dispersion. As to the contribution of the finite angu
width, at first~whenz,za and 0<r<L') the signal length
grows linearly withz. At z.za such a dependence take
place only atza,z,2za andr A<r<L' . In all other cases,
the contribution of the finite angular width to the increase
the pulse length is either constant@or grows when
zp50—see Eq.~70!#, or decreases with increasingz. For
large z the contribution of the finite angular width to th
increase of the pulse length can be neglected@see Eqs.~74!
and ~75!#.

However, it should be emphasized that according to
~58! it is the finite angular width that always leads to th
linear increase of the transverse width of the pulse with
creasingz. As energy is conserved, this results in the sig
decreasing monotonically along thez axis during the motion
of the signal.

6. TEMPORAL DEPENDENCE OF THE SIGNAL AMPLITUDE
IN SPACE

Let us consider the case when the initial distribution
given by relation~38! and omit dispersion, which is not s
important for the signal amplitude. In this case relation~7!
can be written as

I ~r ,t !5cE
Vp

E0gS r2ct
p

pD p

p
Na

dVp

Vp
. ~76!

The temporal dependence of the signal amplitude at
point z,r can be obtained from the geometrical interpretat
of the formula~76! which we used above. To find the ampl
tude at the pointz,r we create a cone with its apex at th
point, with solid angleVp and radiusR, and with its axis
directed oppositely to thez axis. The signal amplitude at th
apex is determined by the averaged value of~76! using the
initial energy density~40!. The time t(R,z,r ) of the signal
detected at the pointz,r under consideration is determine
by

t~R,z,r !5R/c. ~77!

If all of the spherical end surface of the cone lies inside
initial pulse, then, according to~76! at time ~77! the signal
amplitude is equal to the initial value which would be d
tected by the bolometer att50, with the givenNa , situated
inside the initial pulse. If the curved surface of the cone h
no points within the initial pulse, the signal at time~77! is
equal to zero.

Using this approach we can find, without integration, t
point z,r at which the amplitude will have maximum valu
and find the time interval when the maximum value will b
observed. During the initial stage of the evolution, there
ists, for a definite time, a region~denoted by the subscrip
‘‘spot’’ ! where the amplitude is equal to its initial value.
follows from ~76! at time t that this region is bound by two
planes
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zL5ct<z<zR5L i1ct cosup ~78!

and the cylindrical surface which describes the right-ha
side of the inequality

0<r<r a~zR!5L'2ct sinup . ~79!

From inequalities~78! and~79!, we see that the time duratio
that this region exists is determined as follows:

t<tspot5minS L'

c sinup
,

L i

c~12cosup! D . ~80!

At t<tspot the region lies within the pulse. In the case of
sufficiently long pulse, for which

L i

12cosup
.

L'

sinup
, ~81!

the maximum values ofz where one can observe the max
mum amplitude according to inequalities~78! and ~80! is
equal to

zmax5zR~ tspot!5L i1L' cosup5L i1za . ~82!

In the case of sufficiently short pulses

L i

12cosup
,

L i

sinup
~83!

from the inequalities~78! and ~80!, we get

zmax5zR~ tspot!5
L i

12cosup
.

The evolution of the maximum-region for the case~81! is
presented in Figs. 1 and 2.

In the case~81!, at fixed valuezz5z1,zmax in the plane
r ,t ~see Fig. 2! the high-energy-density region, with the in
tial value of the signal amplitude, is determined by the
equalities@see inequalities~78!#

z12L i

c cosup
<t<

z1

c
~84!

and is bounded by the conical side surface@see inequality
~79!#

r 5L'2ct sinup . ~85!

When z.zmax the high-energy-density region is abse
and there is no region where amplitude of the signal is c
stant~see Fig. 2!.

7. DISCUSSION

The results obtained above allow us to discuss the
perimental data presented in Ref. 16. In these experim
the amplitude of the phonon signal was measured by a
lometer, situated at the distancezB58 mm.

The helium had such a low temperature (THe<0.1 K)
that the thermal excitations can be neglected. A heater
jected a pulse of phonons into this pure and isotropic su
fluid helium ~‘‘the superfluid vacuum’’!. The duration of the
pulse was 5ms and it moved in the direction normal to th
surface of the heater.

The helium was under 24 atm pressure, at which pho
interactions are determined by the relatively slow fo
phonon processes. This fact justified the authors’ usin
d

-

t
-

x-
ts

o-

n-
r-

n
-
a

model of noninteracting phonons, moving ballistically. W
start from this model, as it allows us to use the results
tained in this paper.

Here we present the numerical values of all parame
that describe the experiments of Ref. 16. The sound velo
in helium at pressure of 24 atm is equal toc5363 m/s. The
heater was made from a gold film and had dimensionsL'

50.5 mm. The velocity of longitudinal sound in gold
equal to cl53240 m/s and that of transverse sound,ct

51200 m/s.
Using the acoustical theory of transmission,18,19 we find

the maximum valueu0 for a phonon radiated by a perfectl
plane heater into helium:

u05arcsinc/ct50.307 rad. ~86!

Below, we use this numerical value of the parame
up5u0 even though the evaporated gold film is rough a
the conditions for a critical cone are not met. However,
phonon emission from a gold film has been measured an
found to be strongly peaked in the direction of the surfa
normal.20 Then for typical distanceza , according to~25! we
have za51.58 mm, and for the length of the initial puls
L i5tpc in this case we haveL i51.82 mm. The size of bo-
lometer was 131 mm.

The amplitude of the phonon signal was measured a
distancezB which was five times greater thanza . In this case
we will use expression~74! for calculating the pulse length

To calculate the velocitiesv1 andv2 appearing in~74!,
we use the energy—momentum relation for phonons:

«5cp~12gp2!, ~87!

where, according to Ref. 16, at a pressure of 24 atm
dispersion parameter is equal tog58.9631024 K22. Ac-
cording to ~87! one can consider thatv150 @see Eqs.~15!
and ~16!#, andv2 can be found from the relation

v25~c2vgr!, ~88!

where the overbar denotes averaging with respect to mom
tum with an equilibrium function for the initial phonons i
the pulse. Integration of~88! with the Bose—Einstein distri-
bution function gives

v2

c
50.028T0

2, ~89!

whereT0 is the temperature that describes the distribution
the initial phonon pulse.

Comparing the numerical values of the second and th
terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~74!, which describe the
broadening of the pulse caused, respectively, by disper
and the finite angular width of the initial pulse, we conclu
that the contribution of the latter is negligibly small. Th
numerical value of the contribution of the dispersion is eq
to

dtdisp5
zB

c

v2

vmin
5

0.62T0
2

120.028T0
2 ms. ~90!

According to the result presented in Sec. 6, whenzB

exceedsza by a factor of five, even in the region of max
mum phonon energy density, the energy density is much
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than its initial value. Under the conditions of the experime
considered, the intensity was 0.055 of its initial value.

Figure 3 shows the temporal dependence of signal
plitude for a definite value of temperatureT051.0 K in the
initial Bose—Einstein distribution function. The plots in Fi
3 are obtained from formula~7! with the numerical values o
the parameters given above. Figure 3 shows that the h
width of the pulse broadening due to dispersion is close
~90!, and the contribution of the angular width is negligib
in accordance with the result obtained from Eq.~74!.

Estimations of the temperatures of the heater in
experiments16 gave .1 K for heater powers.0.3 mW.
However, the theoretical length of a pulse atT51 K exceed
the observed ones for heater powers.0.3 mW. The theoret-
ical values of the increase in pulse length, at different ini
temperatures~see Ref. 16! agree with those calculated her
for initial temperatures in the interval 0.2–0.8 K. The sam
results were found in Ref. 16 using a computer calculati
These calculations were made using the expression in
16, which describes the ballistic motion of phonons mov
strictly parallel to thez axis, with group velocities given by
the dispersion law~87!. This model phonon pulse changes
form just because of dispersion.

The conclusions from both analyses is that the temp
ture of the initial pulse of phonons is much lower than t
temperature of the heater which creates them.

According to the experimental conditions in Ref. 16, a
gular spreading does not contribute to the increase of
length of the pulse. However, the finite value of the angleup

determines the transverse spreading of the pulse. Unde
experimental conditions,16 this spreading results in a consid

FIG. 3. The temporal dependence of the energy flux density atz58 mm,
tp55 ms, up'17.6°, andL'50.5 mm, relative to that of the initial pulse
The initial temperature of the pulse isT051.0 K. The dotted line represent
the signal when there is only dispersion, the dashed line represents the
without dispersion but with a finite angular width in the initial pulse, and
solid line represents the signal with both dispersion and finite angular w
Note that the dashed and solid lines have had theiry values multiplied
by 10.
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erable decrease of the amplitude of the signal along the
of the pulse. Thus, the amplitude of the pulse at the dete
is a factor of 0.055 smaller than the amplitude of the init
pulse.

Undoubtedly, a series of high-pressure experiments s
lar to the experiments at the saturated vapor pressure13 would
be of great interest. This would give the temporal and spa
dependence of the phonon energy density for different pu
lengths. Comparison of the results of such experiments
high pressure and saturated vapor pressure would ma
possible to compare the observed values with those ca
lated with the model of strongly interacting phonons~see
Ref. 14! and the results obtained here for a system
phonons without interactions. Such a comparison would g
us important information about anisotropic systems
phonons in superfluid helium.
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Turbulence of second sound waves in superfluid He II
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We communicate the results of numerical studies of acoustic turbulence in a system of slightly
dissipating, nonlinear second sound waves in superfluid He II. It is shown that at
sufficiently high amplitude of the external driving force a power-like energy distribution over
frequency is formed in the system of second sound waves. This distribution is attributed
to formation of the acoustic turbulence regime in the system. The interval of frequencies in which
the distribution has a power-like form is expanded to high frequencies with increasing
amplitude of the driving force. The energy distribution inside this interval is close toEv;v2. It
is shown that the distribution of energyEv depends on the value of the nonlinearity
coefficient of the second sound but does not depend on the sign of the coefficient, i.e., the
coherent structures~shock waves! do not contribute to the statistical properties of the turbulent
state. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1768333#
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1. INTRODUCTION

We report the observation, in a numerical experiment
a spectrum of turbulence of the Kolmogorov type in a syst
of one-dimensional weakly dissipating sound waves. Stud
of turbulence of sound waves~acoustic turbulence! is of im-
portance due to many applications in physics: nonlin
waves in superfluid He II,1–3 phonon turbulence in perfec
crystals,4 waves in an interstellar space,5 etc.

Traditionally the theory of weak, or wave turbulenc
could be used as an appropriate basis for understanding
turbulent phenomena in a system of interacting waves~see
the monograph6 and references therein!. For example, recen
studies of the turbulence of capillary waves at the surface
liquid hydrogen7–9 and of water10–13 have demonstrated tha
the experimental observations are in good accordance
the predictions of the theory6,14 and with the results of nu
merical computations15 based on this theory.

In the case of turbulence in a system of sound wa
with the dispersion law

vk5uk ~1!

the approach based on the ideas of the weak turbule
theory meets difficulties due to divergence in the pertur
tion theory series18 ~herevk is the frequency of the linea
wave with the wave vectork, andu is the sound velocity!.
This divergence appears owing to degeneration of the r
nance manifold for three-wave interaction ink space in case
of the linear dispersion law~1!: only waves whosek vectors
are collinear with each other can interact efficiently. Due
this fact the peculiarities of the nonlinear and turbulent
havior of such a system could differ from that of the syst
of waves in dispersive media.

Numerical calculations provide a nice opportunity
study from first principles the peculiarities in turbulent b
havior of a system of acoustic waves, by integrating num
cally the equations of motion of the liquid. The results
4411063-777X/2004/30(6)/5/$26.00
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similar studies done for dispersive systems—gravity a
capillary waves at the free surface of a liquid—have be
published recently in Refs. 15–17.

The present paper addresses the numerical studie
acoustic turbulence in a system of sound waves with sm
damping. Theoretical estimations have shown that stron
anisotropic turbulent patterns could be formed in a system
sound waves.6 In order to avoid additional difficulties relate
to the pattern formation we consider here the simplest mo
case, in which one-dimensional sound waves in He II
considered. We suppose that the medium in which the o
dimensional sound waves propagate is restricted from b
sides by reflecting walls~waves in a resonator of finite size!.
This consideration corresponds in general to the conditi
of the experiments1,2 with one-dimensional nonlinear secon
sound waves in superfluid He II. The results of our calcu
tions can also be used for qualitative treatment of
experiments7–9 with capillary waves at the surface of liqui
hydrogen in a cell of small dimensions.

Our calculations show that at high amplitudes of the e
ternal driving force, a power-law distribution of the amp
tudes of the sound waves over the frequency is formed
frequencies higher than the driving frequency.

This distribution can be attributed to formation of th
wave turbulence regime in a system of sound waves, and
similar to the Kolmogorov spectrum of turbulence.20 The
range of frequencies in which the power-law distribution
established expands to high frequencies with increasing
plitude of the driving force. The power-law spectrum is vi
lated at high frequencies due to the transition from the
gime where the nonlinear wave transformation plays
essential role in the energy transfer through the scale to
regime where the viscous damping dominates.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS

In this paper we study the turbulence in a system
second sound waves in He II as an example of a nonlin
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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wave system. It is known that the second sound waves in
II demonstrate a highly nonlinear behavior, and they ar
nice test object for studying the dynamics of nonline
waves.1,2

It is convenient in numerical calculations to use t
Hamiltonian formulation of superfluid hydrodynamics. Th
Hamiltonian formalism in the hydrodynamics of superflu
He II has been developed in Ref. 21. This approach has b
generalized for superfluid4He–3He mixtures in Ref. 22.

For the sake of convenience of the readers and fo
statement of the notation used in the subsequent calcula
we shall write out the known22,23 basic equations of motion
for nonlinear waves of second sound in He II in the Ham
tonian representation for planar~one-dimensional! second
sound waves in a resonator. This representation is a clas
limit for superfluid helium hydrodynamics formulated
terms of the first and second sound quanta. Such clas
limit can be used, obviously, if the occupation number of
corresponding states is sufficiently large,

ubnu2@\, ~2!

wherebn is the canonical amplitude of the second sound;
below. Moreover, the term ‘‘second sound quantum’’ itself
correct only if the wavelength of the second sound is mu
larger than the mean free pathl f of the quantum
excitations,23,24

kl f!1, ~3!

wherek is the wave vector of the second sound wave;
~6!. We suppose in this paper that both conditions~2! and~3!
are satisfied.

An arbitrary flow of superfluid He II can be described b
three pairs of conjugate variables~w, r!, (b,S) and (g, f ).21

Herew is the superfluid velocity potential,r is the density of
the liquid, S is the entropy per unit mass,b is the phase
variable conjugate toS, and g and f are the Clebsch vari
ables. The Hamiltonian function of the system is given
the total energy of the liquid:

H5E d3r S 1

2
rvs

21rvs1E0~r,S,p! D . ~4!

Here E0(r,S,p) is the energy of a unit of volume of th
liquid in the reference frame moving with the velocityvs of
the superfluid component, andp is the momentum of the
relative motion of the normal component.

In the subsequent analysis we neglect the oscillation
the densityr in the second wave due to the fact that t
thermal expansion coefficient of the liquid helium is sm
(T/r)(]r/]T)!1 if the temperature of the helium bath
not very close to the temperature of the superfluid transi
Tl . In this approximation the oscillations of the two var
ablesb and S are nonzero only in the second sound wa
propagating through the unperturbed superfluid. The eq
tions of motion in this representation are

Ṡ5
dH

db
, ḃ52

dH

dS
, ~5!

with the Hamiltonian~4!. The momentum of relative motion
of the normal component is

p5S¹b.
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If the sound waves are propagating in unrestricted sup
fluid the Hamiltonian variablesb andS could be expressed
via the normal coordinates—the amplitudesbk of the sound
waves with the wave vectork ~Ref. 21!. In the case under
study ~waves in a superfluid helium in a resonator! the cor-
responding normal variables are given by the amplitudesbn

of standing second sound waves. The frequencies of
standing waves are equal to the resonant frequenciesvn

5u20kn , where u20 is the second sound velocity, and th
wave numberkn corresponding to thenth resonant frequency
is

kn5pn/L, ~6!

andL is the length of the resonator. The numbern51 will
correspond to the lowest resonant frequency of the cell.

Oscillations of the variablesb and S in the one-
dimensional second sound wave are expressed via the
mal coordinates as follows

b~x,t !5(
n

b̄n cos~knx!~bn2bn* !, ~7!

dS~x,t !5(
n

S̄n cos~knx!~bn1bn* !, ~8!

where the normalization factors are

b̄n52 i FvnLS ]S

]TD G21/2

, S̄n5Fvn

L S ]S

]TD G1/2

. ~9!

The equations of motion to be integrated are provided
the Hamilton’s equations for the normal coordinatesbn ,

i ḃn5
]H

]bn*
2 ignbn1 f n . ~10!

The dissipation and the interaction with the external drivi
force are included phenomenologically in these equationsH
is the Hamiltonian function of the system,gn is the damping
coefficient of thenth standing wave,f n is the driving force
acting on thenth resonance, a dot denotes the derivative w
respect to timet, and a star denotes the complex conjuga

The standard way to describe the dynamics of the sys
of interacting waves is to use an expansion of the Ham
tonianH in a series in the normal coordinatesbn

H5H21H3 . ~11!

The termH2 is a quadratic function of the normal coord
natesbn

H25(
n

vnubnu2; ~12!

it describes the propagation of linear second sound wa
The termH3 is cubic in the amplitudebn and corresponds to
mutual interaction of three second sound waves—splitting
one wave into two waves and confluence of two waves i
one wave. The higher-order terms are omitted in the exp
sion ~11!, so the nonlinear processes of fourth and high
order are disregarded. These processes involve the inte
tion of four or more of waves. They are important for isotr
pization of the spectrum in the three-dimensional case,
they should be taken into account in a more general the
The general form of the interaction Hamiltonian is
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H35 (
n1 ,n2 ,n3

Vn1 ,n2 ,n3
bn1
* bn2

bn3
dn12n22n3

1c.c. ~13!

Here Vn1 ,n2 ,n3
is the amplitude of nonlinear interaction o

three second-sound waves. It is supposed that the non
nant terms in~13!, for which the resonance condition

v12v22v350 ~14!

is not satisfied, are eliminated from the Hamiltonian functi
by canonical transformation~see Ref. 6 for details!. For the
second sound waves with the dispersion relation~1! it fol-
lows from Eq. ~6! that the resonance condition~14! is
equivalent to the condition

n12n22n350.

This corresponds to the presence of the Kronecker delt
the right-hand side of Eq.~13!.

The amplitude of interaction of second sound waves
He II with wave vectorsk1 , k2 , andk3 is equal to22

V~k1 ,k2 ,k3!5
a

&

s

~]s/]T!
Arsu20

rrn
Ak1k2k3

5V̄Ak1k2k3. ~15!

Here a is the nonlinearity coefficient of the second sou
waves,s is the entropy per unit mass,rs and rn are the
superfluid and normal density, andu20 is the second sound
velocity. In case of interaction of three standing seco
sound waves in a resonator the amplitude of interaction
quires the form

Vn1 ,n2 ,n3
5V0An1n2n3, ~16!

where V05V̄/u20
3/2. The sign of the interaction amplitud

Vn1 ,n2 ,n3
coincides with the sign of the nonlinearity coeffi

cienta of second sound and it could be negative or positi
depending on the temperature and pressure in the supe
liquid. It is known23 that in superfluid4He at saturated vapo
pressure the nonlinearity coefficienta of the roton second
sound is negative at temperaturesTa,T,Tl ~whereTl is
the temperature of the superfluid transition! and is positive at
T,Ta . At T5Ta51.88 K the nonlinearity coefficienta is
equal to zero. Increase of the pressure in a superfluid, as
as introduction of3He atoms into He II, should lead to low
ering of the temperatureTa ~Refs. 2 and 22!. For example, in
superfluid He II containing a 10% impurity of3He atoms the
temperatureTa is lowered to 1.7 K at saturated vapor pre
sure. So both casesV0.0 andV0,0 in Eq.~16! have physi-
cal meaning.

The damping coefficient of the second sound wave
chosen asgn5Cn2. In a real experiment the value of th
constantC is determined by viscous damping of the sou
waves in the bulk of the liquid and, also, by the energy los
at the walls of the resonator. The constantC is estimated
roughly asC;1/Q, where Q is the quality factor of the
resonator. The typical value of theQ factor in experiments1

with second sound waves wasQ;102– 103. In the calcula-
tion reported we putC51022 ~which corresponds toQ
;102 at n51), sogn51022n2.
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The basic system of equations~10! to be integrated nu-
merically is obtained by collecting the formulas~10!–~13!,
~16!:

i ḃn5V0 (
n1 ,n2

~nn1n2!1/2~bn1
bn2

dn2n12n2

12bn1
bn2
* dn12n22n!2 ignbn1 f n . ~17!

The linear termvnbn , which arises in the right-hand side o
Eq. ~17! from the quadratic partH2 of the Hamiltonian~11!,
is eliminated by the change of variablesbn→bn

3exp(2ivnt). The simplest initial conditions for the secon
sound wave amplitude is used in this paper:

bn~ t50!50.

We integrate numerically the equations of motion~17! in
two cases: a! the second sound in a resonator is excited b
harmonic external driving force with a frequency equal
one of the resonant frequencies, and b! the second sound is
driven by a quasiperiodic force, the frequency spectrum
which contains several harmonics.

The distribution of the amplitudes of the second sou
waves

P~n!5^ubn~ t !u2& ~18!

over the wave numbern averaged over timet is calculated
from the results of the integration. The energy distributi
over frequency can be found from Eq.~11!. In the present
case of one-dimensional waves as a first approximation
equal to

Ev5vnP~n!. ~19!

We now evaluate the frequency dependence of the en
distribution Ev of the second sound wave system from t
calculatedP(n) dependence.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Driving at a single resonance frequency

First, we consider the case where a periodic drivi
force excites a standing second sound wave at the frequ
equal to the lowest resonant frequencyv1 of the resonator,

f 1~ t !5 f 0 exp~2 iv1t !,

where f 0 is the amplitude of the driving force. As wa
pointed above, the dependence on timet of the amplitudes of
second sound wavesbn is determined by numerical integra
tion of the equations~10!. At long times~when the relaxation
processes are finished! the amplitudesbn tend to some con-
stant values. This means that we may omit the averag
over time in the definition~18! in this case.

We calculate the spectrumP(n) for given amplitudef 0

and study the evolution of the distributionP(n) with increas-
ing driving amplitudef 0 . Figure 1 shows the distribution
P(n) calculated for three values of the driving force:f 0

50.01 ~circles!, 0.1 ~triangles!, and 1.0~boxes!. The lines
connecting the symbols are drawn as a guide to the eye.
straight line corresponds to the dependenceP(n);n23.

In the inset in Fig. 1 the dependence of the effect
exponent
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s~n!5
d log P~n!

d logn
~20!

on the resonance numbern is shown for f 50.01 and f 0

51. It is seen that in the casef 051 there is an interval of
resonance numbersn in which the effective exponents is
close tos523.

From Fig. 1 it is seen that at sufficiently high amplitud
of the driving force there exists a range of frequenci
higher the driving frequency, in which the distributionP(n)
of the amplitudes of weakly dissipating acoustic waves
be described by a power-like functionP(n);n23. This de-
pendence corresponds to an energy distribution in the
quency scale@see Eq.~19!#

Ev5const•v22. ~21!

The interval of frequencies in which the power-law spectr
~21! is established is enlarged to high frequencies with
creasing amplitude of the driving force.

Driving by a quasiperiodic force

In this Section we present the results of calculations
which the driving force is not monochromatic, but the fr
quency spectrum of the force has several harmonics~quasi-
periodic force!.

In the calculations it is assumed that the external driv
force excites the three lowest resonant modes directly,
f n50 for n.3. For each resonant moden (n51,2,3) the
corresponding driving forcef n is the sum of three periodic
harmonics, the frequencies of which are incommensu
with each other and with the resonant frequency of the gi
resonance. The integral power that is pumped by the driv
force into the system can be characterized in this case by
effective dispersion

D5(
n

^ f nf n* &,

where the angle brackets denote averaging over time.

FIG. 1. The spectrumP(n) of second sound oscillations calculated for th
amplitudes of the monochromatic driving forcef 050.01~s!, 0.1~n!, and 1
~h!. The driving is applied at the lowest resonance frequency. The stra
line corresponds to the power distributionP(n);n23. The inset shows the
dependence of the effective scaling exponents on the resonance numbern
for f 050.01 andf 051.
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In the case of pumping of the system by a quasiperio
force the amplitudesbn do not tend to some limiting value
at large time but are fluctuating at allt. In calculations the
distribution P(n) averaged over timet is determined from
the results of numerical integration of the equations~17!.
Figure 2 demonstrates the evolution of the distributionP(n)
with increasingD from 0.63 to 4.2. It is seen from Fig. 2 tha
at highD the power-like distribution

P~n!;n23 ~22!

is formed in some region of wave numbers, similarly to t
case of pumping by a monochromatic driving force.

The observed power-like spectrum of oscillations cou
be attributed to the formation of the acoustic turbulent st
in the system of second sound waves. The range of frequ
cies~or the region of the wave numbers! in which the scale-
invariant distribution~22! is established can be called ‘‘th
inertial range’’ in analogy with the interval of frequencie
where the scaling law is valid in Kolmogorov’s picture o
turbulence. At low frequencies the inertial range is limited
the characteristic driving frequency, and at high frequenc
the inertial range is limited by the transition from the regim
of nonlinear transfer of the energy of waves over scales
the regime where the viscous damping dominates.

The calculations are performed for both positive a
negative signs of the nonlinearity coefficientsa ~i.e., for
positive and negativeV0 in Eq. ~16!!. It is observed that the
phases of the high-frequency waves generated due to no
earity are different in the casesV0.0 andV0,0 ~with the
same absolute valueuV0u), but the averaged distribution
P(n) are the same in the two cases. This indicates that
mation of the coherent structures~like shock waves! did not
affect the turbulent distribution of acoustic waves in a re
nator. The physical sense of this fact is that the mutual n
linear interaction of the second sound waves reflected fr
the resonator’s walls prevents shock-front formation. T
fact could be important for future analyses of the acous
turbulence in superfluid helium, because earlier the so
turbulence has been considered mainly as a statistic of sh
waves propagating in an unrestricted medium.

Note that in case of one-dimensional waves with a n
decaying dispersion law, for which the four-wave interacti

ht

FIG. 2. Evolution of the spectrum with increasing of the effective dispers
of the quasiperiodic driving force fromD50.63 to 4.2. The straight line
corresponds to the power-like distributionP(n);n23.
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plays the main role, the coherent effects~the wave collapse
or the soliton formation! are quite important in a turbulen
regime.19

We should note that the scaling index of the turbule
distribution s523 observed in these calculations is disti
guished from the indexs0522.5 which could be calculated
by using the kinetic equation of the weak acoustic turbule
theory1 in the case of one-dimensional acoustic waves. T
could indicate that the high-order corrections to the stand
kinetic equations are important in the case under study. T
the applicability of the kinetic equations~or some of its im-
proved variants! for description of turbulence in a system
one-dimensional sound waves could be a question for fur
studies.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Numerical studies of the dynamics of the nonlinea
interacting one-dimensional sound waves shows tha
power-like distribution of energy is formed in some range
frequencies if the amplitude of the low-frequency drivin
force is sufficiently high. In this inertial range of frequenci
the distribution of energy over frequency is close toEv

;v2. This spectrum can be attributed to the formation o
turbulent state in the system of acoustic waves. The ine
range is expanded toward high frequencies with increas
amplitude of the driving force. At high frequencies the ine
tial range is limited by a change of the mechanism of ene
transfer from nonlinear wave transformation to visco
damping. The shape of the energy spectrum depends on
absolute value of the nonlinearity coefficient of the sou
waves~does not depend on its sign!, which manifests the fac
that the formation of the coherent structures does not in
ence the energy distribution in this turbulent system.
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Measurements of the irreversibility line in Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy single crystals are made by three
experimental methods: by dc magnetization measurements, microwave absorption measurements,
and registration of the harmonics in the high-frequency response of the superconductor. It is
found that the position of the irreversibility line on the magnetic phase diagram depends
substantially on the method of measurement and the frequency used. Analysis of the results
shows that the discrepancy in the irreversibility lines is due to both a difference in the mechanisms
of hysteresis of the magnetic properties and to the different scales of the measurement
times. It is shown that the position of the irreversibility line is determined at low temperatures
by the limiting value of the vortex creep rate for the given method of registration and at
high temperatures by the time required for two-dimensional vortices to overcome the surface
barrier. It is concluded that the irreversibility line is a dynamic phase transition. The
first experimental evidence of the presence of a surface barrier for 2D vortices is
obtained. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1768334#
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INTRODUCTION

Since the hysteresis and relaxation of the magnetic p
erties of high-Tc superconductors~HTSCs! are governed by
vortex pinning, measurement of magnetic properties
widely used for studying the vortex dynamics~see, e.g.,
Refs. 1–5!. The hysteresis of the magnetic properties o
served in a significant region of theH –T magnetic phase
diagram of HTSCs vanishes at the transition through the
called irreversibility line~IL !.6–8 At the present time there
are two main models of the IL, which explain its natu
differently. In the ‘‘flux creep’’ model proposed by Anderso
and Kim,9 it is assumed that the IL is a dynamic transitio
from the flux-creep regime~below the IL! to the flux-flow
regime. In the alternative model, that of a vortex glass and
melting,10,11 the IL is determined as a line of thermodynam
phase transitions. The authors of that model assume tha
low the transition temperature the vortex lines, interact
with pinning centers, are ‘‘frozen.’’ Therefore the vortices
a superconductor form a vortex glass structure, analogou
the distribution of magnetic moments in a spin glass. Ho
ever, it has been shown experimentally~see, e.g., Ref. 2! that
the vanishing of irreversibility and the melting of the froze
vortex structure are two different transitions in the vort
lattice. In some regions of the phase diagram the line co
sponding to the melting of the vortex structure lies above
irreversibility line while in others it lies below that line.2

Thus the irreversibility line is most likely a dynamic trans
tion of the vortex system.

Each superconductor is characterized by its own ir
versibility line. In the low-temperature superconductors
IL is almost coincident with the second critical fieldHc2(T),
4461063-777X/2004/30(6)/6/$26.00
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while in YBa2Cu3O7 it differs from Hc2(T) by several de-
grees, and in the highly layered superconductors the dif
ence between the IL andHc2(T) is rather large, sometime
reaching a value ofTc/2. Furthermore, the position of the IL
on the phase plane depends on the mechanism of the hy
esis~bulk pinning of vortices or vortex bundles,6,12 pinning
due to a surface13–15 or geometric16 barrier, etc.!. It has also
been noted that the position of the IL in a given mater
varies for different methods of measurement~see, e.g., Refs
3 and 5–8!. As the frequency used in the experiment i
creases, the IL shifts to higher magnetic fields a
temperatures.5 Such a shift can also be observed with i
creasing sweep rate of the static magnetic field in magn
zation measurements.3 The pronounced ambiguity in the de
termination of the IL requires explanation and addition
experimental checking.

In the present study the position of the IL was det
mined for the same Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy single crystal by three
different experimental setups working at substantially diff
ent frequencies. A comparison of the results obtained by
different methods made it possible to acquire a large se
data on the vortex dynamics, hysteresis mechanisms,
frequency dependence of the position of the IL. This a
proach allowed us to ascertain which of the hystere
mechanisms determine the position of the IL in different
gions of theH –T phase plane and which of the hystere
mechanisms can be detected by the different methods.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 1
describe the techniques used in this study to measure
hysteresis of the magnetic characteristics of the superc
ductor. The results of the measurements are presented in
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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2. In Sec. 3 we discuss the results and construct a p
diagram of the vortex state. The main conclusions as to
mechanisms of hysteresis in different regions of the ph
diagram are presented in the Conclusion.

1. EXPERIMENTAL

In this study we have used three experimental metho
measurement of the hysteresis loop of the dc magnetiza
M (H) by means of Hall probes, measurement of the mic
wave absorption~MWA ! at frequencyn510 GHz, and reg-
istration of the harmonics of the high-frequencyn
510 MHz) response of the superconductor. The MW
method, which has been used successfully for studying
vortex state of HTSCs,17–22 has a high sensitivity and per
mits determination of the type of pinning and the position
the IL.

The studies were done on a Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy single crys-
tal with Tc587 K and dimensions of 3.531.330.1 m3. All
of the measurements were made in an orientation for wh
the applied dc magnetic field was perpendicular to the pl
of the crystal~parallel to thec axis!.

The first method of determining the IL used in this stu
was to record the hysteresis loop of the magnetizationM (H)
using Hall probes. The Hall probes had dimensions of
working zone of 0.530.5 m2 and a sensitivity of 9.8mV/G.
One of the probes was placed directly on the surface of
sample and measured the local magnetic inductionB. The
second probe was located far from the sample and meas
the applied magnetic field strengthH. The hysteresis loops
of the magnetizationM (H) were recorded with the externa
magnetic field swept upward and downward at a rate o
Oe/s, permitting registration of the magnetizationM , which
is proportional to the difference (B2H), as a function of the
applied magnetic field strengthH. The field at which the
hysteresis of the magnetization vanished was identified
the irreversibility fieldH irr(T).

The next method is based on registration of the harm
ics of the high-frequency response of the superconduc
The transition from linear and reversible behavior of t
magnetization to nonlinear and irreversible behavior gi
rise to magnetic losses and the generation of harmonic
the rf susceptibility.4,8 It has been shown~in Ref. 8, for ex-
ample! that the first harmonic of the susceptibility charact
izes the penetration depth of the alternating magnetic fi
into the superconductor. The appearance of higher harmo
as the magnetic field and temperature are lowered is du
the onset of irreversibility of the magnetic properties of t
superconductor.8 In this study the frequency of the funda
mental ~first! harmonic wasn510 MHz. The sample was
cooled in a magnetic field of 7 kOe fromT.Tc to the mea-
surement temperature, and then the signal at the frequ
3n was recorded as the external magnetic field was
creased to zero at a rate of 5 Oe/s. The field at which
amplitude of the signal rose sharply was taken as the i
versibility field H irr .

The third method of determining the IL was to regist
the vanishing of the hysteresis of the microwave absorpt
The nonresonance MWA was measured using a Bruker B
418s spectrometer working in the frequency range 9.2–
GHz. The dc magnetic field was modulated at a frequenc
se
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100 kHz with an amplitude from 0.1 to 10 Oe. The samp
was placed in the resonator of the spectrometer and
cooled by a flow of gaseous helium. The temperature of
sample was varied from 10 K to the critical temperature. T
crystal was oriented so that the applied dc magnetic fieldH
was parallel to thec axis and the microwave fieldH1 lay in
the basal planeab of the crystal. The MWA signal was de
tected and amplified using a lock-in amplifier at the fr
quency of the fundamental harmonic of the modulation~the
details are given in Ref. 21!.

The procedure used for recording the signal was as
lows: at a fixed fieldHi the sample was cooled from abov
the critical temperature to the measurement temperature
ter which the field was swept up and down at a rate of
Oe/s. The swept range was 150–200 Oe. The magnetic
at which the hysteresis of the MWA signal vanished w
taken as the irreversibility fieldH irr . By varying the external
conditions, we obtained curves of the amplitude of the h
teresis loop as a function of temperature, magnetic fieldH,
and modulation amplitudeHm . The amplitude of the hyster
esis loop was taken as the averaged value ofL5S/DH,
whereS is the area of the loop andDH is the swept range
The irreversibility fieldH irr was taken as the point at whic
the hysteresis loop of the MWA collapsed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the hysteresis loop of the magnetiza
M (H) measured at a temperature of 36 K by means of H
probes. The magnetization loop was obtained for a reve
of the direction of sweep of the dc magnetic fieldH. The
irreversibility field H irr51000 Oe at which the collapse o
the hysteresis loop occurred is indicated by an arrow in
figure. The points of the irreversibility lineH irr(T) obtained
by this method are represented by squares on the phase
gram in Fig. 3.

Figure 2 shows the third-harmonic signal of the susc
tibility, x3 , as a function of magnetic field at temperatures
55, 63, and 74 K. It is seen in the figure that at a cert
value of the decreasing magnetic field there is a sharp
crease in the signal. This indicates the onset of nonlin

FIG. 1. Hysteresis loop of the magnetizationM (H) obtained from measure-
ments by dc Hall probes at a temperatureT536 K. The fieldH irr at which
the hysteresis vanishes is indicated by an arrow.
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response and defines the irreversibility fieldH irr . In Refs.
23–25, where numerical calculations of the frequency a
magnetic-field dependence of the amplitude of the harmo
were carried out, it was shown that the inflection on t
curve of the field dependence of the susceptibility becom

FIG. 2. Field dependence of the third harmonic signals at temperature
55, 63, and 74 K. The excitation frequency was;10 MHz. The fields at
which the third harmonic signals appears, which corresponds to the irre
ibility field H irr , are indicated by arrows. The dashed lines show the z
levels of the signal during registration atT574 and 63 K.

FIG. 3. Irreversibility lines obtained from measurement of the dc magn
zation M (H) by means of Hall probes~h!, measurement of the hysteret
microwave absorption~s!, and registration of the third harmonic in th
high-frequency response of the superconductor~n!. The solid curves drawn
through the experimental points correspond to irreversibility lines obtai
by different methods and at different frequencies. The vertical and horiz
tal dotted lines separate regions with different states of the vortex sys
The theoretical curves are calculated with the use of expression~2! for
t51027 s ~the dot-and-dash curve! andt510210 s ~the dashed curve!.
d
cs
e
s

smooth. These features of the behavior ofx3 are also ob-
served in our experiment. They are responsible for the s
stantial uncertainty in the location of the irreversibility fie
at temperature below 55 K. The points of the IL determin
by this method are represented by triangles in Fig. 3.

The method of MWA measurement was used not only
find the points of the IL but also to obtain information abo
the phase state of the vortex matter and the changes o
Figure 4 shows the hysteresis loops of the MWA observed
different regions of magnetic field and temperature. As
temperature is raised from 40 to 55 K at fields around 5
Oe the shape of the hysteresis loop undergoes fundam
changes, from the type in Fig. 4a to the type in Fig. 4c.
this value of the magnetic field the amplitude of the lo
goes to zero atTirr585.8 K. Increasing the magnetic field a
a fixed temperatureT527 K does not result in significan
changes in the shape of the loop. As can be seen in Fig. 4
the loop loses its definite characteristic shape in fields of
order of 8000 Oe. At high fields the amplitude of the hyst
esis falls off, while the noise level remains unchanged, a
therefore the ‘‘signal-to-noise’’ ratio decreases~Fig. 4b!. A
similar process is also observed at higher temperaturesT
570 K): with increasing field the shape of the loop rema
practically unchanged, but the amplitude of the signal fa
off rather rapidly ~Fig. 4d! and the hysteresis loop of th
MWA collapses completely atH irr53200 Oe. Thus by vary-
ing the external conditions we were able to track the evo
tion of the signal over a wide range of magnetic fields a
temperatures and to determine the position of the irrev
ibility line. The points of the IL obtained by this method a
represented by circles in the phase diagram~Fig. 3!.

3. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The irreversibility lines are plotted in Fig. 3 on the bas
of the measurements of the magnetization and hysteretic

of

rs-
o

i-

d
n-
m.

FIG. 4. Shape of the hysteresis loop of the microwave absorption obse
in different regions of the phase plane:T527 K, H5600 Oe ~a!; T
527 K, H57600 Oe ~b!; T570 K, H5600 Oe ~c!; T570 K, H
52600 Oe~d!. The arrows indicate the direction of sweep of the magne
field. The two-headed arrow in panel~a! indicates the value of the differenc
of the signal levels for different directions of sweep of the magnetic fie
which is adopted as the amplitudeL of the hysteresis.
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crowave absorption and registration of the third harmonic
the high-frequency response of the superconductor. It is s
that the positions of these lines differ remarkably from o
another. The IL obtained from measurements of the mag
tization M (H) is in good agreement with the data obtain
by other dc methods~see Ref. 6, for example!. The IL deter-
mined from the third harmonic of the susceptibility,x3 , and
the IL obtained from measurements of the MWA hystere
are shifted significantly to higher magnetic fields and te
peratures. The cause of this discrepancy is understandab
view of the nature of the hysteresis in the different regions
the phase diagram.

It is known that the bulk pinning of vortices at poin
defects is the main pinning mechanism in unirradia
samples of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy at low temperatures.26 In the
presence of bulk pinning a change of the applied magn
field results in a nonuniform distribution of vortices in th
volume of the sample. The sample is in a so-called criti
state, i.e., a persistent current with a densityj < j c , where
j c(T,H) is the critical current density, can occur in it. In Re
21 it was found that in the case of bulk pinning the amplitu
of the hysteresis loop of the microwave absorptionL(T,H)
is proportional toj c

2(T,H). The value and functional depen
dence of the critical currentj c(T,H) characterize the dynam
ics of the vortex matter.26 In Refs. 21 and 22 we analyzed th
applicability of different functional dependencesj c(T,H)
corresponding to the dynamics of vortex lines, the dynam
of large and small 2D-vortex bundles, and the dynamics
noninteracting isolated 2D vortices. In Ref. 22 a fitting of t
theoretical curves to the experimental data led to the con
sion that in fieldsH.500 Oe and temperatures 15 K,T
,40 K ~region A in Fig. 3! the hysteresis of the magnet
properties is governed by the bulk pinning of 2D vortice
which form small bundles. The presence of bulk pinning
2D-vortex bundles also governs the hysteresis loops of
magnetizationM (H) ~Fig. 1, H irr51000 Oe atT536 K).

As is seen in Fig. 3, the shift between the IL measu
by the Hall probes and the IL measured by the MW
method, in which an alternating current with frequencyn
'1010 Hz is excited, amounts to 10–12 K. This shift can
explained by the frequency dependence of the position of
IL, which has been determined in the theory of vort
creep.9,27 According to that theory, at long measureme
times ~or low frequencies! there is sufficient time for relax
ation of the vortex position to equilibrium, and therefore r
versible behavior can be achieved at lower temperature
higher magnetic fields. Since the pinning force decrea
with increasing applied magnetic field, so does the charac
istic lifetime of a 2D vortex in the potential well of a pinnin
center. Therefore the weakened bulk pinning at high fie
can be detected only by a high-frequency method, while
measurements show reversible behavior because of vo
relaxation.

As was shown in Ref. 22, at fieldsH,500 Oe and tem-
peraturesT,15 K the j c(T,H) dependence for 2D-vorte
bundles no longer describes the experimental dependen
the MWA hysteresis. Most likely in the field regionH
,500 Oe (15 K,T,40 K) the dynamics of the vortex
lines matter is governed by the motion of vortex lines~3D
region!, while for T,15 K, H.500 Oe the dynamics o
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mutually isolated 2D vortices is dominant. These ideas c
relate well with published data.26,28

The hysteresis of the magnetic properties has a diffe
nature at higher temperatures (50 K,T,Tc ; region B on
the phase diagram in Fig. 3!. As previous studies of the mag
netic flux profile have shown,29 in this region of temperature
the bulk pinning is no longer effective, and irreversibility
due to either a surface or edge geometric barrier.

As is seen in Fig. 4c, in this temperature region t
MWA hysteresis loop has a completely different shape
comparison with the loops in regionA ~Fig. 4a!, while the
amplitude of the hysteresis is an order of magnitude low
Analysis of the functional dependence of the amplitude
the loop with the use of a theoretical model22 can explain
these changes as being due to a transition to flux trappin
a surface barrier, since it is known that the edge geome
barrier is not effective at such high magnetic fields.

Additional confirmation of the existence of the abov
named vortex states comes from the dependence of the
plitudeL of the hysteresis loop on the modulation amplitu
Hm of the applied magnetic field~Fig. 5!. TheL(Hm) curve
for a superconductor in the critical state~the triangles and
dashed line! differs sharply from theL(Hm) curve for a su-
perconductor in which the hysteresis of the MWA is go
erned by flux trapping by a surface barrier~the black circles
and solid line!. In the case when the superconductor is in t
critical state, the dependence of the amplitude of the MW
hysteresis loopL on the field modulationHm has a non-
monotonic character, since only some but not all of the v
tices contribute to the amplitude of the hysteresis. With
creasing modulation amplitude the fraction of vortices th
contribute to the amplitude of the hysteresis decreases.
effect is considered in more detail in Ref. 21. In the case
a surface barrier the MWA signal detected on sweeping
magnetic field up and down is proportional to the total nu
ber of vortices in the sample, which is determined by t
external magnetic field strength.22 Therefore with the use o
magnetic-field modulation the amplitudeL of the hysteresis

FIG. 5. Amplitude of the hysteresis of the microwave absorption as a fu
tion of the amplitudeHm of the field modulation at a temperature of 25
~triangles! and 65 K~filled circles! at a field of 1000 Oe. The dashed curv
was constructed in accordance with the bulk-pinning model for the MW
hysteresis.22 The solid line corresponds to the hysteresis of the MWA in t
case of a surface barrier.22
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loop is proportional to the derivative of the absorbed mic
wave power with respect to the field.22

It is seen in Fig. 3 that forT.50 K the positions of the
ILs measured by the three different methods differ stron
The IL determined from dc magnetization measurements
incides with a line of first-order phase transitions.6,13 Mea-
surements made by them-SR ~muon spin rotation! method30

have shown that the vortex lines that exist at fields and t
peratures below that line decompose into mutually
coupled 2D vortices above the transition. The ILs determin
from the appearance of the third harmonic of the rf susc
tibility and from the hysteresis of the microwave absorpti
lie at substantially higher magnetic fields. We suppose
the irreversibility observed below these lines but above
IL obtained from magnetization measurements is due to
presence of a surface barrier for 2D vortices.14,15The mecha-
nism of irreversibility due to the presence of this barrier
apparently the only mechanism that can exist at such h
magnetic fields and temperatures, since all the other sou
of hysteresis~bulk pinning, a geometric barrier, a surfac
barrier for vortex lines! are no longer effective. The bul
pinning in these materials acts only at temperatures below
K ~if they are not irradiated by heavy ions! ~see, e.g., Ref.
29!. The surface barrier for vortex lines exists only in t
presence of large regions of smooth~defect-free! surface,
unlike the case of the lateral surface of the thin crystal t
we used. An edge geometric barrier for vortex lines can
realized under these conditions, but it is effective only at l
magnetic fields of the order of first critical fieldHc1 and
below.16 Therefore the hysteresis observed in fields an or
of magnitude higher than the first critical field can be e
plained only by the presence of a surface barrier for
vortices, for which the lateral surface is large and fl
enough.

Since the frequencies of the ac magnetic fields use
the two methods~registration of the third harmonic of the r
susceptibility and measurement of the MWA hysteresis! dif-
fer by three orders of magnitude, the fact that the ILs o
tained by these methods do not coincide is an indication
the frequency of hops of 2D vortices across the surface
rier is dependent on the temperature and magnetic field
Ref. 14 an expression was obtained for the timet required
for a 2D vortex to overcome a surface barrier with ene
Gg :

t5gtt0S kT

d S 4pl

F0
D 2D 1/2

expS Gg

kTD , ~1!

where

Gg5S F0

4pl D 2

d lnS F0

2p

1

ljH D .

Heret05l2/(rnc2) is a characteristic constant that arises
the theory of nonequilibrium superconductivity,rn is the re-
sistivity in the normal state,F0 is the magnetic flux quan
tum, k is Boltzmann’s constant,l is the magnetic-field pen
etration depth in the superconductor,j5jab is the coherence
length,d is the distance between superconducting planesgt

is a constant of the order of unity,T is the temperature in
kelvin, and the fieldH is given in tesla. The following value
-
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of the parameters of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy , taken from Ref. 26,
were used in the calculation:l(0)51.531027 m, j(0)
53.531029 m, d51.531029 m, rn51023 V•m. Further-
more, it was assumed thatl(T) and j(T) vary near the
critical temperatureTc as (12t4)20.5, wheret5T/Tc . Then
the timet measured in seconds is given by

t510213S T

1200~12t4! D
1/2

3expS 1200~12t4!

T
lnS 0.6~12t4!

H D D . ~2!

Figure 3 shows the ILs calculated with the use of formu
~2!. The time required for a 2D vortex to overcome the s
face barrier is of the order of 1027 s for the lower, dot-and-
dash line, and 10210 s for the upper dashed line. It is see
that the theoretical dependence gives a good descriptio
the experimental points obtained in measurements of th
susceptibility. The agreement of theory and experiment c
firms our assumptions as to the presence of a surface ba
for 2D vortices and shows that this barrier can be a sourc
irreversibility.

Both the theoretical and experimental lines shift in t
same direction, to higher fields, when the frequency is
creased to 1010 Hz. That is, the trends are qualitatively th
same. However, the points of the IL measured from
MWA lie noticeably higher than the theoretical curve~the
dashed curve on the phase diagram in Fig. 3!. The difference
of the latter theoretical dependence from the experime
dependence is apparently due to the fact that there exist s
additional mechanisms of irreversibility that we have n
been able to reveal and which require additional studies.

CONCLUSION

We have made a comprehensive study of the hyster
magnetic properties of a Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy single crystal by
three experimental methods: from measurements of the m
netizationM (H) by Hall probes, from measurements of th
hysteresis of the microwave absorption, and by registra
of the harmonics in the high-frequency response of the
perconductor. A phase diagram of the vortex matter of
crystal under study was constructed. It was found that the
is strongly shifted to higher fields and temperatures wh
high-frequency methods of study based on measuremen
the rf susceptibility and MWA are used. Analysis of the r
sults obtained showed that in the regionT,40 K the shift of
the IL can be explained with the use of a dynamic model
flux creep. ForT.50 K andH.500 Oe a possible source o
hysteresis is the surface barrier for 2D vortices, and the s
of the IL is due to the change of the time required for vor
ces to overcome this barrier.
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sion of the results. This study was supported by the Minis
of Industry and Science of Russia as part of Project N
107-1~00!-P and by the Russian Foundation for Basic R
search ~Project No. 03-02-96230! and the foundation
NIOKR RT ~Project No. 06-6.2-234!.
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Frozen magnetoresistance in the magnetization reversal of granular Bi „Pb…-HTSCs
A. A. Sukhanov* and V. I. Omelchenko

Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics of the Russian Academy of Sciences, pl. Vvedenskogo 1,
Fryazino, Moscow District, 141190, Russia
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The frozen magnetoresistance of ceramic Bi~Pb!-HTSC samples is investigated as a function of
the fields initiating magnetic flux trapping and the magnetization-reversing fields:
Rt(Hi ,Hr). It is found that theRt(Hr) curves are nonmonotonic. The value of the frozen
magnetoresistance decreases substantially after application of the firstHr pulse (Hr,Hi) but
remains practically unchanged upon subsequent magnetization reversals by pulses of the
same magnitude but of either polarity. The influence of the magnetization reversal on the
anisotropy of the magnetoresistance and the negative magnetoresistance effect are
studied. It is shown that the results are in conflict with models of the critical state for the
granules and superconducting loops but are well described quantitatively by the proposed model
of granular Bi~Pb!-HTSCs, according to which the magnetic flux trapping occurs in
‘‘normal’’ granules wrapped in superconducting shells, while the resistance of the samples is
determined by chains of weak links. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1768335#
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INTRODUCTION

Despite continuing studies,1–3 the nature of the magneti
flux trapping in granular HTSCs, especially in the superc
ducting transition region, remains largely unclear. In parti
lar, it has not yet been established whether the trappin
this case occurs in the individual superconducting~SC!
granules4,5 or in closed loops formed by SC granules.6

We assume that this can be clarified by studying
influence of magnetization reversal on the value of the fro
magnetoresistance~MR!. The point is that, in contrast to th
dependence of the trapped fields~TFs! and frozen MR on the
trapping-initiating field,Ht(Hi) andRt(Hi), the dependence
of the frozen MR on the magnetization-reversing fie
Rt(Hr) according to the superconducting loops model a
according to the model of the critical state in the granu
should be different.

Indeed, the resistance of granular HTSCs after the tr
ping of a magnetic flux is determined by the influence of
trapped fields on the weak links of the current channels,
therefore the frozen MR depends only on the absolute va
of the local TFs. According to the model of ‘‘thick’’ SC loop
~rings with a superconducting wall thickness greater than
London length!, magnetic flux trapping initiated by pulses o
a magnetic fieldH i after cooling in zero field~the ZFC re-
gime! occurs only upon application to the ring of a fie
higher than a critical value (Hi[uH i u.Hc), and the value of
the TFs is always equal toHc . Therefore, after magnetiza
tion reversal of the samples by pulses of an external fi
Hr i2H i for whichHr[uHr u,Hi the value of the frozen MR
should not change, since magnetization reversal of
‘‘strong’’ loops with higher critical fields (Hc.Hr) does not
occur, and the TFs of the ‘‘weak’’ loops withHc,Hr remain
equal toHc in magnitude, although their direction varies.

In contrast, if the flux trapping occurs in individual gra
ules, where, as in crystals, the field distribution is usua
4521063-777X/2004/30(6)/4/$26.00
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described by the model of the critical state, after magnet
tion reversal the distribution of the trapped fields chang
throughout the whole volume of the granule, and the dir
tion of the TFs in an outer layer of the granules changes
the opposite. As a result of this, the flux trapped in each
the granules falls and, hence, the field outside the gran
should decrease and consequently so should the value o
frozen MR.

Thus by studying the influence of magnetization rever
on the frozen MR of granular HTSC samples, one can dec
between the different models of flux trapping in the region
the resistive transition. In this connection we have stud
the features of the field dependence of the frozen MR
Bi~Pb!-HTSC ceramics upon their magnetization reversal

1. SAMPLES, MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES, AND
RESULTS

The measurements were made on samples of Bi~Pb!–
Sr–Ca–Cu–O ceramics prepared by the one-step sinterin
a mixture of Bi2O3 , PbO2, SrO, CaO, and CuO powder
with a nominal composition of Pb0.5Bi2Sr3Ca5Cu6O18 in air
at 870 °C for 120–144 hours. The samples were in the fo
of tablets 2–4 mm thick and 8–10 mm in diameter. Measu
ments of the magnetic susceptibility showed that the sam
contained two SC phases with critical temperaturesTc1

'110 K ~the 2223 phase! andTc2'80 K ~the 2212 phase!.
The volume fractions of these places were equal to 7–1
and 30–40%, respectively.

The resistance of the samples was determined by
four-probe method in alternating current (J50.5 mA, f
57 Hz). The curves of the temperature dependence of
resistanceR(T) of the samples exhibited a region of sha
decrease inR at Tc0.T.Tcm (Tc05107– 110 K, Tcm

598– 100 K) and a ‘‘tail’’ ending atTc f578– 85 K. The
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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MR of the samples had distinctively large values in the
gion Tcm.T.Tc f .

The strong field dependence of the magnetoresista
R(H) at low fieldsH51 – 15 Oe~curve 1 in Fig. 1! is ap-
parently explained by disruption of the network of we
links of the granular HTSC by the magnetic field and
determined by the distribution function of the weak links
the current channels over critical fields. The magnetic fl
trapping and magnetization reversal of the samples was d
at T577.4– 85 K in the ZFC regime by applying a pulse
a trapping-initiating field H i , and then pulses of the
magnetization-reversing fields2Hr and 1Hr (Hr<Hi).
The magnetic fields were applied perpendicular to the dir
tion of the measuring current. The duration of the field pul
was 30 s, and the frozen MR was measured 300 s after
application of each pulse.

Figure 2 shows a typical monotonically increasing cur
of the frozen MR as a function of the pulse amplitude of t
initiating fields, Rt(Hi); the curve has a tendency towa
saturation atHi5200– 500 Oe. It is seen in Fig. 1 and 2 th
the trapped fields atHi5200– 300 Oe lead to the same M
as an external fieldH57 – 10 Oe. At the same time, th
trapped fields measured by the Hall probes amount to 0.
0.2 Oe forHi5200– 300 Oe. This means that the local T
are 2–3 orders of magnitude higher than the average

FIG. 1. Field dependence of the magnetoresistanceR(H) ~curve1! and the
derivative R8(H)5dR/dH ~curve 2! for a ceramic sample of a Bi~Pb!-
HTSC. The dot-and-dash curve3 is the approximation of the dependenc
R8(H) by the function in Eq.~8!.

FIG. 2. The dependence of the frozen MR on the magnetic field indu
flux trapping. The points are experimental data. The curve shows the de
denceRt(Hi) calculated with the use of expressions~5!, ~8!, and~9!.
-
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measured by the Hall probes and, as in the case of Bi-HT
films,6 are sign-varying and are closed inside the sample

We stress that all of the data plotted in this paper w
obtained on a single sample. This allows one to find
distribution function of the TFs from the plots ofRt(Hi) and
R(H) ~Figs. 1 and 2! and then to calculate the dependence
the frozen MR on the magnetization–reversing fieldRt(Hr)
and compare it to the experimental curves.

Normalized curves of the frozen MR versu
magnetization-reversing fieldr t(hr) (r t5Rt(Hr)/Rt(0) and
hr5Hr /Hi) for different values ofHi in the magnetization
reversal of a sample by single pulses are shown in Fig
These curves have a nonmonotonic form with a minimum
hr50.2– 0.5. With increasingHi the position of the mini-
mum ofr t(hr) is shifted to lower values, and the depth of th
dip decreases from 30% to 10%.

Significantly, within the experimental error (;3 – 5%)
the r t(hr) curves in the case of two or more magnetizati
reversals by alternating pulses of different polarity,2Hr and
1Hr turn out to be the same as for a single magnetizat
reversal.

Despite this, measurements of the MR have shown
the spatial distributions of TFs in these cases are subs
tially different. It has been found that after the initial flu
trapping and a double magnetization reversal the MR is
isotropic, and in an applied magnetic fieldHiH i a negative
MR is observed~curves1 and3 in Fig. 4! because the exter
nal fieldH compensates the TFs directed opposite toH i near
the current channels.7 In the case of magnetization revers
by a single2Hr pulse the anisotropy of the MR varies d
pending on the magnitudeHr of the pulse. ForHr!Hi a
negative MR is observed forHiH i , at fieldsHrm correspond-
ing to the minimum ofRt(Hr) the anisotropy of the MR and
the negative MR vanish~curve2 in Fig. 4!, and, finally, for
Hr&Hi the negative MR effect is again observed, only no
for fields Hi2H i . This means that after the first magnetiz
tion reversal the trapped fields with different directions ar
near the weak links of the current channels, and after a
ond magnetization reversal the TFs are directed opposit
H i .

2. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS. MODEL OF MAGNETIC
FLUX TRAPPING AND FROZEN MAGNETORESISTANCE

In the region of the resistive transition a granular HTS
constitutes a dilute Josephson medium in which isolated

g
n-

FIG. 3. Normalized curves of the frozen MR of Bi~Pb!-HTSC ceramics
versus the magnetization-reversing field (r t5Rt(Hr)/Rt(0) and hr

5Hr /Hi) at T580 K for various inducing fieldsHi @Oe#: 400 ~h!, 150
~n!, 50 ~s!. The solid line is ther t(hr) curve calculated according to Eq
~6! for Hi5400 Oe. The dot-and-dash lines are ther t(hr) curves calculated
for the unsaturated regime of magnetic flux trapping.
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granules or SC grannules connected by weak links are
mersed in a normal granular matrix. Here the SC granu
and weak links can form chains~current channels! and clus-
ters, including closed loops. The MR and frozen MR of su
media are determined by the destruction of the supercon
tivity of the weak links of the current channels by the ext
nal and local trapped magnetic fields, and the magnetic
trapping can occur both in the SC granules4,5 and in the SC
loops.6 As we have said, both models can explain the fi
dependence of the trapped fields and frozen MR and also
appearance of sign-varying TFs.

However, the results of experiments disagree with
predictions of both models. According to the thick-rin
model, the frozen MR during magnetization reversal sho
not change at all~see the Introduction!. Furthermore, the
notions of magnetic flux trapping in closed SC loops conta
ing weak links disagree with the results of measurement
the temperature dependence of the frozen MR. Those m
surements imply that flux trapping can occur at temperatu
Tcm,T,Tc0 , where individual granules undergo a tran
tion to the SC state but neither current channels nor lo
containing weak links are formed yet.8

According to the model of the critical state in the gra
ules, in the magnetization reversal of samples by pulse
alternating polarity the frozen MR should be changed a
each pulse because of the change in the direction of the fi
trapped in the outer layers of the granules withHc.Hr .
Calculations show that the changes of the resistance afte
second and subsequent magnetization-reversing pu
should have been 30–50% of the decrease in the frozen
after the first pulse.

At the same time, the results obtained are described
in the framework of a model of magnetic flux trapping
normal granules with SC shells. It is known that shells of
2223 phase, withTc5105 K, can form on the surface o
granules of the 2212 phase, withTc577– 82 K, in the final
stage of synthesis of Bi~Pb!-HTSC ceramics.9–11As the tem-
perature of such a material is lowered, individual parts of
envelopes of the granules can undergo transition to the
state and form closed SC loops.

For a comparison with the experimental results, let

FIG. 4. Field dependence of the normalized MR of a Bi~Pb!-HTSC sample
with trapped fieldsDr t(H)5@Rt(H)2Rt(0)#/Rt(0): after magnetic flux
trapping initiated by a pulse of fieldHi5200 Oe~1!, after magnetization
reversal of the sample by a pulse of field2Hrm , uHrmu560 Oe~2!; after a
subsequent magnetization reversal of the ceramic by two magnetic-
pulses,2Hrm and1Hrm ~3!.
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consider the flux trapping in a system of ‘‘one-dimensiona
normal granules with thin superconducting shells in which
critical state with current densityj c is realized. We neglec
the flux trapped in the shells~the wall of the loop! in com-
parison with the trapped flux enclosed by it, which is va
for d/D!1, whereD andd are, respectively, the size of th
granule and the thickness of the shells. Then according to
model of the critical state the field trapped in the gran
after imposition of a pulseHi is given by

Ht~Hi !5H 0 for Hi<Hc ,
Hi2Hc for 2Hc>Hi>Hc ,
Hc for Hi>2Hc ,

~1!

whereHc5 j cd is the critical value beginning with which th
field penetrates inside granules with a superconducting s
It is seen from Eq.~1! that for Hi,Hc the field does not
penetrate inside the granules, while forHi.Hc the value of
the TF increases linearly withHi until it reaches a value
equal toHc .

Let us now consider the simple case of magnetizat
reversal by a pulse2Hr from the regime of saturation, whe
the TFs in all the loops after the initial flux trapping reach t
limiting value Hc . In this case

Ht~Hr !5 HHc2Hr for Hr<2Hc ,
2Hc for Hr>2Hc . ~2!

It is seen from ~2! that even weak magnetization
reversing fieldsHr penetrate into the granules and decrea
the trapped fieldsHt in them, leading to a decrease in th
frozen MR upon magnetization reversal. It is also seen t
after magnetization reversal by a pulse2Hr , trapped fields
of different sign will have arisen in granules with differe
Hc and hence along the current channels. Because of this
anisotropy of the MR and the negative MR effect can vani

In the case of magnetization reversal by two success
pulses2Hr and1Hr we obtain

Ht~Hr !5H Hc2Hr for Hr<Hc ,
Hr2Hc for Hc<Hr<2Hc ,
Hc for Hr>2Hc.

~3!

Since the frozen MR is determined only by the absol
values of the TFs, it follows from a comparison of~3! and
~2!, in agreement with experiment, that the value of the f
zen MR remains unchanged upon repeated magnetizatio
versal of granules with thin shells.

In the description of the field dependence of the froz
MR we assume that: 1! the resistance of the sample is dete
mined by the series-connected weak links of the curr
channel, which are found near granules with SC shells
which the flux trapping occurs; 2! a weak link undergoes
transition to the normal state under the conditionkuHtu
.Hcr , whereHcr is the critical field of the weak link,Ht is
the TF of the nearest granule, andk is a geometric factor tha
takes into account the attenuation of the TF in the region
the weak links (k<1). Then the frozen MR induced by th
TFs Ht(Hi ,Hr) of granules with SC shells is equal to

Rt~Hi ,Hr !5E
0

Hi
f ~Hc!E

0

kuHt~Hi ,Hr !u
w~Hcr!dHcrdHc ,

~4!

ld
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wheref (Hc) andw(Hcr) are the distribution functions of th
SC coatings and of the resistances of the weak links of
current channels with respect to the corresponding crit
fields.

Using Eq.~4! together with expressions~1! and ~2!, we
obtain the dependence of the frozen MR on the induc
field Hi in the case of flux trapping and on the reversing fie
Hr in the case of magnetization reversal from the satura
regime:

Rt~Hi !5E
0

Hi /2

f ~Hc!E
0

kHc
w~Hcr!dHcr dHc

1E
Hi /2

Hi
f ~Hc!E

0

k~Hi2Hc!

w~Hcr!dHcr dHc , ~5!

Rt~Hr !5E
0

Hr /2

f ~Hc!E
0

kHc
w~Hcr!dHcr dHc

1E
Hr /2

Hi
f ~Hc!E

0

kuHr2Hcu
w~Hcr!dHcr dHc . ~6!

As we have said, the distribution functionw(Hcr) can be
determined from the field dependence of the MR of
samples,R(H). For the current-channel model under cons
eration, we have

R~H !5E
0

H

w~Hcr!dHcr

and

w~Hcr!5R8~H !uHcr
5

]R~H !

]H U
Hcr

. ~7!

Using Eq.~7! and the data in Fig. 1, we find the follow
ing empirical expression for the distribution of weak links
the current channel with respect to critical fields:

w~Hcr!.
Hrm

Hcr
2 2Hr1

2 10.04 expF2S Hcr21

9 D 2G ,
Hrm512 Oe, H r1520 Oe. ~8!

Then from Fig. 2 and expression~5! by analytical or
fitting methods we find the distribution function of the she
over critical fields, which can be written approximately
the form

f ~Hc!5expF2S Hc2HM

&H1
D 2G10.15 expS 2

Hc

30H1
D ,

Hm540 Oe, H15110 Oe. ~9!

Then, using Eqs.~6!, ~8!, and ~9!, we calculate the depen
dence Rt(Hr) for magnetization reversal from saturatio
(Hi5400 Oe); this dependence in normalized form is sho
by the solid curve in Fig. 3. We note that we used the va
k50.85 in all the calculations. The disagreement of the c
culated curve with the experimental data at large values
Hr is due to the fact that the saturation regime has not
been reached at the fieldHi5400 Oe.

We also carried out an analogous examination for m
netization reversal at arbitrary values ofHi . The expressions
obtained forRt(Hr ,Hi) have a rather lengthy form and a
e
al

g

n

e
-

n
e
l-
of
et

-

therefore not given here. The calculated graphs ofRt(Hr) for
magnetization reversal after the imposition of induci
pulsesHi550, 150, and 400 Oe are shown by the dot-an
dash curves in Fig. 3. It is seen from these graphs that
results of the calculations are in good agreement with
experimental data.

When the magnetic flux trapped in the wall of the loop
taken into account, theRt(Hr) curves for single and double
magnetization reversal become different. Calculations sh
that the increase in the frozen MR in the second magnet
tion reversal amounts todRt'DRtd/D, whereDRt is the
decrease of the frozen MR in the case of single magnet
tion reversal. Ford/D50.1 andDRt /Rt50.25 the increase
of dRt /Rt lies within the measurement error ('3%).

Let us estimate the thickness of the SC shells of
granules. ForHc540– 120 Oe and the typical value fo
single crystalsj c51010 A/m2 we findd50.32– 1mm, which
is approximately an order of magnitude smaller than
granule sizeD in the ceramics studied.

Thus we have investigated the field dependence of
frozen MR in the magnetization reversal of Bi~Pb!-HTSC
ceramics. We have shown that the results obtained~non-
monotonic dependence of the frozen MR on t
magnetization-reversing field, the absence of changes in
frozen MR after the second and subsequent magnetiza
reversing pulses! are not explained by the known models
the critical state in the granules and SC rings. A model
granular Bi~Pb!-HTSCs is proposed, according to which th
magnetic flux trapping occurs in normal granules with S
shells and the resistive properties are determined by ch
of weak links. On the basis of this model the field depe
dence of the frozen magnetoresistance is described in a
fied way for both magnetic flux trapping and magnetizati
reversal.
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A numerical simulation is carried out for static vortices in a long Josephson junction with an
exponentially varying width. At specified values of the parameters the corresponding
boundary-value problem admits more than one solution. Each solution~distribution of the
magnetic flux in the junction! is associated to a Sturm–Liouville problem, the smallest eigenvalue
of which can be used, in a first approximation, to assess the stability of the vortex against
relatively small spatiotemporal perturbations. The change in width of the junction leads to a
renormalization of the magnetic flux in comparison with the case of a linear one-
dimensional model. The influence of the model parameters on the stability of the states of the
magnetic flux is investigated in detail, particularly that of the shape parameter. The
critical curve of the junction is constructed from pieces of the critical curves for the different
magnetic flux distributions having the highest critical currents for the given magnetic
field. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1768336#
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1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

A Josephson junction model that takes into account
influence of the shape in thexy plane was considered i
Refs. 1–3. For a model junction with generatrices that v
by an exponential law2,3 ~see Fig. 1! the basic equation fo
the phasew(t,x) in the junction can be written in the form

ẅ1aẇ2w91sinw1g~ t,x!50, xP~0,l !, t.0. ~1!

The spatial coordinatex is normalized to the Josephso
penetration depthlJ , and l 5(L01Ls1LL)/lJ . The timet
is normalized to the plasma frequency~see, e.g., the mono
graph cited as Ref. 4!. The parametera describes dissipative
effects in the junction. An overdot denotes differentiati
with respect to timet, and a prime denotes differentiatio
with respect to the spatial coordinatex.

The termg(t,x)[s@w8(t,x)2hB# in Eq. ~1! models the
current caused by the exponential variation of the width
the junction. The dimensionless shape parameters>0 is de-
termined by the following expression~see Fig. 1 for nota-
tion!:

s5
lJ

Ls
lnS W0

WL
D ,

where it is assumed thatW0.WL . It is known that after
suitable normalization the functionw(t,x) can be interpreted
as the ~dimensionless! magnetic flux along the junction
Then the value ofhB is the ~dimensionless! strength of the
external~boundary! magnetic field along they axis. For sim-
plicity it is assumed below that the fieldhB is independent of
time.
4561063-777X/2004/30(6)/7/$26.00
e

y

f

A detailed derivation of Eq.~1! is given in Ref. 2.
In the present paper we restrict consideration to a mo

junction with an in-line geometry. If the injection curren
density through the endL0 of the junction is denoted byg
~which is assumed constant!, the boundary conditions atx
50 andx5 l , after the transition to the corresponding limit
take the form

w8~ t,0!5hB2 lg, w8~ t,l !5hB . ~2!

Because of the presence of a dissipative termaẇ the

FIG. 1. Diagram of the Josephson junction of exponentially varying wid
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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solutionw(t,x) of equation~1! can lose energy and, cons
quently, for t→` it will approach the corresponding stat
distribution ws(x) ~to simplify the notation below we sha
use the subscripts when necessary!. This makes it necessar
to investigate in detail the static distributions in the Jose
son junction and their behavior upon variations of the mo
parameters.

The boundary-value problem for the static distributio
follows directly from relations~1! and ~2!:

2w91sinw1g~x!50, xP~0,l !, ~3a!

w8~0!2hB1 lg50, ~3b!

w8~ l !2hB50, ~3c!

where the ‘‘geometric’’ current is given by the expression

g~x![s@w8~x!2hB#. ~4!

We note that the solutions of the problem~3! depends
not only on the spatial coordinatex but also on the set o
parametersp[$ l ,s,hB ,g%, i.e., w(x,p). When necessary
below we shall indicate the dependence of the quantities
the parameters.

Let ws(x) be some static solution of equation~1!, i.e., a
solution of the boundary-value problem~3!. With the goal of
investigating the stability of the solutionws(x), following
Ref. 5, we consider a spatiotemporal fluctuation of the fo

w~ t,x!5ws~x!1« exp~2at/2!(
n

@exp~ ivnt !cn~x!

1exp~2 ivnt !cn* ~x!#, ~5!

which depends on the small parameter«. Substituting the
expansion~5! into Eq. ~1! and condition~2!, to a first ap-
proximation in« we arrive at the Sturm–Liouville~SL! prob-
lem

2c91sc81q~x!c5lc, xP~0,l !, ~6a!

c8~0!50, c8~ l !50, ~6b!

the potential of which,q(x)[cosws(x), is determined by the
known static solutionws(x). Here l5(v21a2/4)1/2 is the
spectral parameter.

In view of the boundedness of the functionuq(x,p)u
<1 on a finite interval of the variablex there exists6 a count-
able sequence, bounded from below, of real eigenva
lmin[l0,l1,l2,...,ln,... of problem~6!. To each eigen-
valueln (n50,1,2,...) there corresponds a single real eige
function cn(x) satisfying the normalization condition

E
0

l

cn
2~x!dx51.

Here the number of zeroes of the eigenfunctioncn(x) on the
interval (0,l ) is equal to the indexn. In particular, the eigen-
functionc0(x) corresponding to the smallest eigenvaluelmin

does not have zeroes on (0,l ).
Sincew(x,p) depends on the set of parametersp, the

potential of the SL problem and, hence, the correspond
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the SL problem also
pend on the parameters, i.e.,ln5ln(p) andcn5cn(x,p).

We shall say5 that in a certain range of variation of th
parametersP,R4 the static solutionws(x) is stable in a first
-
l

n

es

-

g
e-

approximation with respect to spatiotemporal perturbatio
of the form ~5! if in that region lmin(p).0. If lmin(p),0,
then a component that is rapidly growing in time appears
the expansion~5!, and the solutionws(x) is unstable. The
points of the vector of parameters which lie on the hypers
face

lmin~p!50 ~7!

in the spaceP are points of bifurcation~branching! for the
solutionw(x,p). The values of the parameters for which E
~7! holds are called the bifurcation or critical values for t
solutionw(x). The corresponding bifurcation curves for th
remaining two parameters are given by the sections of
surface~7! by hyperplanes corresponding to fixed values
the two parameters. The most important from the standp
of the possibility of experimental verification are the critic
curves of the current versus magnetic field type,

lmin~g,hB!50, ~8!

corresponding to fixed geometric parametersl ands of the
junction.

From a theoretical standpoint knowledge of the bifurc
tion curves enables one to find the number of equilibriu
solutions, to understand their structure, and to describe
physics of the phenomenon. Numerical simulation simplifi
the study and makes it possible to estimate the range
variation of the parameters in which one can expect stab
or instability of the magnetic flux distributions in the Josep
son junction.

Especially important for practical purposes is the abil
to check experimentally the bifurcation curves of the para
eters of the Josephson junction, which in turn is an import
source of information for refining the physical model. As
concrete example let us indicate the methods of study
solitonlike vortex structures of the magnetic flux in Josep
son junctions on the basis of measurements of the magn
field dependence of the critical current~see, e.g., Refs. 3, 5
and 7–10!.

We note that a number of papers have been devote
the laying of a rigorous mathematical groundwork for redu
ing the problem of stability of the solutions of nonline
operator equations to an investigation of eigenvalue pr
lems for a linear operator~see, e.g., the review11 and the
collected papers12 and the literature cited therein!.

Josephson junctions with an exponentially varying wid
in the xy plane have been studied theoretically and exp
mentally in Refs. 2 and 3. The influence of the shape on
current–voltage characteristics of the junctions was stud
in detail. However, the problems involving the determinati
of the stability regions of the static distributions and t
structure of the critical curves have not been adequately s
ied. The present paper is devoted to a study of those q
tions, which are important from the applied and theoreti
points of view.

2. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The exact analytical solutions of equation~3a! for the
cases50 are expressed in terms of elliptic functions.13 For
s.0 approximate methods can be used.2 In both cases a
stability analysis of the solutions using the SL problem~6! is
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difficult in view of the complexity of the corresponding ex
pressions for the potentialq(x). Therefore it is advisable to
carry out a detailed analysis of the possible states of
magnetic flux in the junction and analysis of their stabil
with the help of a numerical simulation.

In this paper we use a continuous analog of Newto
method for solution of the boundary-value problems~3! and
~6! ~see reviews14,15!. The linearized boundary-value prob
lems arising at each iteration were solved numerically w
the use of a spline collocation scheme16 of improved accu-
racy.

To permit comparison of our results with the results
Ref. 3, the majority of the numerical simulations were c
ried out for Josephson junctions of lengthl 510 andl 520.

For an ‘‘infinite’’ one-dimensional and uniform Josep
son junction@s50, l→`, xP(2`,`)] the well-known ex-
act analytical expression~see, e.g., Refs. 4 and 5!

w~x!54 arctan~exp~6x!!, ~9!

usually called the fluxon and antifluxon, respectively,
valid. For realistic Josephson junctions of finite length tho
entities are deformed by the geometry of the junction a
also by the influence of the magnetic fieldhB and/or the
external currentg and are not fluxons in the strict sense
the word ~the functions~9! do not satisfy conditions~2!!.
However, because of a number of features of those soli
like solutions, in particular, their finite energy and size, it
appropriate and convenient to use these conventional na
For brevity below we denote the fluxon in the Josephs
junction asF1.

According to Ref. 5, on the entire axis (2`,`) the dis-
crete spectrum of the SL problem generated by solution~9!
consists of an isolated pointl50, i.e., the fluxon/antifluxon
in an ‘‘infinite’’ Josephson junction is found in a quasi-stab
~bifurcation! state.

It follows from general comparison theorems for S
problems that for a finite Josephson junction the condit
lmin,0 holds, i.e., the stability ofF1 becomes worse.

For g50 and smalluhBu the only stable state in a Jo
sephson junction of finite length is the Meissner~vacuum!
state, which will be denoted byM . For hB50, g50 this
‘‘trivial’’ solution of problem ~3!, of the form w(x)50,
62p,64p,... ~there is no magnetic field in the junction!.
For these same parameters the smallest eigenvalue of th

FIG. 2. Fluxon vortices in a Josephson junction.
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problem for theM distribution islmin(M)51. In addition to
M there is also an unstable Meissner solutionw(x)56p,
63p,..., for which lmin521.

For sufficiently large values of the boundary magne
field hB , stable fluxon vortices are generated in the Jose
son junction. For example, forhB51.4, g50 ands50.07,
the Josephson junction contains, in addition to theM distri-
bution, the multifluxon vorticesFn, n51,2,3,4, graphs of
which are shown in Fig. 2. The number of vortices is det
mined by the value of the total magnetic flux5 in the Joseph-
son junction:

Dw5w~ l !2w~0!.

For an ‘‘infinite’’ junction ~for l→`) the valueDw/2p
→k, wherek50,1,2,... is the number of vortices~fluxons!
in the distributionw(x). For the solution in Fig. 2 we have
respectively, Dw(F1)/2p'1.49, Dw(F2)/2p'2.48,
Dw(F3)/2p'3.45, andDw(F4)/2p'4.36, while for the
Meissner solutionDw(M )/2p'0.49.

The influence of the external magnetic fieldhB on the
magnetic flux distributionw8(x) in the junction for the main
fluxon F1 at s50.07 is demonstrated in Fig. 3. At a certa
valuehB5hm the maximum of the derivativew8(x) is local-
ized in the middle of the junction~curve2, hB'1.273). For
hB,hm the fluxon is ‘‘expelled’’ to the endx5 l by the
‘‘geometric’’ currentg(x) ~curve1, hB51). ForhB.hm the
fluxon is shifted by the external field toward the endx50
~curve3, hB51.4).

If the length of the Josephson junction is sufficien
large, then a change of the currentg, equivalent to a change

FIG. 4. Thew8(x) curve fors50.07.

FIG. 3. Thew8(x) curves for differenthB .
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in magnetic field at the left endx50, turns out to have only
a slight influence on the local maximum magnetic field in t
junction, as is well demonstrated by Fig. 4. For comparis
the situation in which the shape factors50 is demonstrated
in Fig. 5 for the same values of the remaining parameter
is seen that variations of the currentg cause the maximum o
the magnetic field to shift to the right or left of the center
the Josephson junction, depending on the direction of
current.17

For valueshB.hm the schemexm of the maximum of
the fieldw8(x) of the fluxonF1 is shifted to the left from the
centerx5 l /2 toward thex50 end ~see Fig. 3!. The ‘‘mo-
tion’’ of the maximum of the functionw8(x) upon variations
of the parameters of the problem occurs in accordance
the equation

sinw~xm ,p!1s@w8~xm ,p!2hB#50,

which expresses the balance of the Josephson and ‘‘geo
ric’’ currents at the pointxm . Here for theF1 distribution the
coordinatexm5 l /2 for s50, g50, and any attainablehB .
This case corresponds to the dashed line in Fig. 6, wh
shows graphs of the functionxm(hB ,s) for several values of
the shape parameters. Each curve fors.0 intersects the
straight line xm(hB,0)5 l /2 at a certain point hm(s)
5w8( l /2,s) at which the maximum magnetic field inside th
Josephson junction is centered. It is important to note tha
s.0 the xm(hB) curves change sharply in the vicinity o

FIG. 5. Thew8(x) curve fors50.

FIG. 6. ‘‘Movement’’ of the maximum of the magnetic field in a Josephs
junction upon a change inhB .
,
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hm : slight deviations of the external fieldhB from the value
hm cause a significant displacement of the field maxim
from the center of the junction.

Let us consider the influence of two geometric para
eters of the model, viz., the shape parameters and lengthl ,
on the magnetic flux distribution in the Josephson junctio

The dependence of the smallest eigenvalue of the
problem for the main fluxonF1 on the shape parameters is
shown in Fig. 7. It is seen that for fixedhB andg there exists
a certain maximum value ofs above which the distribution
of F1 loses stability, i.e., a bifurcation of the vortex occu
upon a change ins. Large values of the magnetic fieldhB

correspond to large critical values ofs. The value of the
current is important at small values ofs and plays practically
no role at values ofs close to the maximum. Figure 7
thereby demonstrates the destructive character of the s
parameter at large values of it and also the stabilizing role
the boundary magnetic fieldhB .

The influence of the lengthl of the Josephson junction
on the stability of the main fluxonF1 is shown in Fig. 8. It
is seen thatlmin(l)'const atl .12, and therefore to a certai
accuracy the Josephson junction can be considered ‘‘infin
for F1. At l ,6 the smallest eigenvalue of the SL proble
~6! falls rapidly, going to zero atl'5.23. Thus there exists
minimum length of the junction for which the fluxonF1

maintains stability.18 The minimum length clearly depend
on all the remaining parameters of the model—the exter
magnetic fieldhB , the external injection currentg, and also
the shape parameters. An analogous statement is also val
for multifluxon distributions of the magnetic flux in the junc
tion, including unstable ones. The minimum length for m

FIG. 7. Bifurcation upon a change ins.

FIG. 8. Influence of the length of the Josephson junction on the stabilit
F1 andF2.
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tifluxon distributionsFn falls off rapidly with increasing in-
dexn. For example, at otherwise equal parameters the vo
F2 exists in Josephson junctions withl .11.64~see Fig. 8!.
Consequently, ifs50.07, hB51, andg50, then at lengths
l ,5.23 the junction is in all respects short, and the o
stable distribution in the junction is the Meissner one. F
5.23, l ,11.64 the junction is short forF2, but a nontrivial
stable vortexF1 can exist in it.

Let us now consider the question of constructing by n
merical means the critical current versus magnetic field r
tion, which is determined implicitly by Eq.~8! for each mag-
netic flux distribution in the Josephson junction. T
importance of this problem stems from the possibility
measuring this relation experimentally.3,5,7–10 We note that
for different configurations of the magnetic flux in the J
sephson junction the values of the critical parameters—
particular, the critical current and magnetic field—can
substantially different. One should therefore identify t
critical parameters for specific distributions and for the
sephson junction as a whole.

The curves oflmin(hB) for the M distribution and the
first few stable vortices in a Josephson junction at curr
g50 ands50 are demonstrated in Fig. 9a. For comparis
the analogous curves fors50.07 are shown in Fig. 9b. Eac
curve has two zeroes, the distance between which determ
the stability region of the vortex upon variation of the ma
netic field hB . The zeroes themselves are critical values
the fieldhB at zero currentg.

It is well seen that the role of the shape parameters is
most important at small values ofhB . In particular, theF1

vortex at s50 exists already athB'0.054. At s50.07,
however, the existence region in respect to fieldhB is con-

FIG. 9. Thelmin(hB) curves for differents.
x
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f
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siderably compressed, and the vortex exists starting athB

.0.75. The amount of compression of thelmin(hB) curves
for different vortices decreases rapidly with increasinghB .

To complete the picture, Fig. 10 shows graphs of
total energy of several magnetic flux distributions in the J
sephson junction

F~p!5E
0

l F1

2
w821~12cosw!Gdx2hBDw2 lgw~0!

~10!

as a function of the external magnetic fieldhB for s50.07
and currentg50. The energy values are divided by the to
energyF@F1#58 of an isolated fluxon in an infinite Joseph
son junction.5 The solid and dashed curves show the ene
of the stable and unstable distributions, respectively. T
points of tangency of the solid and dashed curves are
points at which the magnetic flux loses stability.

Let us now consider the situation forgÞ0. To find the
dependence of the critical currentgc on the external mag-
netic fieldhB it is necessary to determine the stability regi
with respect to current for the distributionsM , F1, F2, etc.
The results of such calculations for certain values ofhB are
given in Figs. 11–13.

Figure 11 shows thelmin(g) curves for stable solutions
of the problem~3! in a fieldhB51.6. The distances betwee
zeroes of the functions are the stability intervals of the c
responding distributions with respect to the currentg. The
right and left zeroes of the functionlmin(g) are the positive
and negative critical currents, respectively, of the distribut

FIG. 10. TheF(hB) curves fors50.07.

FIG. 11. Thelmin(g) curves forhB51.6.
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in the given fieldhB . Because of the asymmetry of th
boundary conditions~3b! and ~3c! for g.0 the critical cur-
rent of the Meissner distribution@which we denote by
gc(M )] is the highest, but forg,0 the largest in modulus is
the critical currentgc(F

1) of the vortexF1. Consequently,
in a fieldhB51.6 the positive critical current of the junctio
is gc5gc(M ), while the negative critical current isgc

5gc(F
1).

We note that for the junction geometry under consid
ation the curve for theM distribution has a characteristi
plateau—the ‘‘breakoff’’ of the Meissner solution sets in a
rather large modulus of the external current.

Figure 12 demonstrates thelmin(g) curves for the main
fluxon F1 at s50.07 and several values ofhB . The analo-
gous curves for theF2 distribution are shown in Fig. 13. W
note that with increasing external magnetic fieldhB the sta-
bility region of the vortices with respect to current is na
rowed. Consequently, by varyinghB one can construct the
bifurcation curves for individual vortices to acceptable ac
racy and from them determine the critical values of the c
rent gc for a Josephson junction.

A method of direct calculation of the bifurcation poin
of the vortices in a Josephson junction was proposed in R
19 and 20.

Figure 14 shows the critical curves~8! for the main
stable fluxonF1 for values of the shape parameters50, s
50.001, ands50.07. The solid curves correspond to a cu
rent g.0 and the dashed curves tog,0. We note that at a
value hB'1.273 the critical curves corresponding tog.0
intersect with each other and with the curve correspondin
s50 in some narrow region. This means that in that reg

FIG. 12. Thelmin(g) curves forF1.

FIG. 13. Thelmin(g) curves forF2.
-

-
r-

fs.

-

to
n

of hB the critical current depends only slightly on the sha
of the junction. Geometrically the influence ofs reduces to a
rotation of the critical curves clockwise about the curve
s50 by an angle that depends ons. An analogous effect
takes place for the critical curves corresponding tog,0.

The critical curvegc(hB) for a junction is constructed a
the envelope of the critical curves corresponding to differ
magnetic flux distributions in the junction. In other word
the critical curve consists of pieces of the critical curves
individual states with the largest moduli of the critical cu
rent at a givenhB . The part of the critical curve correspond
ing to the intervalhBP@0,2,8) is illustrated in Fig. 15. Fo
example, lethB51.4. At a currentg50 there are five differ-
ent magnetic field distributions in the junction, which a
described above~see Fig. 2!. With increasing currentg in the
direction of positive values the vortices lose stability in t
following order:

F4→F3→F2→F1→M .

The last to break off is the Meissner distribution, the critic
current of which,gc(M )'0.156, is the critical current of the
junction at a fixed value of the external field. Consequen
the resistive regime in the junction athB51.4 exists for
g.0.156.

If the currentg is increased from zero in the negativ
direction, then the breakoff of the distributions occurs in t
opposite order:M→F1→F2→F3→F4, and the critical
current for the junction will be that of the vortexF4:
gc(F

4)'20.039.

FIG. 14. The critical curve of the fluxonF1.

FIG. 15. The critical curve of the junction.
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Analogously, for example, athB52.1 the positive criti-
cal current for the junction is that of the vortexF5,
gc(F

5)'0.034, while the negative critical current is that
the vortexF6, gc(F

6)'0.024, etc.
Of course, the ‘‘switching’’ of the vortices depends on a

the remaining parameters of the problem. For example, f
junction with l 510 and s50.07 in an external fieldhB

51.6 the order of breakoff is as follows:F1→F2→M
if g.0, andM→F2→F1 if g,0, as is clearly seen in Fig
11.

We note that our numerically constructed critical cur
of the Josephson junction~see Fig. 15! matches well with the
theoretical and experimental results presented in Figs. 6a
7a of Ref. 3.

3. CONCLUSION

We have carried out a numerical simulation of the ma
netic flux distributions and their bifurcations upon variati
of the model parameters in a long Josephson junction
exponentially varying width. For a stability analysis ea
distribution is placed in correspondence with a Sturm
Liouville problem with a potential determined by the give
distribution. The distributions and, hence, the spectrum
the SL problem depend on the model parameters. It is sh
that at certain critical~bifurcation! values of one or severa
parameters the magnetic flux in the junction can hav
change of stability. For vortex configurations in a Joseph
junction there are narrow regions of variation of the boun
ary magnetic field in which the critical current of the vortic
depends only slightly on the shape parameter. Correspon
to the magnetic flux vortices are minimum lengths of t
junction at which the distributions maintain their stabilit
The critical current versus magnetic field curves were c
structed by a numerical method for the first few stable m
netic field flux distributions in a Josephson junction. T
critical curve for the junction as a whole is the envelope
the critical curves of the individual distributions.
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Magnetic and transport properties of La 0.7Sr0.3MnO3 ÕPr0.65Ca0.35MnO3 multilayered films
with different microstructure
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The magnetic and transport properties of single-crystal and polycrystalline
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 /Pr0.65Ca0.35MnO3 multilayered films are investigated in the temperature range
4.2–300 K. It is shown that the transformation from an incoherent to a coherent interface
between layers leads to an enhancement of the ferromagnetic coupling, which is accompanied by
a modification in the temperature dependence of the resistance and by a grown negative
magnetoresistance ratio at room temperature. The influence of grain boundaries on the transport
of carriers in the multilayered films is discussed on the basis of modern theoretical
approaches. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1768337#
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The hole-doped perovskite manganites,R12xAxMnO3

(R5rare-earth cation,A5alkali or alkaline-earth cation!,
have attracted considerable attention due to not only t
interesting fundamental science, partly connected with
discovery of colossal magnetoresistance~CMR!, but their
potential for device applications.1,2 Most of the early theo-
retical works on manganites focused on the relation betw
the transport and magnetic properties and explained the
existence of ferromagnetism and metallic behavior within
framework of a ‘‘double exchange’’~DE! model, which con-
siders the magnetic coupling between Mn31 and Mn41 that
results from the motion of an electron between two partia
filled d shells with strong on-site Hund’s coupling.3–5 In
spite of considerable scientific efforts, however, the comp
interplay between the charge, lattice, spin, and orbital
grees of freedom in these systems is not completely un
stood. The situation is further complicated by the fact t
the magnetic and transport properties depend significantl
the cation size, the lattice strain, and the microstructure.
cently it was found that the presence of grain bounda
~GBs! in the polycrystalline manganites leads to a large M
effect over a wide temperature range below the Curie te
peratureTC , whereas the CMR in the single-crystal mate
als is restricted to a narrower temperature range just aro
TC.6–8

The most widely different manganite compounds we
chosen for fabrication of the multilayer structure in th
work: Pr0.65Ca0.35MnO3 ~PCMO! and La0.7Sr0.3MnO3

~LSMO!. The first of them remains insulator in both th
paramagnetic and ferromagnetic states9 ~or displays an in-
complete metal-insulator~MI ! transition in the lattice-
strained state10!, and the second one shows a metal-like b
4631063-777X/2004/30(6)/6/$26.00
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havior of electrical resistance in the whole temperat
range.11 In spite of the fact that theTC of LSMO exceeds
room temperature, this compound manifests insignific
changes in resistance in applied magnetic fields owing t
small value of the intrinsic resistivity in the metallic state.
can be expected that the presence of high-resistance PC
layers can lead to enhancement of the magnetoresistanc
fect in the PCMO/LSMO multilayered films. Recently it wa
reported that the substitution of the small-size Pr ion by La
the compound Pr0.67Ca0.33MnO3 leads to the appearance of
MI transition at low temperature owing to the melting of
charge-ordered insulating state.12 On the other hand, the sub
stitution of Sr for Ca in Pr0.7Ca0.32xSrxMnO3 induces the
formation of a low-temperature metallic state, as well.13

In this paper we report experimental results concern
the magnetic and transport properties
Pr0.65Ca0.35MnO3 /La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 ~PCMO/LSMO! multilay-
ered~ML ! films prepared by laser ablation on single-crys
LaAlO3 ~SC! and polycrystalline Al2O3 ~PC! substrates at
two different temperatures,Tsub5560 and 710 °C. The low
substrate temperaturesTsub were used for preparation of th
ML films to avoid chemical interaction between layers.
the first case, high-textured ML films~which will be denoted
by SC! were fabricated with a coherent and an incoher
interface between layers, which was controlled byTsub. In
the second case, polycrystalline ML films were obtained
was shown that the transformation from an incoherent t
coherent interface between layers leads to enhanceme
the ferromagnetic coupling in the SCML films. This proce
is accompanied by a modification of the temperature dep
dence of the resistance fromR}T3 to }T4.5 and has been
attributed to transition from one- to two-magnon-electr
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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scattering. The PCML films demonstrate theR}T2 behavior,
which is explained by the interference between the ela
electron scattering on GBs and the electron-magnon sca
ing. The exponential growth of resistance at low temperat
R(T)}expAEC /T, has its origin in a small Coulomb barrie
which formed on the GBs. The MR ratio of the PCML film
is dominated by a spin-polarized tunneling between grain
was shown that the model of two parallel resistances can
used for a simulation of the transport properties in the M
films.

1. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A pulsed-laser-deposition method was employed for
preparation of the films. We used two Nd-YAG lasers with
wavelength of 1064 nm, a pulse duration of 7.8–10.5 ns,
an energy of 0.3 J/pulse. The film deposition was carried
at a pulse repetition rate of 20 Hz. The power density o
laser beam focused on the target was 9.53108– 2
31010W/cm2. The targets were fabricated from
Pr0.65Ca0.35MnO3 and La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 powders of the sto-
ichiometric composition by hot-pressing and heating
1200 °C for 4 days in air. The oxygen pressure in cham
was 200 Torr during deposition and 600 Torr during coolin
Under these conditions we grew the ML films o
LaAlO3(100) single-crystal and Al2O3 polycrystalline sub-
strates at different temperatures,Tsub5560 °C and 710 °C.
The ML films contain six LSMO and five PCMO layers wit
LSMO at the top and the bottom. The thickness of each la
was.20 nm.

The u–2u x-ray diffraction ~XRD! patterns were ob-
tained using a Rigaku diffractometer with CuKa1 radiation.
The lattice parameters evaluated directly from the XRD d
were plotted against cos2 u/sinu. With an extrapolated
straight line to cos2 u/sinu50, a more precise determinatio
of the lattice parameter was obtained. The resistance m
surements were performed by using the standart four-pr
method. The temperature dependence of the field-co
~FC! and the zero-field-cooled~ZFC! in-plane magnetization
at a magnetic field of 100 Oe was taken with a Quant
Design SQUID magnetometer.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structure

Figure 1a presents theu–2u XRD scans for two ML
films deposited on LaAlO3 at Tsub5560 °C ~SCML1! and
710 °C ~SCML2!. SCML1 and SCML2 are multilayered
films deposited on the single-crystal LaAlO3 substrate at
560 °C and 710 °C, respectively. The high intensities of
(00l ) peaks attest that the deposition results in hig
c-oriented films. Figure 1b is the~002! Bragg peaks for the
SCML1 ~curve1! and SCML2~curve2! films, respectively.
It is seen that the decrease inTsub leads to a shift of the
Bragg peak towards a larger angle. In addition to the
crease in the out-of-plane lattice parameter, the SCML1 fi
displays a kink-like peculiarity in the~002! peak, which can
be interpreted as the presence of different crystalline ph
with the following out-of-plane lattice parameters:c
.0.3877 and 0.3848 nm. To show this more clearly, Fig.
includes a fitting to the split~002! peak by using two Lorent-
ic
er-
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zian functions~dashed lines!. The first lattice parameter is
almost coincident with that for the bulk LSMO single cry
tal, ac50.3876 nm,11 while the second one is similar to th
average lattice parameter of the bulk PCMO compou
^ac&.0.3843 nm,14 for the cubic symmetry. The SCML2
film displays only the unsplit Bragg peak which correspon
to c.0.3903 nm. Therefore, one can conclude that at a
Tsub the PCMO and the LSMO layers form an incohere
interface and have different lattice parameters close to th
of the respective bulk materials. An increase inTsub provides
an enhancement of the epitaxial growth process and indu
the formation of a coherent interface between layers in
SCML2 film. The ML films deposited on polycrystallin
Al2O3 ~PCML! exhibit the multipeak XRD patterns of ver
weak intensity, which are beyond an analysis.

Magnetic properties

Figures 2a and 2b present the temperature dependen
the FC and ZFC magnetization,M (T), for SCML1 ~curve1!
and SCML2~curve 2!, and PCML1~curve 1! and PCML2
~curve 2!, respectively. PCML1 and PCML2 are the mult
layered films deposited on the polycrystalline Al2O3 sub-
strate atTsub5560 °C and 710 °C, respectively. The SCML
film ~curve1 in Fig. 2a! demonstrates anM (T) dependence,
which is typical for two-phase magnetic systems, and rep
sents a superposition of two magnetic transitions for
PCMO layers atTC2'130 K10 and for the LSMO layers a
TC1.300 K.15 Moreover, the absolute value of the magn
tization at low temperatures is almost twice greater than
at T.TC2 . This is evidence for independent magnetic tra
sitions in the six LSMO and five PCMO layers and for a la
of ferromagnetic coupling between them. We are claim
that the main reason for a suppression of the magnetic c
pling between layers in this film is the aforementioned inc
herence of their interfaces. The increase ofTsub leads to con-

FIG. 1. ~a! XRD patterns of the SCML films. LAO and ML denote th
diffraction peaks from the substrate and the film itself, respectively.~b! The
~002! diffraction peaks for the SCML1~1! and the SCML2~2! films.
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version to a coherent interface and thus to the appearanc
a ferromagnetic coupling between the two kinds of laye
The SCML2 film displays a monotonicM (T) dependence
~curve2 in Fig. 2a! without any peculiarity atTC2 which is
relevant to the magnetic transition for the PCMO layers. F
ure 2b shows that a similar transformation in the magn
state governed by the substrate temperature is also typica
the PCML films. The PCML1 film manifests a kink-like pe
culiarity at TC2 on both FC and ZFCM (T) curves~curve1
in Fig. 2b!, although the magnitude is much smaller than t
observed for the SCML1 film. The increase ofTsub leads to a
degradation of the peculiarity~curve2 in Fig. 2b!. A similar
ferromagnetic coupling was observed recently
La0.55Sr0.45MnO3 /La0.9Sr0.1MnO3(La0.67Ca0.33MnO3) multi-
layered films prepared at a high substrate temperature.16

Therefore, one can conclude that the ferromagnetic c
pling between layers in multilayered films is controlled
the coherence ratio of their interfaces.

Transport properties

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the r
tanceR(T) for the SCML1~curve1! and the SCML2~curve
2! films in the absence~solid symbols! and in the presence
~open symbols! of an applied magnetic field of 5 T. Th
magnetic field was parallel to the film surface and norma
the transport current. The change in the magnetic field di
tion does not transform theR(T) behavior. The experimenta
curves testify that the resistance peakTP in the investigated
temperature range is observed only for the SCML1 fi
~curve 1!. A similar temperature behavior of resistance w
observed recently for La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 /Pr2/3Ca1/3MnO3 mul-
tilayered films with a sublayer thickness of 10 nm, but a
lower temperature.17 The SCML2 film ~curve 2! demon-
strates a metallic-like behavior ofR(T) in the whole inves-
tigated temperature range. The inset in Fig. 3 shows the t

FIG. 2. ~a! Temperature dependence of FC~solid! and ZFC~open! magne-
tization for the SCML1~1! and the SCML2~2! films. ~b! The same for the
PCLM1 ~1! and the PCML2~2! films.
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perature dependence of the magnetoresistance ratio. The
value is defined by 100%3@R(0)2R(H)#/R(0), where
R(0) andR(H) are the resistance with and without a ma
netic field of 5 T, respectively. It is seen that for SCML
~curve1! MR(T) displays nonmonotonic dependence with
peak at T.200 K, while MR(T) for SCML2 increases
monotonically with temperature and reaches almost 60%
room temperature, which is much greater than that ever
served for the bare LSMO film.18

Figure 4 displays the temperature dependence of the
sistance for the PCML1~curve1! and the PCML2~curve2!
films without ~solid symbols! and with ~open symbols! an
applied magnetic field of 5 T. It is seen that theR(T) behav-
ior of the PCML films differs significantly from that of the
SCML films. The inset in Fig. 4 shows that in contrast to t
single-crystal ML films, the MR value for the PCML films i
minimum at room temperature and increases with decrea
temperature.

Single-crystal multilayered films. First of all, let us con-
sider theR(T) behavior of SCML films. Figure 3~curve1!
shows that the MI transition in the SCML1 film (TP

.260 K) occurs at a temperature below the Curie po
(TC*300 K). As a rule, the temperature difference betwe
the magnetic and electronic transitions in CMR compoun
is explained by an intrinsic inhomogeneity of these mater
and by a percolative nature of the conductivity.19 On the
other hand, a more simplified explanation can be emplo
in our case. Recently the two parallel resistor model w
used for description of the transport properties of bi- a
trilayer La0.55Sr0.45MnO3 /La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 films.20 The
equivalent resistance for the SCML film can be described
R21(T)5RPCMO

21 (T)1RLSMO
21 (T), where RPCMO(T) and

RLSMO(T) are the total resistances of the PCMO and
LSMO layers, respectively. Therefore, the resistance of

FIG. 3. Temperature-dependent resistance of the SCML1~1! and SCML2
~2! films, measured in a magnetic field of zero~solid! and 5 T~open!. The
inset displays the MR ratio in a perpendicular magnetic field of 5 T. T
solid lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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multilayered film is determined by the electron transport
PCMO at high temperature (RPCMO!RLSMO) or in LSMO at
low temperature (RLSMO!RPCMO). The RPCMO(T) behavior
can be approximated by the usual Arrhenius form, which
typical for the bare PCMO films10 and is provided by a po
laron motion:2,21 RPCMO(T)5R0T exp(TA /T), where TA is
the activation energy in units of temperature. TheRLSMO(T)
behavior can be obtained directly from the low-temperat
part of the experimentalR(T) dependence. The inset in Fig
5 shows that for the LSMO layers,RLSMO(T)5R11aT3 for
SCML1 andRLSMO(T)5R21bT4.5 for SCML2 with the fol-
lowing fitting parameters:R1515 V, a56.531026 V
•K23, R254.5 V, and b56310210 V•K24.5. According
to theoretical models, theT3 term in the resistance corre
sponds to the one-magnon-electron scattering,22 while the
T4.5 term reflects the two-magnon-electron scatter
processes.23 Therefore, the electron-magnon scattering
dominant for the LSMO layers in the SCML films and tran
forms from one- to two-magnon scattering upon enhan
ment of the ferromagnetic coupling between layers. T
solid lines in Fig. 5 display the theoreticalR(T) curves,
which were calculated in the framework of the two paral
resistor model with the use of the previous fitting parame
for the LSMO layers, andR0.1023 V•K21 and TA

52600 K for the PCMO layers. It is seen that the theoreti
curves agree excellently with the experimental data.

Polycrystalline multilayered films. Figure 4 shows tha
theR(T) behavior for the PCML films is very different from
that for the SCML ones, exhibiting a wide maximum at te
perature well belowTC and a minimum atTmin.30– 40 K.
The temperature dependence of the MR ratio is very clos
that for ferromagnetic tunnel junctions.24 The similar pecu-
liarities in the transport properties are typical for the po

FIG. 4. Temperature-dependent resistance of the PCML1~1! and the
PCML2 ~2! films, measured in a magnetic field of zero~solid! and 5 T
~open!. The inset displays the MR ratio in a perpendicular magnetic field
5 T. The solid lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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crystalline doped manganites and are explained by the p
ence of the grain boundaries.2,8,25,26

The GBs can play two roles in the mechanism of t
transport of carriers—first as a network of magnetic tun
junctions and second as additional centers for the ela
electron scattering in a metal-like channel of conductivi
First of all, let us consider theR(T) behavior of the PCML
films in the metal-like state (Tmin<T,TP) and discuss the
influence of GBs on the transport properties. Figure
shows that in this temperature rangeR(T)}T2 for both of
the polycrystalline multilayered films instead ofT3 andT4.5,
which were observed for the single-crystal films~see the in-
set in Fig. 5!. Moreover, the applied magnetic field does n
change theR(T) behavior fundamentally but only decreas
the slope of the curves slightly. In numerous publications
square term in the temperature-dependent resistance is
plained by a dominant role of the electron-electron scat
ing. However, in our case this explanation is unusable. T
insertion of GBs into the polycrystalline films leads to e
hancement of only the impurity~elastic! contribution to the
resistance, and all inelastic scattering processes must bec
weakly expressed in the temperature dependence of the
sistance. We assume that theT2 contribution to the resistanc
can be attributed to the interference between the elastic e
tron scattering on GBs and the electron-magnon scatter
similar to what has been observed in disordered metal fi
with dominance of the electron-phonon scattering.27

Figure 6b displays the ln(R) versusT21/2 plot for both
PCML films. This plot exhibits a linear dependence up
Tmin and manifests exponential growth of the resistance
low temperature, which is described by the express
R(T)}expAD/T. It is noteworthy that a similar expressio
with D}EC , whereEC is the charging energy, has been pr

f

FIG. 5. The comparison of the experimentalR(T) data~solid symbols! with
the theoretical simulation~solid lines! in the framework of the two-parallel
resistance model for the SCML1~1! and the SCML2~2! films. The inset
displays plots:R versusT3 andR versusT4.5 for the same films.
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dicted for conductivity in granular metals28 and used for the
explanation of the low-temperatureR(T) behavior in ce-
ramic La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 manganite with different grain size.25

The value of the charging energy estimated from the slop
the ln(R) versusT21/2 plot wasEC.20 K and.2.46 K for
the PCML1 and PCML2 films, respectively. Our results a
very close to those obtained for ceramic samples,25 and the
observed difference inEC value for different PCML films
can be explained by the variation of the grain size. Inde
the deposition of the manganite films at a low substrate t
perature leads, as a rule, to the formation of a fine-gr
structure, and an increase ofTsubstimulates grain growth. On
the other hand,EC}e2/d, wheree is the electronic charge
andd is the grain size.28 Therefore, the observed largerEC

value for the low-Tsub PCML film with respect to the
high-Tsub one is an absolutely expected result.

Taking into account the peculiarities inR(T) behavior
which are governed by the existence of GBs, we will
again try to describe the temperature-dependent resistan
the PCML films on the basis of the parallel circuit mod
only in this case the total resistance of the LSMO layers m
involve the sum ofRLSMO1RGBs. Figure 7 shows that in the
framework of this approach the nonmonotonicR(T) behav-
ior can be described with satisfactory accuracy~solid lines in
Fig. 7!. We don’t present here the fitting parameters us
because of their multiplicity and the difficulty in interpret
tion of the physical meaning. However, the analysis carr
out allows us to conclude that the observed peaks inR(T)

FIG. 6. TheR versusT2 ~a! and ln(R) versusT21/2 ~b! plots for the PCML1
~1! and the PCML2~2! films, respectively.
of

d,
-

in

of
,
st

d

d

are not due to the GBs8 but arise from the parallel-resistanc
circuit of the LSMO and PCMO layers.

The negative MR of the polycrystalline manganites
dominated by spin-polarized tunneling between grains ow
to a nearly complete polarization of the electrons.6 The sim-
plified equation for the MR in the framework of the spin
polarized tunneling model29,30 can be written as

MR.2
JP

4kBT
@m2~H,T!2m2~0,T!#,

whereJ is an intergrain exchange constant,P is the electron
polarization, andm is the magnetization normalized to th
saturation value. The inset in Fig. 7 shows the dependenc
the MR versusm2 plot, wherem5M (T)/M (0) andM (T) is
the FC magnetization of the PCML films presented in F
4b. It is seen that the MR ratio is approximately}m2 for
both polycrystalline films. On the other hand, the tempe
ture dependence of the MR ratio~see the inset in Fig. 3! is
very far from that predicted by this model, MR}1/T. This
disagreement can be eliminated by considering the temp
ture dependence of the spin polarization calculated wit
the framework of the DE approach~see Fig. 1 in Ref. 24!.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Summarizing, we have studied the magnetic and tra
port properties of single-crystal and polycrystalline PCM
LSMO multilayered films. It was shown that the singl
crystal ML film with an incoherent interface between laye
manifests the magnetic properties typical for a two-ph

FIG. 7. The comparison of the experimentalR(T) data~solid symbols! with
the theoretical simulation~solid lines! in the framework of the two parallel
resistance model for the PCML1~1! and the PCML2~2! films, respectively.
The inset displays the dependence of the MR ratio on the square o
normalized magnetization for these films.
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magnetic system. The temperature-dependent resistanc
this film in the ferromagnetic metallic state is proportional
T3 and has been attributed to the one-magnon-electron s
tering. The formation of a coherent interface between lay
owing to the enhancement of the epitaxial growth mo
gives rise to a ferromagnetic coupling between layers an
the dominance of aT4.5 term in R(T), which is typical for
the two-magnon-electron scattering. The negative MR of
single-crystal ML films, which reaches almost 60% at roo
temperature in an applied magnetic field of 5 T, derives fr
the MI transition in the LSMO layer near the Curie tempe
ture. The polycrystalline ML films demonstrateR}T2 behav-
ior, which is explained by the interference between the e
tic electron scattering on GBs and the inelastic electr
magnon scattering. The enhancement of the resistance a
temperature,R(T)}expAEC /T, has its origin in a small
Coulomb barrier which forms on the GBs. The negative M
of the polycrystalline ML films is dominated by a spin
polarized tunneling between grains and can be descr
within the framework of the DE model. The model of tw
parallel resistances can be used for simulation of the tra
port properties in the ML films.
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Quantum Photonic Science Research Center.
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Composition dependence of the low-temperature magnetic ordering and the hyperfine
interactions in Fe–N austenite
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The electronic structure of two model structures of stoichiometry Fe8N with different types of
ordering of the nitrogen atoms are calculated using theab initio FLAPW method. To
first approximation these structures can be treated as a prototype of Fe–N austenite. The influence
of the nitrogen atoms on the electronic structure and magnetic properties ofg iron and on
the components of the Mo¨ssbauer spectrum is investigated, permitting a detailed interpretation of
the experimental data. The dependence of the exchange integral on the concentration of
nitrogen atoms is obtained, clarifying the influence of nitrogen on the magnetic properties of fcc
iron. The effective interatomic interaction potentials of nitrogen atoms in fcc iron in six
coordination spheres is calculated using theab initio FLAPW method and the cluster expansion
technique. The potentials thus obtained are used in a Monte Carlo investigation of the
temperature dependence of the short-range order in the Fe–N system. The temperature dependence
of the heat capacity and short-range order parameters is calculated. It is established that a
transition from the disordered state to the nitride Fe4N is observed at 830 K. ©2004 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1768351#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of the influence of nitrogen on the atom
structure and physical properties of alloys based on iron w
the face-centered cubic~fcc! lattice is a complex and topica
problem. This is because nitrogenated austenitic steels a
promising class of construction materials, having good m
chanical properties and high strength at low temperatu
Serious difficulties arise in solving this problem because
magnetic structure is not yet completely understood even
pureg iron at low temperatures. As we know, the magne
moment in 3d fcc metals and alloys need not be a contin
ously variable quantity of atomic size but can change in
jumplike manner at a certain critical volume, manifesti
instability in the volume dependence.1,2 Calculations of the
total energy predict the existence of such instability in
Invar systems Fe–Ni and Fe–Pt and also in pure metals,
fcc Mn and Fe and bcc Cr.3–6 The states characterizin
phases with volumes larger and smaller than the crit
value are called the ‘‘high-spin, high-volume state’’~HS! and
‘‘high-spin, low-volume state’’~LS!, respectively. As a rule
such states are separated in energy by several mRy. Ex
mentally the existence of such phases has been inferred
low-temperature Mo¨ssbauer measurements made under p
sure for the Invar alloys Fe–Ni and Fe–Pt.7 Remarkably, as
was shown by calculations done forT50, unlike the case of
Invar Fe–Ni, where the ground state is a high-volume fer
magnetic ~FM! state, in g-Fe the ground state is a low
volume antiferromagnetic~AF! state, and the high-spin fer
romagnetic state is energetically unfavorable.8 The existence
of an AF ground state and a high-spin FM state is confirm
4691063-777X/2004/30(6)/10/$26.00
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by low-temperature Mo¨ssbauer experiments on inclusions
theg-Fe phase in Cu and Cu–Al matrices9 and ong-Fe films
grown on Cu3Au.10 Moreover, Mössbauer studies11 and
neutron-diffraction experiments12 on inclusions of theg-Fe
phase in a Cu matrix have confirmed the presence of ant
romagnetic order with a Ne´el temperatureTN570 K.

The introduction of interstitial impurity atoms in th
g-Fe leads to an increase in the unit cell volume, and, c
sequently, in this system one expects that transitions of
LS–HS type will be manifested. However, the situation
complicated by the fact that the electronic structure of
Fe–N system differs from that of pure iron with the sam
lattice parameter. Therefore it is of interest to study the m
croscopic nature of the influence of nitrogen on the el
tronic subsystem and its macroscopic manifestations in
form a change in structure of the Mo¨ssbauer spectra and
modification of the low-temperature magnetic states. Qu
tum calculations from first principles present unique opp
tunities for solving this problem. In this paper we report t
results of such calculations.

2. CHOICE OF MODEL AND METHOD OF CALCULATION

The influence of the distribution of nitrogen atoms o
the electronic structure and hyperfine interaction in austen
Fe–N alloys was investigated by performing a series of c
culations of the electronic structures and total energies
two types of crystal structures with different types of orde
ing of the nitrogen atoms~Fig. 1!.

The first structure, Fe8N(A) ~structureA in Fig. 1! con-
tains two types of iron atoms: Fe0,4 ~with no nitrogen atoms
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Ordered structures with the stoichiometry Fe8N with different distributions of the impurity atoms, modeling the alloyg-Fe–N.
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in the first coordination sphere and 4 of them in the seco!
and Fe1 ~with one nitrogen atom in the first coordinatio
sphere!; the second structure, Fe8N(B) ~structureB in Fig. 1!
has, in addition, an atom Fe2 , having two nearest-neighbo
nitrogen atoms, and an atom Fe0,0,8. Thus the second struc
ture contains a chain of atoms N–Fe2– N, a so-called
‘‘dumbbell’’ configuration of an iron atom and two nitroge
atoms. In the structure of typeB the iron atoms Fe0,4 and
Fe0,0,8 also have an asymmetric environment with respec
iron atoms. In the case when a real Fe–N alloy is well m
eled by an Fe8N structure the Mo¨ssbauer spectrum of th
alloy should contain a contribution from the doublet lines
the nuclei of those atoms.

For calculation of the electronic structure we used
full-potential method FLAPW,13 implemented in the
WIEN97 software package.14 The exchange-correction po
tential was calculated in the gradient approximation in acc
dance with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof model.15 The radii
of the atomic spheres were chosen from the condition
tangency and equalled 1.9 and 1.6 a.u. for iron and nitro
atoms, respectively (Rmin51.6 a.u.). In the FLAPW method
the accuracy of the results depends on the following m
parameters: the number ofK points in the Brillouin zone, the
number ofLM terms and Fourier coefficients in the expa
sion of the electron density and potential, and also the n
ber of plane waves in the intersphere region. All these
rameters were chosen from the condition of convergenc
the results of the calculation. By checking for convergen
one can establish the value of the parameterRminKmax58.4,
which corresponds to 190 plane waves per atom in the b
set (Kmax is the largest modulus of the basis vector!. Inside
an atomic sphere the expansion of the wave function
done toLmax512, and the electron density and potential, in
basis of crystal harmonics up toLmax56. In the intersphere
region those quantities were expanded in a Fourier se
with a parameterGmax512 Ry1/2. The calculation was done
for 3000K points in the Brillouin zone. The chosen param
eters ensured an accuracy of 0.1 mRy in the calculation
the total energy. States of the iron atom of the 3s and 3p
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types were calculated as peninsular by introducing ‘‘lo
orbitals’’ for them.16 An analogous procedure was used f
the 2s states of nitrogen. The introduction of local orbita
increases the flexibility of the basis set and improves
accuracy and convergence of the results of calculations.
of the calculations were done in the spin-polarized appro
mation.

FIG. 2. Total energyE and magnetic momentM of an atom versus the uni
cell volume for fcc and bcc iron in the ferromagnetic approximation.
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TABLE I. Structural characteristics and magnetic moments of the Fe atoms in the structures Fe8N(A) and Fe8N(B).
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3. ATOMIC STRUCTURE OF THE TWO PHASES IN THE
SYSTEM g-Fe–N

In the final step we calculated the dependence of
total energy and magnetic moments of the atoms on the
cell volume ing- anda-Fe in the ferromagnetic approxima
tion. Figure 2 shows the results of those calculations. W
increasing volume in fcc iron a distinct~first-order! transition
from the state with low magnetic moment to the state w
high magnetic moment. The results of the calculations ar
good agreement with the data of Ref. 8, in which analog
calculations were done. In the ferromagnetic approximat
the ground state ofg-Fe is the LS state. The results of th
calculations of the lattice parameters and of the magn
moments of the iron atoms in the two phases are presente
Table I. The theoretically calculated volume of the HS pha
is in good agreement with the experimental value. The ag
ment of the theoretical and experimental volumes of the
phase is not as good, since the experiment was done fo
ground state, which is of low volume an
antiferromagnetic—while the calculation was done in t
ferromagnetic approximation.

The good agreement of the theoretical and experime
results forg-Fe permit the hope that accurate and relia
results can be obtained in a study of the Fe–N system
must be mentioned that at present there are no experim
data on the existence of the low- and high-volume LS a
HS phases in nitrogenated austenite.

For optimization of the geometry of the crystal structu
we have calculated the optimum positions of the atoms in
unit cell and the lattice parameters in the Fe8N(A) and
Fe8N(B) structures. The optimization was done for the hig
e
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spin, high-volume phase. The results of these calculations
presented in Table I. Upon ordering of the nitrogen ato
into N–Fe2– N chains and the formation of the Fe8N(B)
structure there occurs a certain increase in the cell volu
per atom in comparison with that for the Fe8N(A) structure
~Table I!. In this case a substantial tetragonal distortion a
pears. The calculations showed that the high-spin phas
the Fe8N(B) structure at 0.01 eV is energetically favorable
the Fe8N(A) structure. This attests to the advantage of ord
ing of the nitrogen atoms into N–Fe2– N chains.

The dependence of the total energy on the unit cell v
ume for the Fe8N(A) and Fe8N(B) structures is calculated in
the interval of values from 72 to 90 a.u.3/Fe atom under
hydrostatic compression of the cell. It was found that t
usual quadratic character of the total energy function is
tered. In the Fe8N(A) structure a discrete change of the ma
netic moments at the Fe0,4 and Fe1 sites occurs at the trans
tion from the low-spin to the high-spin state, as is seen
Fig. 3. At a volume of 79.5 a.u.3/Fe atom the magnetic mo
ment at the Fe1 site jumps from 0.18mB to 1.9mB , while that
at the Fe0,4 site undergoes a smaller jump, from 2.38mB to
2.75mB at the theoretically equilibrium volume in the high
spin phase~Table I!. As the volume is increased further, th
magnetic moment increases slowly. The energy differe
between the HS and LS phases in the Fe8N(A) structure is
0.024 eV/Fe atom.

Thus the nitrogen atoms in this structure stabilize the
phase, with magnetic moments of the Fe0.4 and Fe1 atoms
equal to 2.75mB and 2.08mB , respectively~Table I!. As fol-
lows from Fig. 3, the transition from the LS to the HS pha
is accompanied by an abrupt change in the magnetic mom
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per Fe0,4 atom (DM50.37mB) at the point of equality of the
volumes of the two phases. Investigation of the volume
pendence of the total energy and magnetic moments o
types of iron atoms showed that in the Fe8N(B) structure the
high-spin phase is even more favorable in comparison w
the Fe8N(A) structure. It follows from Fig. 4 that the differ
ence between the HS and LS phases is 0.03 eV. It can
assumed that the ordering of the nitrogen atoms i
N–Fe2– N chains leads to stabilization of the high-volum
HS phase in the Fe8N(B) structure. It should be noted tha
in contrast to theA structure, antiferromagnetism arises
some lattice sites in theB structure. At the transition to the
high-volume phase this occurs at the Fe0,0,8 sites. The mag-
netic moment of the Fe0,0,8 atom is22.1mB in the LS phase
and 2.72mB in the HS phase. As in the Fe8N(A) structure, at
the transition from the LS to the HS phase the largest jum
magnetic moment is for that at the Fe1 site ~Fig. 4!. The
magnetic moment of the Fe1 atom is 0.69mB in the LS phase
and 2.22mB in the HS phase. An interesting factor is th
weak dependence of the magnetic moment at the Fe2 site on
the unit cell volume. At the point where the volumes of t
two phases are equal, the magnetic moment at the Fe2 site
does not undergo a jump. Thus the appearance of the s
tural element N–Fe2– N in the fcc lattice leads to stabiliza
tion of the magnetic moments on the Fe2 sites with respect to
a change of the unit cell volume. At the same time, the v
ume dependence of the magnetic moment at the Fe0,4 site is
practically no different from the analogous dependence
the Fe8N(A) structure. Thus the insertion of interstitial nitro
gen atoms promotes stabilization of the magnetic momen
those sites for which the first coordination sphere does
contain an impurity atom. The values of the structural para

FIG. 3. Total energyE and value of the magnetic momentM for iron atoms
in the Fe8N(A) structure as functions of the unit cell volume.
-
ll
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eters and magnetic moments for all types of iron atoms in
Fe8N(A) and (B) structures, calculated at the equilibriu
volume found theoretically, are given in Table I.

Ordering of the nitrogen atoms into N–Fe2– N chains
and the formation of the Fe8N(B) structure lead to the ap
pearance of a tetragonal distortion of the fcc lattice and
stabilization of the high-volume HS phase with the latti
parametersa513.579 a.u. andc514.847 a.u. As we have
said, the HS phase in Fe8N(B) is energetically favored ove
the HS phase in Fe8N(A) by 0.01 eV, and it can be con
cluded that the formation of the structural element of t
N–Fe2– N chains in the Fe8N structure is energetically fa
vorable. Thus, nitrogenated austenite Fe–N can appare
be represented to a first approximation by the Fe8N(B) struc-
ture. In the real alloy the N–Fe2– N chains are disoriented
and that may explain the absence of tetragonal distortion
the fcc lattice in the experimental studies. Experimental c
firmation of the possibility of existence of long-range ord
in austenitic Fe–N is provided by the electron-microsco
experiment of Ref. 19 and the results of Mo¨ssbauer studies
which are discussed below.

4. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND QUADRUPOLE
SPLITTING IN THE Fe8N STRUCTURE

It is indubitably of interest to study the electronic stru
ture of two crystal structures having different types of ord
ing of the nitrogen atoms, to interpret the large collection
data obtained by the method of Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy, an
to compare the theoretical and experimental results. On
basis of structural optimization calculations we have co

FIG. 4. Total energyE and value of the magnetic momentM of the iron
atoms in the Fe8N(B) structure as functoins of the volume of the unit ce
volume.
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puted the optimal values of the lattice parameters and co
dinates of the atoms in the unit cell for both types of Fe8N
structures. With these structural data we calculated the e
tronic structure of the two modifications of the Fe8N struc-
ture. The three lowest energy bands are localized in a nar
energy interval and are due to the 2p states of the nitrogen
atom. As the type of ordering of the nitrogen atoms chan
and N–Fe2– N chains are formed~the Fe8N(B) structure! the
2p bands of the nitrogen atom broaden, overlapping with
d bands of the iron atoms. As we have said, the appeara
of the N–Fe2– N structural elements in the form of chain
gives rise to a large number of inequivalent iron atom
Fe0,4, Fe0,0,8, Fe1 , and Fe2 , and to tetragonal lattice distor
tion. This leads to complication of the band structure
Fe8N(B) owing to the lowering of the symmetry and spli
ting of the bands.

The calculated band structure of the two types of Fe8N
enabled us to construct the total and partial electron dens
of states in these structures. Ordering of the nitrogen ato
into chains~and the formation of the Fe8N(B) structure! pri-
marily affects the degree of occupation of the states with s
‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down,’’ and that is reflected in a change in th
local magnetic moments of the iron atoms, viz., to a rath
strong change of the magnetic moment at atoms of the s
type. For example, in the Fe8N(A) and Fe8N(B) structures
the magnetic moment at an Fe1 atom is equal to 2.08mB and
2.22mB , respectively~Table I!. To investigate how the value
of the local magnetic moment of the iron atoms in t
Fe8N(A) structure is influenced by the degree of hybridiz
tion of the 3d electronic states of the iron atoms with the 2p
states of the nitrogen atoms, we calculated the contributi
to the magnetic moment from thed orbitals of different sym-
metry. This enabled us to determine that it is the hybridiz
tion of thedz2 states of the iron atoms with thepz states of
the nitrogen atom that sharply reduces the contribution of
dz2 orbital to the total magnetic moment of the Fe1 atom,
which has one nitrogen atom in its nearest neighborho
~Table II!. It should be noted that iron atoms that do not ha
impurity atoms in their nearest neighborhood have a la
local magnetic moment. Thus the type of distribution of t
nitrogen atoms in the fcc iron lattice and the value of t
hybridization of thed states of the iron atoms andp states of
the impurity atoms are important factors influencing t
value and ordering of the local magnetic moments of
atoms in the alloy. In order to investigate in detail the spa
distribution of the electron density in the Fe–N system,
the present study we have calculated the distributions
electron density in the most interesting planes and directio
Figure 5 shows the distribution of the 2s and 2p electron
densities of the nitrogen atom and the 3d electron density of
the iron atom for the 2s, 2p, and 3d energy intervals in the

TABLE II. Contributions of the various 3d orbitals to the formation of the
local magnetic moments.
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N–Fe1 direction in the Fe8N(B) structure ~in the @110#
plane; Fig. 1!. It follows from the results that the 2s and 2p
electrons of the nitrogen atom create a certain electron d
sity at the site of the iron atom. In the case of an Fe1 atom
this distribution is substantially anisotropic in the N–Fe1 di-
rection ~Fig. 5!, and that should give rise to an electric fie
gradient~EFG! at the nucleus of the iron atom. Hybridizatio
effects are manifested in a change in shape of the distribu
of 2p electron density at the site of an Fe2 atom. The maxi-
mum of the distribution of the 3d density and the ‘‘lump’’ in
the distribution of the 2p electron density coincide~Fig. 6!,
attesting to the presence ofp–d hybridization.

Since a vast amount of experimental material has
now been accumulated in Mo¨ssbauer studies of nitrogenate
austenite, it is of definite interest to calculate the hyperfi
interactions at the nuclei of the iron atoms in the Fe8N(A)
and (B) structures and to compare the theoretical and exp
mental results. We have calculated the electric field gradie
at the nuclei of the different types of iron atoms; these g
dients are manifested in the Mo¨ssbauer spectrum in the form
of quadrupole splittings. It is believed by many authors20–22

that the Mössbauer spectrum in Fe–N austenite is formed
contributions from the atoms Fe0 , Fe1 , and Fe22180° ~dumb-
bell configuration!. The value of the quadrupole splitting co

FIG. 5. Distribution of the electron densityr in the directionr between the
N and Fe1 atoms for the energy intervals corresponding to the 2s ~• • • •!
and 2p ~ ! states of the nitrogen atom and the 3d states of the iron atom
~ !. The values for the 3d states were reduced by a factor of 3 fo
clarity.

FIG. 6. Distribution of the electron density in the direction between the
and Fe2 atoms for the energy intervals of the 2s ~ ! and 2p ~ !
states of the nitrogen atom and the 3d states of the iron atom~• • • •!. The
values for the 3d states were reduced by a factor of 3 for clarity.
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responds to the distance between maxima in the doublet
Table III gives the results of calculations of the quadrupo
splittings and also experimental data obtained for nitro
nated austenites by different groups of investigators.

In the calculations of the quadrupole splittingD for the
57Fe nucleus we used the same value of the quadrupole
ment of the nucleus,Q(57Fe)50.16 barn, which we used
previously for Fe4N nitride ~the g8 phase!.24 The EFG was
calculatedab initio directly from the electron density distri
bution by the method developed by Blahaet al.25 The calcu-
lations imply that the contribution toVzz, the principal com-
ponent of the EFG tensor, from regions outside the ato
spheres~the lattice EFG! amounts to 5% for the Fe8N(A)
and (B) structures. Thus in order to understand the origin
the EFG, the main attention should be paid to its princi
component—the valence EFG, which is due to the reg
inside the atomic spheres. A detailed analysis of the form
tion of the EFG at the nucleus of an Fe1 atom in the struc-
tures Fe8N(A) and Fe8C(A) is given in Ref. 26.

The formation of the EFG at the nuclei of iron atoms
different types in the fcc lattice occurs in a substantially d
ferent way in the presence of nitrogen impurity atoms. T
is reflected in the values of the quadrupole splitting reg
tered in the Mo¨ssbauer spectra. Calculations show that
value of the quadrupole splitting at an Fe1 iron atom in the
Fe8N(A) structure is 0.18 mm/s. This is substantially smal
than the values obtained by several authors for nitrogena
austenite~Table III!. In the Fe8N(A) structure there are no
Fe2 atoms, which many authors believe exist in nitrogena
austenite. From all of these circumstances one can conc
that Fe–N austenite apparently cannot be modeled by
Fe8N(A) structure. Let us consider the results obtained
the Fe8N(B) structure. We note that upon the formation
N–Fe2– N chains in this structure, other types of iron atom
besides Fe2 appear, having an asymmetric environment
the first coordination sphere. These are the atoms F0,4

~which in the Fe8N(A) structure had a cubic environment o
12 Fe1 atoms! and Fe0,0,8. The environment of the Fe0,4 at-
oms consists of eight Fe1 atoms, two Fe2 atoms, and two
Fe0,0,8 atoms. The environment of the Fe0,0,8 atoms consists
of eight Fe1 atoms and four Fe0,4 atoms. Calculations show

TABLE III. Calculated and experimental values of the quadrupole splitt
at the nuclei of the iron atoms in the Fe–N system.
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that an EFG appears at the nuclei of these atoms which le
to values of the quadrupole splitting comparable to the qu
rupole splittings at the nuclei of the Fe1 and Fe2 atoms~Table
III !. The value of the quadrupole splitting at the nucleus
the Fe0,0,8 atom is 0.48 mm/s, which is larger than the qua
rupole splittings at the nuclei of the atoms Fe1 ~0.28 mm/s!
and Fe2 ~0.17 mm/s!. Thus these atoms should give a su
stantial contribution to the Mo¨ssbauer spectrum of nitroge
nated austenite, since at a nitrogen concentrationCN'0.1
the number of these atoms should be quite large. For
Fe8N(B) structure the concentration of Fe0,4 atoms is 0.5 and
that of the Fe0,0,8 atoms is 0.25. The contribution from atom
of this type were not taken into account in the interpretat
of the Mössbauer spectra in previous studies. In real Fe10N
alloys the concentration of impurity atoms is lower than
the Fe8N structures studied here. With decreasing concen
tion of nitrogen atoms the number of Fe1 and Fe2 atoms
decreases, leading to a more symmetric environment of
Fe0,4 atoms and to the appearance of a singlet in the Mo¨ss-
bauer spectrum~as in the case of the Fe8N(A) structure!.

Thus, on the basis of the calculations done, it can
assumed that the Fe8N(B) structure apparently can be use
as a model for nitrogenated austenite. Here a contributio
the Mössbauer spectrum is given not only by the Fe1 and Fe2
atoms but also by atoms of the Fe0,0,8 type. By comparing the
experimental values of the quadrupole splittings obtained
Ref. 21 for iron atoms in an Fe10.2N alloy with our results,
we can conclude that the calculated value of the quadrup
splitting at the Fe1 atom ~0.28 mm/s! is in good agreemen
with the experimental value 0.25 mm/s~Table III!. The the-
oretical value of the quadrupole splitting at the nucleus of
Fe2 atom is 0.17 mm/s and is in poor agreement with t
experimental value 0.4 mm/s.21 The agreement with the ex
perimental values obtained in Refs. 20 and 22 is even poo
It should be noted, however, that the theoretical value of
quadrupole splitting at the nucleus of the Fe0,0,8 atom ~0.48
mm/s! correlates rather well with the experimental value 0
mm/s from Ref. 21. Thus the results of the calculations le
to the conclusion that the interpretation of the Mo¨ssbauer
spectra~their decomposition into components! must be done
using four spectrum-forming components: the singlet con
bution from the nucleus of the Fe0 atom and the double
components due to the Fe1 , Fe2 , and Fe0,0,8 atoms. It should
be noted that the experimental values of the quadrupole s
ting at the nucleus of the Fe2 atom ~0.72 and 0.75 mm/s!
reported in Refs. 20 and 22, respectively, seem somewha
high. The good agreement of the experimental and theo
cal values of the quadrupole splitting at the nucleus of
Fe2 atom ~0.25 mm/s forT,TC and 0.50 mm/s forT.Tc)
which we obtained previously24 for iron nitride Fe4N attests
to the reliability of the theoretical results for the Fe8N(B)
structure. Calculations in a model structure for Fe4N with
structural elements consisting of two intersecting N–Fe2– N
chains~as opposed to three in the nitride! give a value of the
quadrupole splitting at the nucleus of the Fe2 atom equal to
0.32 mm/s,24 which is much smaller than the quadrupo
splitting in the nitride, 0.50 mm/s~in view of the absence o
magnetism in Fe–N austenite we compare the quadru
splittings for the nitride and the model Fe4N structure forT
.TC). In the Fe8N(B) structure there are completely nonin
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tersecting N–Fe2– N chains, and that leads to a decrease
the quadrupole splitting at the Fe2 atom to a value of 0.17
mm/s. Thus one observes a clear tendency toward a dec
in the quadrupole splitting at the Fe2 atom with misorienta-
tion of the N–Fe2– N chains. Since in real Fe–N austen
the ordering of the chains cannot be higher than in iron
tride Fe4N, the discussions given above confirm our assum
tion that the experimental results for the Fe2 atom are clearly
too high, apparently because of the nonuniqueness of
decomposition of the experimental spectrum into com
nents.

5. MAGNETIC ORDERING IN THE Fe–N SYSTEM

A study of the electronic structure of the model stru
tures Fe8N(A) and (B) makes it possible to understan
quantitatively the influence of the nitrogen atoms on
magnetic properties of fcc iron. It follows from an analys
of the total energies of these structures as functions of
unit cell volume~Figs. 3 and 4! at a concentration of nitro
gen atoms such that the ferromagnetic HS phase is ener
cally favorable to the LS phase. Thus the introduction
interstitial nitrogen leads to enhancement of the Invar pr
erties of fcc iron. For a more detailed understanding of
magnetic properties of iron containing impurity nitrogen it
necessary to make an estimate of the exchange integral
this we have used the dependence of the total energy o
two phases for the Fe8N(B) structure, which, in our view,
gives a more realistic description of austenite than does
Fe8N(A) structure. It should be noted that in the Fe8N(B)
structure a change in the orientation of the magnetic mom
at the Fe0,0,8 atoms occurs at the transition from the HS to t
LS phase, and that is a better model of austenite than the
phase of theA structure~the ground state of fcc iron in th
approximation of collinear magnetic moments can be
sumed antiferromagnetic!. Taking into account the magneti
interaction only for nearest neighbors, we have calculated
dependence of the exchange integralJ5(ELS2EHS)/3,
where the total energies of the two phasesEHS andELS are
given per iron atom. Using the known experimental dep
dence of the lattice parameter on the nitrog
concentration,27 we have obtained the dependence of the
change integral on the concentration of nitrogen atoms~Fig.
7a!. It follows from the results of the calculations that th
ground state of austenite should be antiferromagnetic at
centrations less than 0.057 and ferromagnetic at higher
centrations. To calculate the temperatures of the phase
sitions we used the following numerical results, given
Refs. 28 and 29, for the Ising model with a nearest-neigh
interaction:TN'1.7 J/kB , TC'9.6 J/kB . The phase transi
tion temperatures are shown in Fig. 7b. The valueTN

5170 K for pure iron is almost a factor of 2.5 times larg
than the known experimental value. The Curie tempera
TC5952 K atCN50.1 is too high even in comparison wit
the known30 temperatureTC'770 K for the nitride Fe4N.
These disagreements are apparently due to the follow
causes:

1! a nitrogen concentrationCN51/8 is too large for a
correct description of the low-spin phase;

2! the average magnetic moment per iron atom in the
n
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phase for the Fe8N(B) structure is 1.44mB , whereas in fcc
iron it is substantially smaller (0.7mB);18

3! the energy integrals of the iron atoms with differe
coordinations of the nitrogen atoms have been replaced
single average value;

4! the nearest-neighbor interaction approximation.
We also note that, to the authors’ knowledge, all attem

at anab initio description of the low-spin state of fcc iro
with the use of collinear configurations for the magnetic su
system have failed to give good agreement between the
and experiment. The relations obtained in the present st
give a qualitatively correct idea of the influence of nitrog
on the magnetic properties of iron, since the nitride Fe4N is
ferromagnetic, while the austenite should be antiferrom
netic at low concentrations. Thus there must exist a nitro
concentration~our estimates give a value of 0.057! at which
the exchange integral becomes equal to zero.

6. COMPOSITION ORDERING AT ROOM TEMPERATURES

In the Fe8N(A) phase there exist three inequivalent su
lattices that can be occupied by nitrogen atoms. In equi
rium only one of them is occupied by nitrogen atoms. In t
Fe8N(B) phase the nitrogen atoms are ordered into chain
the N–Fe2– N type, and there exist four inequivalent subla
tices for nitrogen. In theB phase the binding energy per iro
atom is calculated to be 0.01 eV higher than in theA phase.
Therefore, at low temperatures (T→0) the equilibrium
stable state is theB phase with one completely occupie
nitrogen sublattice. With increasing temperature it is natu
to expect the formation of the polydomain phaseB* , in
which there is an alternation of domains of the chain phas

FIG. 7. Dependence of the exchange integral of the iron atoms on
concentration of nitrogen atoms~a! and the types of magnetic ordering fo
austenite~b! ~PM denotes a paramagnet!.
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which different nitrogen sublattices are occupied. At high
temperatures the Fe8N(B) fluctuations will appear more an
more often.

Other types of short-range ordering of the nitrogen
oms are also possible. Noticing that the difference of
energies belonging to the 8 Fe atoms in configurationsA and
B is DE'0.08 eV, one can assume that at a tempera
TC'DE/kB (kB is Boltzmann’s constant! the ordering
should be destroyed because of strong structural fluctuati
It can also be assumed that the nitrogen subsystemT
.TC is well described in the approximation of an ideal la
tice gas. However, correlation effects should appear nearTC ,
owing to the substantial N–N interactions via the electro
subsystem. The overall picture of the nitrogen subsys
nearTC can be represented in the form of alternating ce
with different types of short-range ordering of the N atom

Other configurations besides the short-range order of
A and B types can exist. To find the temperatureTC and
determine the character of the short-range order near
temperature one can use the Monte Carlo method if the
fective many-particle interaction potential of the nitrogen
oms in the iron lattice is known. It should be noted that at
present time there is no reliable information about the qu
titative values of the interaction potential of nitrogen ato
in austenite. It can be said with certainty that the interact
cannot be limited to nearest and next-nearest neighb
since in interstitial solutions the deformation potential ha
long-range character. To calculate the interaction poten
in multicomponent systems we have used the cluster ex
sion technique.31,32 Since we are studying an interstitial an
not a substitutional system, we modified the cluster exp
sion somewhat. The change consists in going over from
lattice variablessi , which are convenient for studying sys
tems of substitution (si51 for a site occupied by an atom A
and si521 for a site occupied by an atom B! to the vari-
ablesci5(11si)/2 (ci50 for a vacant octahedral interstitia
site andci51 for an interstitial site occupied by a nitroge
atom!. In this case the cluster expansion has the form

E~c!5( WaQa , ~1!

where Wa are the effective impurity–impurity interactio
potentials, andQa5ci 1

...ci l
are the products of the occupa

tion functions specified on a cluster with sitesa
5$ i 1 ,...,i l%. For working with ci only the impurity–
impurity interaction potentials are important, and the pot
tials between an impurity and a vacant interstitial site
between two vacant interstitial sites are not taken into
count, sinceQa50 for all configurations with an unoccupie
interstitial site.
TABLE IV. Effective cluster interactionsW obtained by the least-sq
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The accuracy of determination of the effective impurity
impurity interaction potential depends on how many coor
nation spheres are taken into account in the calculations.
chose 10 model structures necessary for finding the inte
tion potentials. For each of these structures a calculation
carried out by the FLAPW method to minimize the tot
energy with respect to the positions of the atoms and the
cell parameters in a given crystallographic system. All of t
technical details of the calculation are the same as th
given above for the calculation of the model structur
Fe8N(A) and (B). Using the cluster expansion~1! and the
total energies of all the structures, we obtained the 9 inte
tion parameters corresponding to the clusters shown in
8. The values of the interaction potentials are given in Ta
IV. The meaning of the notation used is as follows:v0 is the
energy of an iron atom,v1

1 is the energy of a nitrogen atom
plus the energy necessary for inserting this atom into au
nite at an infinitesimal concentration of nitrogen atoms;v1

2,
v2

2, v3
2, v4

2, v5
2, andv6

2 are the energies of the pair intera
tion for the six coordination spheres,v1

3 is the three-particle
potential. In a least-squares fit the maximum residual d
crepancy in the total energy is 0.0036 eV/Fe atom.

Using the calculated interatomic interaction potentia
we obtained the temperature dependence of the numbe
iron atoms with different types of nitrogen-atom enviro
ments by the Monte Carlo method. The temperature dep
dence found in this way for the atoms Fe0 , Fe1 , and Fe2 at a
nitrogen concentration of 0.1 is presented in Fig. 9a. T
dotted lines show the number of atoms of each type in
absence of interaction between nitrogen atoms, corresp
ing to the approximation of an ideal solid solution. From t
temperature dependence of the fraction of Fe0 , Fe1 , and Fe2
atoms one can determine that the transition temperature

FIG. 8. Many-particle clusters used for the cluster expansion. The clu
consisting of a single site is not shown.
uares method for 10 structures with the use of 5 or 6 pair potentials.
a
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aroundT;800 K, as expected. It is seen that the mut
attraction of nitrogen atoms in the second coordinat
sphere leads to an increase in the number of Fe2 atoms,
which attests to substantial short-range ordering of the ni
gen atoms even above the transition temperature. The p
ence of this short-range order can be judged from the sh
of the Mössbauer spectra.22

The curves of the temperature dependence of the
capacity~Fig. 9c! and the short-range order parameters~Fig.
9b! clearly exhibit a phase transition in the vicinity of 830 K
from the disordered state to the nitride Fe4N, which contains
the maximum number of N–Fe2– N chains for the given sto
ichiometry. The superstructure corresponding to the nitr
Fe4N was deciphered with the aid of a calculation of t
absolute values of the Fourier componentsuc(k)u of the dis-
tribution functionc(r ) for different high-symmetry points o
the Brillouin zone. The values ofuc(k)u are directly related
to the long-range order parameters and the structural
stants of the superstructure.33 As a result of the calculation i
was found that the only nonzero Fourier components
those corresponding to theX star, and the absolute values f
the three vectors of theX star (X5(1,0,0),(0,1,0),(0,0,1))
are equal to each other, and that attests to the formatio
the nitride Fe4N.

Thus, as a result of the calculations done we have
only found the temperatureTC but have also established th
character of the behavior of the short-range ordering of
trogen atoms near that temperature.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of a numerical simulation of the Fe–N s
tem by theab initio FLAPW method have been used to i

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the number of iron atoms with diffe
coordinations of nitrogen~a!, long-range order parameters~b!, and heat
capacity~c! at a nitrogen concentration ofnN /nFe50.1.
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vestigate the influence of nitrogen on the formation of t
low-spin and high-spin phases, which differ in the charac
of the low-temperature magnetic ordering and in the hyp
fine interactions. The calculations of the total energy per i
atom show that in the Fe8N(A) structure, where the nitroge
atoms form a cubic sublattice and each N atom occupies
octahedral cavity, this energy is 0.01 eV lower than in t
Fe8N(B) structure, where the nitrogen atoms order in
chains of the N–Fe2– N type. According to our calculations
tetragonal distortion arises in the Fe8N(B) structure. As we
have said, the fact that tetragonality is not observ
experimentally27 in this system can be explained by the d
ordered nature of the chains. Indeed, in view of the existe
of four inequivalent sublattices in theB phase, one can con
clude that a polydomain structureB* , with mutually disor-
dered chains, exists at finite temperatures, and the statB,
with mutually ordered chains, becomes the ground stat
T→0.

Study of the behavior of the short-range compositio
and long-range magnetic ordering has shown that the or
ing of the nitrogen atoms according to typesB and A is
preserved even upon the transition to the paramagnetic s
and that should be reflected in the character of the hyper
structure.

As to the hyperfine structure, we have calculated
electric field gradients at the nuclei of the iron atoms for t
B phase. We found that at the nuclei of iron atoms who
nearest-neighbor environment does not contain impurity
oms, an electric field gradient can arise which is compara
in magnitude and even greater than the field gradients at
nuclei of the Fe1 and Fe2 atoms, which have one and tw
nitrogen atoms in the nearest-neighbor environment. T
these atoms can give a substantial contribution to the Mo¨ss-
bauer spectrum of nitrogenated austenite.

It follows from the results on the dependence of the e
change integral on the nitrogen concentration that by low
ing the energy of the HS phase, nitrogen enhances the fe
magnetic properties of fcc iron. The magnetic orderi
diagram constructed enables one to judge the dependen
the magnetic order on the nitrogen concentration.
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Several rare-earth compounds, low-dimensional organic conductors, and spin chains exhibit low-
temperature divergences of their magnetic susceptibility and specific heat~non-Fermi-liquid
behavior!. Such divergences are often related to disordered ensembles of magnetic impurities in
those systems. In this work the distribution function of the effective characteristic of a
single magnetic impurity, the Kondo temperature, is derived. We calculate how the distributions
of Kondo temperatures depend on the effective dimensionality of the problem and on the
concentration of impurities. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1768352#
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The Kondo effect1 is the well-known example in which
modern theoretical methods like renormalization gro
theory, the Bethe ansatz, bosonization, conformal fi
theory, etc. have demonstrated their strength.2,3 It describes
the effects of the exchange interaction between the spin
magnetic impurity and spins of itinerant electrons. The cro
over from the strong coupling to the weak coupling regim
for a Kondo impurity manifests nonperturbative effec
present in condensed matter theory.

During the last decade the interest in non-Fermi-liqu
behavior of magnetic systems and metallic alloys has gro
considerably. A large class of conducting nonmagnetic m
rials does not behave as usual Fermi liquids~i.e., with the
finite magnetic susceptibility, finite value of the Sommerfe
low-temperature coefficient of the specific heat, and q
dratic temperature behavior of the resistivity! at low tem-
peratures. There are several possible reasons for such b
ior. One of the best-known examples of the non-Fermi-liq
properties is the Kondo effect for multichannel (n is the
number of channels! electron systems: For an impurity sp
less thann/2 a non-Fermi-liquid critical behavior results4

Another possible cause of non-Fermi-liquid behavior is
presence of a quantum critical point5 ~i.e., a phase transition
governed not by the temperature but by some other par
eter, like pressure, chemical substitution, etc.!. In that case
fluctuations of the order parameter interact with itinera
electrons and can cause low-temperature divergences of
modynamic characteristics.

However, for most of the nonstoichiometric conducto
in which the non-Fermi-liquid behavior has been observ
~see, e.g., the recent reviews5–8! the magnetic susceptibility
and low-temperature specific heat usually manifest logar
mic or weak power-law behavior with temperature, wh
their resistivity decreases linearly~or with some power-law
exponent less than 2! with temperature, showing a large re
sidual resistivity.9–19This is different from the predictions o
4791063-777X/2004/30(6)/4/$26.00
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the theory of the overscreened Kondo effect.3,4 For example,
Ref. 14 reported the results of measurements of the magn
susceptibility, NMR Knight shift, and low-temperature sp
cific heat. To explain the observed features it was neces
to assume some disorder, with a distribution of Kondo te
peratures of magnetic impurities. The inhomogeneous dis
bution of localized magnetic moments was later confirme18

by muon spin rotation experiments. The above-mention
properties and the alloy nature of the compounds stud
suggest that the disorder~a random distribution of localized
electrons or a random coupling to the conducting elect
host! can play the main role in the low-temperature no
Fermi-liquid character of such systems. The idea of~un-
screened! magnetic moments existing in disordered meta
systems was formulated in Refs. 20–24. It was proposed
near the metal–insulator transitions~or for the sufficiently
alloyed systems far from the quantum critical point! disor-
dered correlated conductors contain localized magnetic
ments. The change in the interactions between the impu
sites and the host spins can be considered as a modific
of the characteristic energy scale, the Kondo tempera
TK . At that scale the behavior of the magnetic impur
manifests the crossover from the strong coupling regime~for
T,H!TK , H being the magnetic field! to the weak coupling
regimeTK!H,T. The impurity spin behaves asymptotical
free in the weak coupling case, and it is screened by the s
of itinerant electrons in the strong coupling case. The rand
distribution of magnetic characteristics of impurities~i.e.,
their Kondo temperatures! may be connected either with th
randomness of exchange couplings of itinerant electrons w
the local moments21 or with the randomness of the densitie
of conduction electron states.20 Both types of randomnes
renormalize the single universal parameter, the Kondo te
perature, which characterizes the state of a magnetic im
rity. A thorough comparison of experimental results for no
Fermi-liquid behavior of disordered heavy fermion Kond
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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alloys has been performed with very good agreement w
theoretical predictions of the model for distributed Kon
temperatures.17 Later it was pointed out that the problem
the behavior of magnetic impurities with random distrib
tions of their Kondo temperatures in metals can be sol
exactly, with the help of the Bethe ansatz.24–26 The role of
the long-range~Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida! coupling
between local moments was taken into account25–28 ~Grif-
fiths phase29 theory!, exhibiting properties qualitatively simi
lar to those of models with noninteracting local momen
Also, the presence of a spin–orbit interaction in some dis
dered heavy fermion alloys demands a study of magn
anisotropy, which can play an essential role in the physic
disordered spin interactions.26–28,30 Finally, it was exactly
proved that for correlated electron systems containing m
netic impurities with random distributions of their coupling
to the host it is also possible to introduce a distribution
effective Kondo temperatures31 which governs the low-
temperature non-Fermi-liquid behavior of the system.

It was pointed out25,26,28,31that distributions of effective
Kondo temperatures for each magnetic impurity can ca
divergences of the magnetic susceptibility and the Somm
feld coefficient of the specific heat for quasi-one-dimensio
organic conductors and quantum spin chains, where such
havior was observed.32–35To explain power-law divergence
of the magnetic susceptibilities and Sommerfeld coefficie
of rare-earth and actinide compounds, as well as quasi-
dimensional organic conductors and quantum spin chain
was necessary to use a distribution of Kondo temperat
~the strong-disorder distribution, for which the tails are rath
large! which starts with the termP(TK)}G2l(TK)l21 (l
,1) valid till some energy scaleG for the lowest values of
TK .25–27,30,31The goal of this work is to obtain the distribu
tion of Kondo temperatures for a system with magnetic i
purities and to show how such a distribution will depend
the effective spatial dimensionality of the system~it turns out
that the exponentl is different for three-dimensional non
Fermi-liquid heavy fermion systems and for quasi-on
dimensional organic conductors and quantum s
systems16,32,33,35!.

Let us consider the model of electrons~itinerant and lo-
calized, where localization centers, i.e., 3d, 4f , or 5f orbit-
als, are distributed randomly on a hypercubic lattice with
random nearest-neighbor hopping! with the Hamiltonian20

H5 (
j , j 8,s

t~ j , j 8!cj ,s
† cj 8,s1Hint , ~1!

wherecj ,s
† (cj ,s) creates~annihilates! an electron with spins

at site j , and t( j , j 8) are hopping elements. The interactio
part of the Hamiltonian,Hint5(U/2)( jnj ,snj ,2s , is deter-
mined by the Coulomb interaction of localized electrons~the
sum is over random positions of localized electrons, a
nj ,s5cj ,s

† cj ,s). Generally speaking, one can add to t
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Hamiltonian ~1! disordered local potentials( j ,s« jnj s . The
hopping integrals can be approximated36 as overlap integrals

t~ j , j 8!5E0 expS 2r j , j 8
a D S 11

r j , j 8
a

1...D , ~2!

wherea is the Bohr radius andE0;U is the effective bind-
ing energy of the dopant~localized electron!. We suppose
that the hopping integrals are random because of the diso
of the distribution of localized electrons.

Let us consider the situation for which localized ele
trons are in the magnetic state, i.e., their valence is close
which is satisfied ift2( j , j 8)r(EF)!2« j ,U1« j ~with nega-
tive « j , wherer(EF) is the density of states at the Ferm
level!.2 It is natural to assume that the density of the loc
ized magnetic momentsnl depends on the density of dopan
n as

nl5n exp~2n/nmax!, ~3!

wherenmax is related to the critical distance between loc
ization centersRc via nmax51/Vc . HereVc depends on the
effective dimensionality of the distribution of localized ma
netic moments. It is equal toVc54pRc

2/3 for the three-
dimensional case,Vc5pRc

2 for the effectively two-
dimensional situation, and for an effectively one-dimensio
distribution of localized magnetic moments one hasVc

5Rc . Such a distribution is well known in the theory o
disordered systems~it follows from simple combinatorics!,
e.g., in the theory of dislocations with defects it is known
the Koehler formula~Ref. 36; see also Refs. 37 and 38!. For
largen, nl is a decreasing function ofn, as it must be. Using
such an assumption, we can find the probabilityP(r ) of
finding the nearest-neighbor localized moment of a given
at a distancer ; see below.~Alternatively, P(r ) can be de-
rived independently,39 and we can obtain Eq.~3!.! Obviously,
the density of the localized magnetic moments can be wri
as

nl5E
Rc

`

P~r !dr. ~4!

Using the definition ofRc we obtain

P~r !5nH pr 2 exp~24pnr3/3!, d53

2pr exp~2pnr2!, d52

exp~2nr !, d51

~5!

whered is the effective dimensionality of the distribution o
localized electrons; cf. Refs. 36 and 39!. One can check tha
nl has a maximum atnmax, which, actually, justifies Eq.~3!.

The next step is to obtain the distribution of hoppin
integrals t( j , j 8) between localized moments~in what fol-
lows we shall denote them simply ast). Equation~2! implies
r (t)'a ln(2E0 /t). Then, usingP̃(t)5P(r )(dr/dt) and Eq.
~5!, we get
P̃~ t !52
an

t H pa2 ln2~E0 /t !exp@2~4pna3/3!ln3~E0 /t !#, d53

2paln~E0 /t !exp@2pna2 ln2~E0 /t !#, d52

exp@2na ln~E0 /t !#, d51

~6!
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FIG. 1. Logarithms of the distributions of the Kondo temperatures for the three-dimensional~solid line!, two-dimensional~dotted line!, and one-dimensiona
~dashed line! cases.
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for the three-, two-, and one-dimensional cases, respectiv
The Kondo temperature of the localized magnetic m

ment can be written as2

TK5A2Ur~EF!

p
t expS 2

u«u~«1U !

2Ur~EF!t2D'D exp

3S 2
u«u~«1U !

2Ur~EF!t2D . ~7!

where we have assumed homogeneous distributions of
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local potentials« j5« and introduced the low-energy cuto
D, as usual for the Kondo problem.2 Notice that for«50
one can define the Kondo temperature asTK5D
exp(22U/r(EF)t2). Then Eq.~7! implies

dTK

dt
'2

t

2TK ln~TK /D !
. ~8!

Defining x5 ln(D/TK) and A58Ur(EF)E0
2/u«u(«1U), we

obtain the distributions of Kondo temperatures
P̄~TK!5
Zdn

2nmaxTKx H ~3/16!ln2~Ax!exp@2~n/8nmax!ln
3~Ax!#, d53

ln~Ax!exp@2~n/4nmax!ln
2~Ax!#, d52

exp@2~n/2nmax!ln~Ax!#, d51

~9!
d

of
s

the
d

-

ve
for the three-, two-, and one-dimensional cases, respectiv
whereZd are normalization constants. Observe that the
vergence ofP̄(TK) as TK→0 ~due to the factorTK

21) is
weakened by logarithmic factors like ln(TK /D). That is why
P̄(TK) can be normalized to unity over some interval
<TK<Tmax, where Tmax is given by Tmax5D exp(2u«u
3(«1U)/8Ur(EF)E0

2). Tmax can be related to the paramet
G; see above. Obviously the distributions of Kondo tempe
tures depend on the impurity parameters«, the constant of
Coulomb repulsionU, the density of states of itinerant ele
trons at the Fermi level, the Bohr radius, and the density
localized orbitals. However, Eqs.~9! imply that such a set o
parameters is realized in two main governing paramet
n/nmax andA.

It turns out that for large enough intervals of values
TK the distributionP̄(TK) is proportional toTK

l21 , i.e., it is
of the form used in Refs. 25–27, 30, and 31 without deri
tion, based on experimental results. The exponentl,1 is
determined byA andn/nmax. The plots of the logarithms o
P̄(TK) as functions ofx are presented in Fig. 1a for one
ly,
i-

-

f

s:

f

-

two-, and three-dimensional situations~we did not take into
account the terms in Eqs.~9! which do not depend onx here;
those terms yield only constant shifts!. Here we used the
parametersD, «, U, andE0 appropriate for real disordere
rare-earth and actinide systems, which producesA'1. Also,
according to experiments, one can expectn/nmax'0.01. No-
tice that the maximal values of intervals ofTK ,Tmax depend
on A via Tmax5D exp(21/A), and, hence,xmin51/A. That is
why we present here the results for large enough valuesx
~i.e., small enoughTK) that the distributions in the interval
considered are reminiscent of power laws}TK

12l . One can
see that the exponents of the distributions depend on
effective dimensionality of the distribution of the localize
electrons.

To illustrate how the effective exponents depend onA
and on the concentration of localized electronsn, we present
results for the logarithms of the distributions of Kondo tem
peratures forA55, n/nmax50.01 in Fig. 1b and forA51,
n/nmax50.5 in Fig. 1c. The results show that the effecti
exponentsl are large (l}0.8 for the realistic caseA;1,
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n/nmax;0.01 for three space dimensions!. It is too large
compared to the experiments on three-dimensional he
fermion systems,14,16–18 for which values ofl50.6– 0.85
were observed. Also, for some values of the paramete
valuel.1 was obtained, which implies the absence of lo
temperature divergences in such cases. The reason for
an overestimation can lie in disorder in the distribution of t
local potentials« j of localized electrons, which was no
taken into account in our description. However, smaller v
ues of l ~0.26–0.42! have been observed for low
dimensional organic conductors and spin chains.32,33 It turns
out that large values ofl;0.2 were observed for disordere
ensembles of impurities close to a metal–insulator transit

Such a distribution of Kondo temperatures produc
non-Fermi-liquid behavior of many characteristics of t
system.25–27,31For example, the ground-state magnetizat
of the system behaves asM}(H/G)l (H is an external mag-
netic field!, i.e., essentially in a nonlinear way. The sta
magnetic susceptibility at low temperatures is divergent
Tl21/Gl. Also, the nonlinear behavior of the electron sp
cific heatc;(T/G)l implies divergent behavior of the Som
merfeld coefficient. The low-temperature behavior of t
correlation length is proportional to (G/T)l, which implies
non-Fermi-liquid behavior of the low-temperature resistivi
Finally, the imaginary part of the dynamic magnetic susc
tibility is also divergent asGl22T12lg(v/T), whereg(x)
5x*1

`dy/yl21(x21y2) is a universal scaling function.25

Summarizing, in this work we have calculated the dis
bution of effective Kondo temperatures for a system of c
related electrons in which itinerant electrons are hybridiz
with randomly distributed localized electrons (3d, 4f , or 5f
orbitals!. Those distributions depend on many paramete
concentration of localized orbitals, their Bohr radii, Coulom
interaction of localized electrons on orbitals, effective en
gies of localized electrons, bandwidths of itinerant electro
etc. However, we have shown that only two parameters
fectively govern the behavior of the distribution functions
Kondo temperatures. One of those parameters is the rat
the density of localized electrons to the maximal density~in
a hypercubic lattice!. The other parameter is related to th
maximal Kondo temperatures for which such an appro
can be applied. We have shown that distributions of Kon
temperatures depend on the effective dimensionality of
disordered localized electrons. Due to such a disordered
havior of magnetic impurities many thermodynamic and
netic characteristics of the systems considered manifest
Fermi-liquid features in their low-energy characteristics.

*E-mail: zvyagin@mpipks-dresden.mpg.de
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From measurements of the heat capacity and resistivity ofa uranium and the compounds
UCu5Al, UCu4Al8 , UFe4Al8 , and U3Ni3Sn4 it is established experimentally for the first time that
those properties have anomalies at temperatures near 60 K and in the vicinity of the
transitionsa1(43 K), a2(37 K), anda3(23 K). It is assumed that these anomalies in compounds
containing uranium as a constituent are due specifically to the uranium. It is found that in
UCu5Al the temperature dependence of the Ohmic loss changes from being of a semiconductor
character atT.TN (TN520 K) to a metallic character atT,TN . It is discovered that the
linear dimensions ofa uranium and of the compound UCu5Al suffer a change upon repeated
thermocycling from room to low temperatures. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1768353#
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1. INTRODUCTION

According to Refs. 1 and 2, above the superconduc
transition temperature (Tc51.5 K) the resistivityr of a ura-
nium increases in a practically linear and monotonic man
with increasing temperature, and the temperature curve
the resistivity and heat capacity do not have any anoma
deviations there. More recently3 it has been shown, howeve
that ther(T) and C(T) curves of single-crystala uranium
both exhibit features at temperatures around 42, 37,
23 K.

The authors of several papers~e.g., Refs. 4–12! have
also observed anomalies on the temperature curves of o
physical properties at those temperatures. Since anomali
those temperatures were first observed in the magnetic
ceptibility on top of the regular trend ofx(T) they have
come to be called ‘‘magnetic transitions’’ and are denoted
a1(43 K), a2(37 K), anda3(23 K).4

Another feature of the temperature curves of the phys
properties of uranium in addition to the aforementioned
that, according to Refs. 1 and 13, an increase of the lin
dimensions of ana uranium sample with decreasing tem
perature is observed atT,60 K. Although a change in the
lattice parameter occurs atT;60 K, there is practically no
4831063-777X/2004/30(6)/11/$26.00
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information in the literature concerning the fact that t
physical properties should have anomalies at that temp
ture. It has been found14–24 that some uranium compound
have anomalies in their physical properties at temperatu
near the characteristic anomalies of purea uranium. Interest-
ingly, changes in the magnetic structure of UP and U
occur16 at the characteristic temperatures for pure uraniu
At the same time, no anomalies have been observed on
temperature curves of the physical properties of the co
pound ThAs.4 This naturally raises the question of wheth
the characteristic features of uranium are conferred upon
compounds.

After analyzing the above, far from complete, compe
dium of papers devoted to the low-temperature anomalie
the physical properties of uranium and its compounds,
arrive at some conclusions and pose some questions.

1. The studies of the anomalies of the physical proper
of uranium have been done using single crystals. It is the
fore unclear whether there are any features on the temp
ture curves of the Ohmic losses, for example, in the case
polycrystalline metal and whether they would be manifes
at high frequencies~both for uranium and its compounds!.

2. Most of the papers cited above have reported one
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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two anomalies, as a rule, on the temperature curves of
physical properties of both uranium and its compoun
However, in Refs. 3, 4, and 21 three anomalies were
served, at characteristic temperatures of 43, 37, and 23
We know of no studies in which all four anomalies of som
physical parameter, at characteristic temperatures of 60
37, and 23 K, have been observed on the same sample

3. If, as stated in Ref. 13, there is an anomalous incre
in the lattice parametera of uranium with decreasing tem
perature atT<60 K, then, first, why has no reaction of th
resistivity to the change in the lattice parametera at that
temperature been observed? Second, it is known1 that re-
peated thermocycling of uranium to high temperatures
lowed by cooling to room temperature leads to a change
the linear dimensions of the samples. The nature of this p
nomenon has not been been conclusively determined.
unclear in this regard whether there will be a change in
size of uranium samples upon repeated thermocycling
cryogenic rather than high temperatures, and how the cha
in sample size occurs when a uranium sample is th
mocycled toT,60 K. Third, will analogous changes in siz
on thermocycling be observed for samples of uraniu
containing compounds?

The goal of this study is to answer to those questio
mainly to decide on the basis of an analysis of the exp
mental results whether uranium confers the features o
electronic, magnetic, and phonon systems on compou
containing it. For that purpose we investigated the tempe
ture dependence of the Ohmic loss and the heat capacitya
uranium and some uranium compounds at temperat
around 60, 43, 37, and 23 K and also measured the lin
dimensions of polycrystallinea uranium and a single crysta
of the compound UCu5Al upon repeated thermocycling o
the samples to cryogenic temperatures.

2. SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

The polycrystalline uranium samples were in the form
cylinders 8 mm in diameter and 10 mm long. The UCu5Al
single crystals were grown by the Bridgman method in
form cylinders 5.6 mm in diameter and 21.5 mm long~No.
1! and 3.7 mm in diameter and 10 mm long~No. 2!.

The UFe4Al8 single crystal was in the form of a cylinde
2.6 mm in diameter and 7.6 mm long. The polycrystalli
samples of the compounds UCu4Al8 and U3Ni3Sn4 were ob-
tained in the form objects of complex cross section by
technique proposed in Ref. 24.

These compounds were chosen for the study of the t
perature dependence ofRs in materials of different crysta
structure~uranium has an orthorhombic structure, UCu5Al
tetragonal, UFe4Al8 and UCu4Al8 tetragonal with the
ThMn12 lattice, and U3Ni3Sn4 a structure of the ThMn17

type!.
The temperature dependence of the surface resistancRs

at frequencies up to 100 MHz was measured by a reson
method using the equipment described in Ref. 25. Meas
ments ofr and of the impedanceZ of the samples up to 10
MHz were made by the four-contact method. Since it w
assumed that the anomalies of the surface resistance o
Rs(T) curves might be of low amplitude, we made 10–
measurements of the parameters of the oscillatory measu
he
.
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circuit with the samples in place and then the results w
subjected to mathematical processing. The heat capacit
the samples was measured by the method of adiabatic c
rimetry to an accuracy of 0.5%. The change in the line
dimensions of the samples upon thermocycling to room te
perature was determined to an accuracy of62 mm by means
of a capacitive dilatometer.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Ohmic losses of polycrystalline a uranium

It was found experimentally that the resistivityr of the
sample ofa uranium studied is a linear function of temper
ture ~Fig. 1a, curve1!, as in Ref. 1. Herer(300)533
31028 V•m, while r(20)54.431028 V•m, i.e.,
r(300)/r(20)57.5. Thus the resistivity of the investigate
sample ofa uranium is typical for a polycrystalline metal.1

For polycrystallinea uranium atT5300 K the active
and reactive components of the impedance at a measure
frequency of 10 MHz areRs5831023 V and Xs57.9
31023 V, respectively. Here bothRs and Xs go as
;(r f )0.5 ~theRs(T) dependence is shown by curve2 in Fig.
1a!. At the same time, the calculated values ofRs and Xs

according to the equations presented in Ref. 26 are equ
3.631023 V, which is a factor of 2.2 larger than the expe
mental values.

We note that the skin depth ina uranium as calculated
from the frequency at which the sharp increase of the mo
lus of the impedanceZ begins on the frequency curves me
sured by the four-contact method is also a factor of 2 lar
than that determined from the measured values ofr andRs :
d5r/Rs ~Ref. 26!.

The temperature dependence of the resistivity and of
active and reactive parts of the impedance ofa uranium have
a number of anomalies in the vicinity of the characteris
temperatures.

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistivityr ~1! and surface resis-
tanceRs ~2! divided by the valuesr(300) andRs(300), respectively, for
polycrystallinea uranium~a!, and ther(T)/r(62) ~b!, r(T)/r(45) ~c!, and
r(T)/r(25) ~d! curves for the same sample ofa uranium.
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The temperature curves of the resistivityr(T) and of the
surface resistanceRs and surface reactanceXs of a polycrys-
talline sample ofa uranium at a frequency of 9 MHz in th
temperature interval 62–50 K are shown in Figs. 1b, 2a,
2b, respectively; the curves are normalized tor(62 K),
Rs(62 K), and Xs(62 K) @Rs(62 K)54.231023 V, and
Xs(62 K)54.1531023 V].

It is seen in Figs. 1b, 2a, and 2b that in the interv
interval 60–56 K the curves ofr, Rs , andXs exhibit anoma-
lies in the form of ‘‘steps,’’ i.e., the slope](r,RsXs)/]T
decreases in the temperature range 60–58 K. Thus the r
tivity and impedance of this substance exhibit features in
vicinity of ;60 K, i.e., at the temperature where the line
expansion coefficient ofa uranium was found to have
anomalies in Refs. 1 and 13.

Figure 1c,d and 2c,d show the temperature curves an
gous to those shown in Fig. 1b and 2a,b but measured in
temperature intervals 45–30 K and 25–10 K. It follows fro
the data in Fig. 1c and 2c that at the temperatures 43 an
K, i.e., the temperatures of thea1 anda2 transitions, anoma-
lies of r andRs are observed, similar in shape to the anom
lies of these quantities observed atT;60 K. We note that no
temperature hysteresis ofr and Rs was observed in the vi
cinity of the temperatures where the transitionsa1 and a2

occur.
At the same time, at temperatures where the transi

a3(23 K) ordinarily occurs the anomalies ofr andRs have
the same character as in single-crystal uranium,3 and thermal
hysteresis is observed in the temperature interval 12–2
~Figs. 1d and 2d!.

Temperature dependence of the optical loss and the heat
capacity of the compound UCu 5Al

For comparison, Fig. 3a shows the temperature dep
dence of the resistivityr(T) of a polycrystalline sample o
UCu5Al, taken from Ref. 20. Figure 3b shows ther(T)
curves for our UCu5Al single-crystal sample No. 1, mea
sured along the growth axis (r i , dots! and in the direction

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence ofRs /Rs(62) ~a!, Xs /Xs(62) ~b!,
Rs /Rs(45) ~c!, andRs /Rs(25) ~d! for a uranium at a frequency of 9 MHz
d
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perpendicular to the growth axis (r' , circlets! ~thea axis is
slightly inclined to the growth axis of the single crystal!.

Ther(T) curves for both the polycrystalline and singl
crystal UCu5Al can be described in the interval 300–100
by a single expression:

r~T!5r02A ln T, ~1!

but with different coefficients. For example, for the polycry
tal r0525731028 V•m, A523.131028 V•m, r(300)
512531028 V•m, while for the single crystalr05176.7
31028 V•m, A516.331028 V•m, and r0(300)583.7

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the resistivityr(T) of a polycrystalline
sample of UCu5Al according to Ref. 20~a!. Ther(T)/r(300) curves in the
temperature intervals 4.2–300 K~b! and 4.2–28 K~c! for a UCu5Al single
crystal, measured along its growth axis~dots! and perpendicular to the
growth axis~circlets!.
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31028 V•m. Thus the resistivity of the UCu5Al single
crystal is lower than that of the polycrystalline sample by
factor of 1.5.

In both the polycrystalline20 and single-crystal sample
of UCu5Al an antiferromagnetic transition, accompanied
a jump in r, occurs atT'18 K. However, in the polycrys-
talline sampler is practically independent of temperature
T,TN , while in the single crystal it decreases with decre
ing temperature. Fragments of the curves of Fig. 3b in
temperature interval 28–4.2 K are shown on an expan
scale in Fig. 3c. Herer(T) along the growth axis of the
single crystal~dots! at T,18 K is described by

r~T!5r11BT2, ~2!

where

r15117.731028 V•m and B51.3310210 V•m•K22.

From the data in Fig. 3b,c it also follows that a small b
quite noticeable anisotropy ofr(T) is present atT,TN .
Here, as in the direction along the growth axis of the sin
crystal, ther(T) dependence in the direction perpendicu
to the growth axis also takes on a metallic character and
be described by an equation of the type~2!, but r',r i . It
can be noted that other similar compounds of uranium, e
UCu5In ~Ref. 27!, also haver(T) curves that can be de
scribed by Eq.~2! for T,TN .

Studies of the activeRs and reactiveXs components of
the impedance of the compound UCu5Al in the temperature
interval 300–5 K and frequency range 100 kHz–11 M
have shown that the frequency and temperature depend
of Rs( f ,T) andXs( f ,T) can be described by the equation

Rs5D f 0.5rn, Xs5S f 0.5rk, ~3!

whereD andS are some constants andn andk are equal to
0.135 and 0.007, respectively, for the samples measured

Figure 4 shows a plot of the temperature dependenc
the heat capacity for UCu5Al sample No. 2 in the coordinate
C/T versusT. The maximum of the heat capacity, which

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence ofC/T for a UCu5Al single crystal in the
temperature interval 1.5–20 K.
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due to antiferromagnetic ordering, is observed atT
516.37 K, and the start of the transition occurs atT
518.7 K.

The r(T), Rs(T), and Xs(T) curves of the UCu5Al
single crystal have a series of anomalies near the same
peratures as for pure polycrystallinea uranium.

Figure 5a,b shows the temperature dependence
Rs(T)/Rs(62) of a UCu5Al single-crystal sample, measure
for current directions along the growth axis of the crystal~a!
and perpendicular to the growth axis~b!. Figure 5a,b show
the same relations as in Fig. 5c,d only for the temperat
range 50–30 K. The measurements were made at a frequ
of 9 MHz.

Thus at temperatures near 60 K and also for tempe
tures where thea1 anda2 transitions occur ina uranium the
surface resistanceRs exhibits anomalies in the form of a
increase in the Ohmic loss above its regular trend. At te
peratures in the region where thea3 transition is observed in
pure polycrystallinea uranium the compound UCu5Al, ac-
cording to Ref. 20 and the present study~Fig. 3b!, exhibits
antiferromagnetic ordering, which is accompanied by a s
nificant ~up to 6%! increase in the Ohmic loss.

Rs„T… and C„T… for uranium compounds with a structure of
the ThMn 12 type

The anomalies of the Ohmic lossRs(T) for polycrystal-
line samples of the compound UCu4Al8 and single crystals
of UFe4Al8 were investigated at a frequency of 9 MHz.

The temperature dependence of the Ohmic loss and
capacity of a polycrystalline sample of UCu4Al8 is given
over a wide temperature interval in Ref. 21. It follows fro
that study thatRs(T) andC(T) have anomalies in the tem
perature regions near 60 and 35 K and also near 20 K. S
the scale of the figures in Ref. 21 does not permit a deta
analysis of the anomalies ofRs(T) andC(T), our data from
Ref. 21 and some additional measurements are plotted o
expanded scale in Fig. 6 to show the features of these cur

The anomaly ofRs in the temperature interval 70–50 K
is manifested as excess growth of the resistance, with
maxima at temperatures of 60 and 55 K~Fig. 6a!. Anomalies

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence ofRs /Rs(62) for a UCu5Al single crystal,
measured at a frequency of 9 MHz with the current flowing along
growth axis of the single crystal~a! and perpendicular to the growth axis~b!.
The Rs(T)/Rs(50) curves measured at a frequency of 9 MHz with the c
rent flowing along the growth axis of the single crystal~c! and perpendicular
to the growth axis~d!.
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of the same shape appear on the temperature dependen
the heat capacity~Fig. 6b! at temperatures of 62 and 57 K

It is seen in Fig. 6c,d that the anomalies ofRs andC in
the temperature regionsa1 anda2 occur not at 43 and 38 K
as in uranium but at somewhat lower temperatures. For
ample, the maxima ofRs are observed at 34.5 and 32 K, an
the maxima of the heat capacity, at 33.5 and 30.6 K.

In the temperature interval 25–10 K the features ofRs

are manifested in the form of a series of spikes~Fig. 6e!.
Here theRs values measured on cooling~dots! and heating
~circlets! did not display any hysteresis. At the same tim
the curves of the heat capacityC(T) show multivaluedness
in different series of measurements, as can be seen in Fig
where the dots and circlets are the results of different se
of measurements ofC(T).

As in the case of UCu4Al8 , theRs curves measured at
frequency 70 MHz for UFe4Al8 reveal the presence of fea
tures in the Ohmic loss~Fig. 7!. Unlike the case of pure
polycrystallinea uranium, the Ohmic loss does not increa
in the interval 70–55 K but decreases, with a minimum at
K. The Rs anomalies characteristic for the temperatures
the a1 anda2 transitions are observed at 46 and 37 K~Fig.
7b!.

The compound UFe4Al8 also has a low-temperature fe
ture of Rs , but, unlikea uranium, it does not take the form
of hysteresis but rather there is anomalously high Ohmic
with a maximum atT522.5 K ~Fig. 7c!.

FIG. 6. Rs(T)/Rs(70) ~a!, C(T) in the temperature interval 53–65 K~b!,
Rs(T)/Rs(40) ~c!, C(T) in the temperature interval 29–35 K~d!,
Rs(T)/Rs(25) ~e!, andC(T) in the temperature interval 15–25 K~f! for a
polycrystalline sample of UCu4Al8 (Rs was measured at a frequency of
MHz!.
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Anomalies of the Ohmic loss of the compound U 3Ni3Sn4

Curve 1 in Fig. 8a shows the temperature dependen
r(T) measured in the present study for U3Ni3Sn4 , while
curve 2 showsRs(T) at a frequency of 9 MHz in the tem
perature interval 300–4.5 K. As is seen from Fig. 8a,Rs

;r
1/2

in the entire temperature range of the measuremen
In studying ther(T) and Rs(T) curves for the com-

pound U3Ni3Sn4 we made the first observation of their hy
teresis atT.60 K ~Fig. 8b!. The values ofr(T)/r(300) on
cooling and heating are shown by curves1 ~dots! and2 ~cir-
clets!, respectively. Herer(T) is independent of temperatur
on heating above 190 K. ThusT5190 K is some character
istic temperature. At a given temperature the resistivity of
sample during cooling is less than that during heating~Fig.
8b!. If the sample is cooled not toT,60 K but to interme-
diate temperatures~e.g., to T5130 K; Fig. 8b! and then
heated~curve 3!, r(T) again becomes independent of tem
perature atT.190 K, but its dependence is different in th
temperature interval 190–130 K. If the sample is cooled a
being heating only to 190 K~curve4!, then the hysteresisr

FIG. 7. Rs(T)/Rs(70) ~a!, Rs(T)/Rs(50) ~b!, and Rs(T)/Rs(30) ~c! for a
UFe4Al8 single crystal, measured at a frequency of 70 MHz.
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is again observed atT.60 K and is repeated on heatin
~curve2! ~cooling and heating are indicated by arrows in F
8b!. As in the case ofa uranium, the compound U3Ni3Sn4

has anomalies of the Ohmic losses near the tempera
characteristic fora uranium~Fig. 9!. It follows from the data
in Fig. 9a,b that atT560, 43.5, and 38 K there are featur
of Rs in the form an increase relative to the regular trend
Rs(T) ~dashed curve!. At temperatures in the region 25–1
K one observes the same kind of hysteresis ofRs ~Fig. 9c! as
for polycrystallinea uranium ~see Fig. 2d!. For U3Ni3Sn4

the resistance measured on heating in the temperature re
25–10 K is lower than that measured on cooling~Fig. 2d and
9c!, unlike the hysteresis at temperatures above 60 K~Fig.
8b!.

Change in the linear dimensions of a uranium and of the
compound UCu 5Al upon thermocycling

Figure 10 shows the values of the diameterd ~a!, length
l ~b!, and volumeV ~c! of ana uranium sample as function

FIG. 8. r(T)/r(300) ~1! andRs(T)/Rs(300) at a frequency of 9 MHz~2!
for a U3Ni3Sn4 sample~a!. Curves ofr(T)/r(300) for U3Ni3Sn4 in the
interval interval 50–250 K~hysteresis effects!: cooling of the sample from
250 to 50 K~1!, heating of the sample from 50 to 250 K~2!, heating of the
samples from 130 to 250 K~3!, and cooling of the sample from 190 to 50
~4! ~b!.
.

res

f

ion

of the numberN of thermocycles, and Fig. 11 shows th
same quantities as functions of the number of thermocy
for the compound UCu5Al.

The thermocycling of the samples and the measurem
of their linear dimensions during the thermocycling proce
were carried out in the following order.

Samples with diametersd1 , lengthsl 1 , and volumesV1

were subjected to 150 thermocycles in the temperature in
val 300–77 K. The dimensions were checked after every
thermocycles. After 50 cooling–heating cycles the diamet
lengths and volumes of the samples had changed to the
uesd2 , l 2 , andV2 ~curves1 in Figs. 10 and 11!. Then the
samples with dimensions ofd2 , l 2 , and V2 were ther-
mocycled in the temperature interval 300–4.2 K~150
cycles!, as a result of which their dimensions changed to
valuesd3 , l 3 , andV3 ~curves2 in Figs. 10a,b,c and 11a,b,c!.

After thermocycling to helium temperatures the samp
with dimensions ofd3 , l 3 , andV3 were again thermocycled
in the temperature interval 300–77 K~100 cycles!, as a result
of which their dimensions changed to the valuesd4 , l 4 , and
V4 ~curves3 in Figs. 10 and 11!.

This order of performance of the series of thermocyc
makes it possible to determine the sign of the derivat

FIG. 9. Rs(T)/Rs(70), Rs(T)/Rs(45), andRs(T)/Rs(25) for U3Ni3Sn4 ,
measured at a frequency of 9 MHz.
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](d,l ,V)/]N on the same samples during their thermoc
cling in the temperature intervals 300–77 K and 300–4.2

It is seen in Fig. 10 that during thermocycling of
sample ofa uranium to nitrogen temperatures its diame
and volume decrease, while its length increases slightly
the same time, on thermocycling to helium temperatures
diameter and volume increase and the length decreases

The dimensions of the UCu5Al single crystal, like the
polycrystalline sample ofa uranium, also changed durin
thermocycling. However, unlike thea uranium samples, the
diameter and volume increased and its length decreased
increasing number of thermocycles with cooling to nitrog
temperatures. For thermocycling to helium temperatures
diameter and volume of the sample decreased and its le
increased.

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Our results show that the functional relation betweenr,
Rs , Xs , and f for our a uranium samples obeys the law

FIG. 10. Values of the diameterd ~a!, length l ~b!, and volumeV ~c! of a
polycrystalline sample ofa uranium as a function of the numberN of
thermocycles; thermocycling in the intervals of temperatureT @K#: 300–77
~1!, 300–4.2~2!, repeated thermocycling in the temperature interval 300–
~3!.
-
.

r
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e

ith

e
th

classical electrodynamics.26 We note that throughout the in
vestigated temperature range only the classical skin effe
present. According to Ref. 26, the fact that the reactive p
of the impedance is 10% less than the resistive part is typ
for cylindrical conductors of all metals at frequencies cor
sponding to the classical skin effect. The fact that the exp
mental values ofRs and Xs for a uranium are twice the
calculated values may attest to nonuniformity ofr along the
radius of thea uranium sample;r may increase from the
center toward the periphery of the sample and be maxim
near the surface. Because dc measurements give the
grated value ofr, that value may be smaller than the value
r near the surface of the sample, which makes for an incre
in Rs andXs , i.e., quantities whose values are determined
the surface region and the state of the physical quant
near the surface.

It was shown in Refs. 20 and 28 that in the compou
UCu5Al the temperature dependence ofr(T) in the interval
300–100 K, where]r/]T,0, is due to a Kondo interaction
Here, according to Ref. 28, the temperature depende

7

FIG. 11. Values of the diameterd ~a!, the changes in length (l 221) relative
to the original length~b!, and volumeV ~c! for a UCu5Al single crystal as a
function of the numberN of thermocycles; thermocycling in the interval o
temperaturesT @K#: 300–77~1!, 300–4.2~2!, and repeated thermocycling in
the temperature interval 300–77 K~3!.
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r(T) in the range 100–20 K is due to the presence o
narrow electron band in the electron spectrum. It follo
from the data shown in Fig. 3 that atT,TN the value ofr
for polycrystalline UCu5Al is practically independent of tem
perature, while for the single crystal it decreases by a q
dratic law as the temperature is lowered; this may be
indication of Fermi-liquid behavior of UCu5Al for T,TN .
Thus the phase transition atT5TN in principle reorganizes
the system of quasiparticle transport, changing it from
‘‘semiconductor’’ to a metallic type.

The facts adduced above are evidence that the elect
resistance of UCu5Al is due not only to the causes inhere
to pure metals and compounds~electron–phonon interaction
scattering on impurities and dislocations, etc.!, but also mag-
netic factors that materially alter the usual character ofr(T).

It is possible that the very complex dependence ofr on
many physical factors in the single crystal UCu5Al is also
the reason why anisotropy of the values ofr and ]r/]T
measured in different directions with respect to the crys
line axes in different single-crystal samples of UCu5Al is
sometimes observed and sometimes not~for example, com-
pare the results of the present study and Ref. 29!.

An interesting feature of the single-crystal samples
UCu5Al studied here is that forT<TN the value ofr' is
smaller than the value ofr i ~Fig. 3b,c! at the same value o
the temperature. Here the difference betweenr i andr' be-
gins at the middle of the transition (T518.8 K), and their
maxima in temperature coincide, atT517.5 K. The start of
the transition can be taken asT520 K. Thus the width of the
phase transition has a valueDTN52.5 K.

Comparing the results of our measurements of the h
capacity on single-crystal UCu5Al with the results of Ref.
20, obtained on a polycrystalline sample, one can show
the values ofg and TN in the two cases are close:g
50.175 and 0.18, andTN516.4 and 15.8 K.20

It follows from the data in Fig. 3 that a jumplike increas
in the resistance of UCu5Al begins at 20 K, in agreemen
with the measurements of other authors.20,28 Here TN

517.5 K, also in agreement with the results of Ref. 30 (
61) K and close to the data of Refs. 20 and 31~18 K!. The
most important result of the comparison of the magnetic
dering effects studied by the different methods is the diff
ence in the values ofTN . Heat-capacity data give a lowe
temperature for the heat absorption maximum than are
tained from measurements of the magnetic and resis
characteristics. For example, the maximum of the heat ca
ity in Fig. 4 occurs atT516.4 K, while in Ref. 20 it was
observed at 15.8 K. Thus the value ofTN determined by
measurements of the electrical resistance and heat cap
on the same sample of UCu5Al are different, as was previ
ously mentioned in Ref. 20. It is hard to explain this fact
present. One can say, however, that the change of the
tronic spectrum in compounds has a stronger influence on
resistive properties of UCu5Al than on the heat capacity
Therefore, it is possible that the temperature of the star
the transition to the antiferromagnetic state correspond
the temperature at which the resistances measured in th
rections of the different axes are different, and there is als
minimum of the heat capacity.

It was mentioned in Ref. 4 that there is much abo
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low-temperature phase of uranium that remains unclear
particular, the order of phase transitions taking place at
different characteristic temperatures is not yet clear. T
same can be said about the change in the dimension
uranium samples upon thermocycling.1 Therefore these ques
tions merit a separate discussion.

The data pertaining to the low-temperature anomalies
a uranium and some of its compounds are presented in T
I. The order of the phase transition is denoted by the Rom
numerals I and II, and the physical parameters that w
reported in the given source to have a feature at the res
tive temperatures, with no statement as to the order of
phase transition, are also indicated. The empty cells m
that no features of the physical parameters were observe
that temperature in the given source.

In analyzing the data of Table I we note the following.
the early sources pertaining to the transmission ofa uranium
~with the exception of Ref. 12 and 32! only the presence o
phase transitions was reported without an indication of
order of those transitions. In Ref. 12 it was noted that thea2

transition is first-order, and in Ref. 32 it was reported that
a1 transition is second-order. In Ref. 3 it was shown on
basis of an analysis of the temperature dependence of
heat capacity and Ohmic loss thata1 , a2 , and a3 are all
first-order phase transitions.

We note that all of the sources cited have indicated
presence of one or two transitions, both for uranium and
its compounds. Only in Refs. 3, 4, and 21 is the presenc
three transitions shown. At a temperature;60 K in purea
uranium there is only an anomalous change in the dim
sions of the crystal lattice, which can attest to a first-ord
phase transition. At the same time, phase transitions near
temperature are observed in uranium compounds, and
UAs it has been shown that it is a first-order transition th
occurs there.

In the compound UNiGe there is a phase transition in
vicinity of a1 which is reported as second-order in Ref.
and first-order in Ref. 33.

In the majority of the sources cited there is practically
information about the crystal structure of the materials st
ied at temperatures before and after the transitions. Re
ences 1, 4, 6, 11, and 14 are exceptions. It was indicate
Ref. 1 that forT,60 K the dimension along thea axis ofa
uranium increases. The same was indicated in Refs. 4 an
only the increase in thea axis began at 47 K. According to
Ref. 11, thea axis increases below 43 K.

It was noted in Ref. 14 that in the compound UP t
coefficient of linear thermal expansion becomes negative
22 K. It should be noted in this regard that a change in s
is a specific characteristic of first-order phase transitions,
a change in size can be caused by magnetostriction effe
which, as we know, are large in the actinides. However,
additional experimental data are needed.

As a result of our experimental studies of the tempe
ture dependence ofRs we have established for the first tim
that anomalies of the surface resistance take place botha
uranium and in the uranium compounds UCu5Al, UFe4Al8 ,
UCu4Al8 , and U3Ni3Sn4 at temperatures both in the vicinit
of 60 K and near thea1 , a2 , anda3 transitions of uranium.
It should be emphasized that we observed the anomalie



TABLE I. Characteristics of the low-temperature anomalies of the physical properties ofa uranium and some uranium compounds.
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Rs in samples of polycrystallinea uranium with typical pa-
rameters ofr for uranium and also in polycrystalline an
single-crystal compounds with different types of crystal l
tices.

In Fig. 6b,d,f we show the experimental data on the h
capacity obtained in different series of measurements. A
tional measurements of the heat capacity have establi
that the character of theC(T) curves in the given tempera
ture intervals is conditioned by the thermal prehistory of
sample and the kinetic parameters of the experiment~the
heating rate and temperature ‘‘step’’!. This is typical for a
first-order phase transition. The same can be said abou
a3 transition ina uranium and in the compound U3Ni3Sn4 ,
since there hysteresis is observed on theRs(T) curve. We
note that forT560 K apparently a first-order transition als
occurs in that compound, as is confirmed by the presenc
hysteresis on theRs(T) curve ~Fig. 8b!.

Thus in the present study and in some of the papers c
it has been shown that the phase transitions at the chara
istic temperatures of uranium and its compounds are fi
order transitions. An exception is the compound UNiGe,
-
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which the data on thea1 transition at 43 K are
contradictory.23,33

We make special note of the following. The authors
Ref. 16 observed an anomaly of the heat capacityC(T) of
UAs at 62 K, while in Ref. 17 it was shown that there is
first-order phase transition at that temperature. As w
pointed out above, in the compound ThAs there are
anomalies of the physical properties at temperatures nea
K. Moreover, it was found in Ref. 27 that thex(T), r(T),
andC(T) curves of UCu5In have anomalies atT525 K. It is
seen in that paper that when uranium is replaced by thor
(ThCu5In) the r(T) andC(T) curves no longer exhibit any
anomalies.

The authors of Ref. 21 investigated a number of pseu
binary compounds with the ThMn12 crystal structure. It fol-
lows from that paper that only in the compound UCu4Al8 in
the vicinity of 60 K and also at temperatures correspond
to the transitionsa1 , a2 , and a3 ~see also Fig. 6! are
anomalies observed inr and C. By comparing Fig. 6 with
the material from Ref. 21 one can arrive at the conclus
that the substitution R→U in the compounds RFe4Al8 ~R is
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a rare-earth metal! leads to anomalies ofRs at the character-
istic temperatures~see Fig. 7!, while for R[Lu, Y, Sc, and
Ce no anomalies ofRs(T) were observed.

The evidence adduced above attests to fact that in al
compounds the anomalies of the Ohmic loss and heat ca
ity in the vicinity of the temperatures 60, 43, 37, and 23
are due specifically to uranium and to no other element, s
the features are not observed when the uranium is repla
by another element that does not alter the crystal structu

It is known34 that the cause of the change in the size
a uranium sample upon thermocycling from room tempe
ture to high temperatures is either phase transitions~if the the
temperature cycle includes temperatures at which t
occur!35 or anisotropy of the coefficient of linea
expansion.36

On deep cooling relative to room temperature the role
anisotropy of the linear expansion with respect to the axe
the crystal lattice apparently plays an appreciable role in
change in size of the sample. This is confirmed by the f
that on thermocycling in the range 77–300 K ana uranium
sample suffered a decrease in diameter and an increa
length, while for thermocycling in the range 4.2–300 K
length decreased and its diameter increased~Fig. 9!. As was
pointed out in Refs. 1, 4, 6, 11, 13, and 14, it is precis
between nitrogen and helium temperatures (;60 K) that the
change in sign of the slope of the linear expansion of u
nium along thea axis occurs~thea axis begins to increase!.

Comparing our results with the existing ones, we not
many common properties in the change in the size ofa ura-
nium sample during thermocycling in the ranges from ro
to high temperatures and from room to cryogenic tempe
tures. In particular, the slope]( l ,d,V)/]N changes sign in
thermocycling to 4.2 K, attesting to the fact that the chan
in size occurs, as in the case of thermocycling from room
high temperatures, during cooling of the sample and not d
ing heating; this also follows from the results of Ref. 37.

During thermocycling both from room to hig
temperatures37 and from room to cryogenic temperatures t
dimensions of the sample change linearly with increas
number of thermocycles.

It has been established experimentally that the chang
the size ofa uranium occurs specifically during rapid coo
ing of the sample and during heating at any rate. For
ample, the change in the size of the samples occurs du
their cooling only if they are abruptly plunged into liqui
nitrogen or helium, whereas the warming time can be from
few seconds to tens of minutes. If the sample is coo
slowly ~the sample is slowly lowered to the level of cry
genic liquid!, then, regardless of the rate of its heating~in the
case of rapid heating a sample cooled to 77 K was abru
plunged into liquid at room temperature! there was no no-
ticeable change in the size of the sample. These results a
with the data of Refs. 1 and 37 in the case of thermocycl
of uranium from room to high temperatures.

In thermocycling from room to cryogenic temperatur
not only the linear dimensions of the sample but also
volume change, as during thermocycling from room to h
temperatures.1

All of what we have said for polycrystallinea uranium
also applies to single-crystal UCu5Al ~Fig. 11!. However,
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according to Ref. 1, single crystals ofa uranium during their
thermocycling do not change in size, since a change in
during thermocycling requires the presence of grain bou
aries with a large mutual misorientation. The fact that
have observed a change in size of a single crystal indic
that some conditions for growth of the latter might be diffe
ent or that a single crystal with defects was used in the th
mocycling.

5. CONCLUSION

We have established for the first time that the tempe
ture curves of the resistivityr and surface resistanceRs of
samples ofa uranium and the uranium compounds UCu5Al,
UCu4Al8 , UFe4Al8 , and U3Ni3Sn4 exhibit anomalies at
temperatures near 60 K and also in the vicinity of the tra
sitionsa1(43 K), a2(37 K), anda3(23 K). Similar anoma-
lies of other physical properties have been observed pr
ously at two or three characteristic temperatures in vari
samples, but those results were insufficient grounds
drawing conclusions as to the commonality of such anom
lies in uranium and its compounds. On the basis of our
perimental results and analysis of the existing published d
we consider that the anomalies of the various physical pr
erties in compounds containing uranium as a constituent
due to the uranium. It follows from published sources a
our measurements that, as a rule, these anomalies are d
first-order phase transitions at the corresponding charact
tic temperatures. It has been clarified that the phase trans
at T5TN in the compound UCu5Al fundamentally reorga-
nizes the quasiparticle scattering system, altering the cha
ter of the temperature dependence of the Ohmic loss f
semiconductor atT.TN to metallic atT,TN . For T,TN

ther(T) curve of the compound falls off by a quadratic law
which may be a sign of Fermi-liquid behavior. AtT,TN ,
axial anisotropy of the resistivity and surface resistance
observed: the resistances measured in the direction per
dicular to the growth axis of the single crystal are lower th
those measured along the growth axis.

It has been found that repeated thermocycling from ro
to low temperatures leads to a change in the linear dim
sions of samples of uranium and single-crystal UCu5Al.
These changes are similar in their form and properties
those observed on thermocycling from room to high te
peratures. It is shown that the change in size of the sam
occurs only during their cooling at a high rate.

The authors thank A. I. Prokhvatilov for reading th
manuscript and for valuable comments and helpful disc
sions.
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Size effect in the fluorescence spectra of polysilanes embedded in mesoporous
materials
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The low-temperature fluorescence and excitation spectra (T55 – 150 K) are investigated for the
silicon–organic photoconductors poly~di-n-hexylsilane! ~PDHS! and poly~methylphenylsilane!
~PMPS! embedded in pores of the mesoporous materials MSM-41 and SBA-15, with
pore diameters of 2.8 and 5.8 nm, respectively. It is found that the fluorescence spectra of the
polymer nanostructures depend on the pore size and are substantially different from the
spectra of films. New bands in the visible region, with maxima at 410 nm for PDHS and at 460
nm for PMPS, are observed for the first time in the fluorescence spectra of the 2.8 nm
nantostructures. It is assumed that the new bands in the fluorescence spectrum are due to the
formation of defect states as a result of a substantial change in the conformation of the
polymer chains near the surface of the pores. The change in symmetry of the polymer chains
near such defects gives rise to a new band with maximum at 300 nm in the excitation
spectrum of PDHS. The defect nature of the new fluorescence bands is confirmed by temperature
studies and also by the vanishing of these bands when the pore size is increased to 5.8
nm. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1768354#
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INTRODUCTION

Interest in the study of the structure and morphology
ultrathin polymer films and composite systems based
them derives primarily from the possibility of modifying th
optical and electronic properties of the polymers in restric
volumes as the thickness decreases. Under those cond
the processes of interaction of the polymers with the surf
make a substantial contribution in comparison to the in
molecular interaction processes between the polymer cha
The study of those systems also has practical value in c
nection with the use of ultrathin polymer films in microele
tronics and in electroluminescent devices.1,2 The experimen-
tally obtained characteristics of such films make it possi
to create and model composites and lubricating films w
pre-specified properties.

Composite systems based on polymers embedded in
soporous materials with nanosize pores are a new clas
structures3–7 that permit investigating and monitoring th
properties of polymers in the transition from films to nan
structures. These studies are also stimulated by the us
ultrathin polysilane films as transport layers in multilay
4941063-777X/2004/30(6)/6/$26.00
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electroluminescent devices8 and active electroluminescen
materials in the UV region.1,9 The unique properties of pol
ysilanes, such as the strong absorption in the ultraviolet,
high quantum yield of fluorescence, and the strong dep
dence of the energy of the electronic transitions on the c
formation of the polymer chains,10 make it possible to regis
ter the optical spectra of ultrathin films containing a sm
amount of material and also to study the change in th
photophysical properties in the transition from films to nan
structures.

Typical representatives of this class of polymers with t
best-studied properties are poly~di-n-hexylsilane! ~PDHS!
and poly~methylphenylsilane! ~PMPS!, which differ in their
side groups. The side groups of PDHS consist only of al
substituents~see the inset in Fig. 1!, while the side groups of
PMPS contain both alkyl and aryl substituents~see the inset
in Fig. 4!. The choice of these polymers is also motivated
the possibility of explaining the nature of the visible fluore
cence of polysilanes, which is still being debated in t
literature.11–18 The existing models presuppose that the n
ture of this fluorescence is due to the presence of both
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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and alkyl side groups in polysilanes,11,12,14 and that it also
depends on the length of the alkyl substituents.15,18 As will
be shown below, the visible fluorescence of the polysila
under study does not depend on the type of side group
the length of the chain of alkyl substituents but derives fr
the fact that the polymer chains contain defects arising a
result of the conformation of a polymer chain.

In this paper we report the first study of the fluorescen
and excitation spectra (T55 – 150 K) of PDHS and PMPS
embedded in the mesoporous materials MSM-41 and S
15, with pore diameters of 2.8 and 5.8 nm, respectively. T
results are compared with the data for films of these po
mers. The substantial changes observed in the fluoresc
spectra of polysilanes in the transition from the films
nanostructures are analyzed on the basis of the process
competition of the interaction of the polymer chains with t
surface of the pore and the intermolecular interaction
tween polymer chains. A simple way of controlling the va
ues of these interactions by changing the pore size is
posed.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Siliceous MSM-41 was synthesized by the technique
scribed in Ref. 19. The materials obtained were filter
washed, and dried in air at 323 K. For removal of the te
plate the MSM-41 was baked in dry air for 23 hours at 8
K. Synthesis of the SBA-15 was carried out according
Ref. 20. The solid product was filtered, washed, and drie
413 K and then baked for 4 hours in air at 823 K. T
removal of the template was monitored by IR spectrosc
methods~Specord IR 75!. The preservation of the structur
of the matrix after processing was confirmed by x-ray d
fraction ~DRON-3M!. The nitrogen adsorption and desor
tion isotherms were measured on an ASAP-2000. For
moval of the residual moisture the samples were dried for
hours at room temperature and then stored in an exicato

FIG. 1. Fluorescence spectra (lexc5313 nm) of a PDHS film~s!, a PDHS/
MSM-41 composite with a pore diameter of 2.8 nm~d! and a PDHS/
SBA-15 composite with a pore diameter of 5.8 nm~solid curve! at 5 K. The
curves formed by the unfilled circlets are normalized to the maxima of
bands. The numbers label the main maxima. The structural formula
PDHS is given in the inset.
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Composites~polymer/mesoporous material! with differ-
ent pore diameters were created by an identical method.
was done by pouring a 1 wt. % solution of the polymer
PDHS (M553600) or PMPS (M511160), in toluene over
the corresponding mesoporous material. The solution
placed in a dark vessel and slowly agitated for several ho
at 293 K and then held until the solvent evaporated. T
resulting composite was washed twice in fresh toluene
remove the polymer from the outer surface. For remova
moisture the samples were dried for 12 hours at room te
perature. The polymer films were deposited on a quartz s
strate by centrifuging. The fluorescence, phosphoresce
and excitation spectra in the temperature interval 5–150
were obtained with the use of a Hitachi MPF-4 placed in
helium cryostat. For excitation of the fluorescence the wa
lengths 260 and 313 nm were selected by using a xenon l
and a monochromator.

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS

Fluorescence and excitation spectra of PDHS embedded
in mesoporous materials with pore diameters of 2.8
and 5.8 nm

The absorption and fluorescence spectra of the PD
films deposited on a quartz substrate were measuredT
55 K, and the results agreed with the spectra known fr
the literature.21 The fluorescence spectrum of the film (lexc

5313 nm) is shown in Fig. 1~the curve formed by the un
filled data points!. It consists of a narrow band peaking
371 nm, caused by thes* –s* transition in the polymer
chain~band1!. The absorption spectrum of the PDHS film
5 K has a strong band peaking at 365 nm, due tos* –s*
transitions in the polymer chain. In addition, a very we
band withlmax5313 nm is also observed. In the excitatio
spectrum of these films with registration of the 371 nm flu
rescence band the same bands as in the absorption spe
are observed.

The fluorescence spectrum (T55 K, lexc5313 nm) of
PDHS embedded in the mesoporous material MSM-41 w
a pore diameter of 2.8 nm is shown in Fig. 1~the curve
formed by the filled data points!. It is seen that the fluores
cence spectrum of the composite PDHS/MSM-41, unlike
fluorescence spectrum of the film on quartz, consists of
bands: a narrow, short-wavelength band with maximum
350 nm~band2!, shifted relative to the corresponding band1
in the fluorescence spectrum of the film by 20 nm to t
short-wavelength side, and a new broad, intense band in
visible region, with maximum at 410 nm~band3!. The ex-
citation spectra of PDHS embedded in MSM-41 are sho
in Fig. 2; they were measured by registration of the fluor
cence bands at 350 and 410 nm.~In all the figures except
Fig. 3 the zero level is different for the different curves.! We
see that when the 350 nm fluorescence band is regist
~solid curve! one observes a strong, narrow band withlmax

5346 nm~band1! and a weak band with maximum at 33
nm ~band4!. It should be emphasized that in the excitati
spectrum recorded atl5410 nm~the dotted curve!, besides
the 344 nm band~band 1!, which in this case is of lower
intensity, a new, strong band withlmax5300 nm appears
~band5!. The fluorescence spectrum of this sample is sho
for comparison~the dotted curve; bands2 and3!.
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In order to understand the nature of the additional flu
rescence band with maximum at 410 nm we investigated
temperature dependence of the fluorescence spectrum
PDHS embedded in MSM-41 in the temperature inter
5–150 K. The result is presented in Fig. 3. It is seen that
narrow band shifts slightly to longer wavelengths with i
creasing temperature, and its intensity decreases some
Meanwhile, the intensity of the broad band decreases s
stantially with increasing temperature, and at 150 K only
narrow band is observed in the spectrum. The tempera
dependence of the bands in the fluorescence spectra o
composite PDHS/MSM-41 and of the film on quartz are s
stantially different. It is known that the narrow band in th
fluorescence spectra of the PDHS film is shifted to lon
wavelengths with increasing temperature, its intensity fa
and the half-width increases substantially.22

Figure 1 shows the fluorescence spectrum (T55 K,
lexc5313 nm) of PDHS embedded in SBA-15 with a po
diameter of 5.8 nm~solid curve!. In this spectrum one ob
serves a narrow, strong band peaking at 349 nm~band4!,
which coincides with the maximum of the band in the flu
rescence spectrum of the PDHS/MSM-41 composite wit
pore diameter of 2.8 nm~band2!, and two new, weak band

FIG. 2. Fluorescence spectrum~dotted curve! and excitation spectrum with
registration of the 350 and 410 fluorescence bands~solid and dashed curves
respectively! for a PDHS/MSM-41 composite with a pore diameter of 2
nm (T55 K, lexc5313 nm). The numbers label the main maxima.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the fluorescence spectrum of the
posite PDHS/MSM-41.
-
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with maxima at 333 and 367 nm~indicated by arrows!. It
should be emphasized that in this case the broad band in
visible region of the spectrum is not observed in the fluor
cence spectrum. The intensity of the narrow band4 remains
practically unchanged when the temperature is increa
from 5 to 77 K.

The excitation spectrum of PDHS embedded in SBA-
with registration of the 350 nm fluorescence band coinci
with the excitation spectrum of PDHS embedded in MS
41, i.e., the broad bands with maxima at 336 and 347 nm
observed in the spectrum, while in the case of registratio
367 nm a new band with maximum at 364 nm appears
addition to those.

Fluorescence and excitation spectra of PMPS embedded in
mesoporous materials with pore diameters of 2.8 and
5.8 nm

The absorption, excitation, and fluorescence spe
measured at 5 K for PMPS films placed on quartz agree w
the spectra known from the literature.11

The fluorescence spectrum of a PMPS film on a qua
substrate (lexc5313 nm) is shown in Fig. 4~the curve
formed by the filled data points!. It consists of two bands: a
narrow, intense band with maximum at 352 nm, due
s* –s transitions in the polymer chain~band1!, and a broad
band with maximum at 410 nm~band 2!, with a long-
wavelength wing extending to 600 nm.

The absorption spectrum of a PMPS film on quartz
T55 K consists of two bands with maxima at 338 and 2
nm, due tos –s* transitions in the main polymer chain an
to transitions to the phenyl ring, respectively.

The excitation spectrum (T55 K) of the film on quartz
with registration of the fluorescence band peaking atl r

5352 has bands with maxima at 340 and 270 nm, due
transitions in the main polymer chain and to transitions to
phenyl ring, respectively. This spectrum is practically t
same as the absorption spectrum. Atl r5410 nm, besides
those bands, which are substantially weaker in intensity,
additional broad band withlmax5305 nm is observed.12
m-

FIG. 4. Fluorescence spectra of a PMPS film~d!, a PMPS/MSM-41 com-
posite with a pore diameter of 2.8 nm~s!, a PMPS/SBA-15 composite with
a pore diameter of 5.8 nm~solid curve! (lexc5313 nm,T55 K). The num-
bers label the main maxima. The structural formula of PMPS is shown in
inset.
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The fluorescence spectrum of PMPS embedded in
mesoporous material MSM-41 with a pore size of 2.8 n
(T55 K, lexc5313 nm) is given in Fig. 4~the curve formed
by unfilled data points!. It is seen that the spectrum consis
of three bands: a weak, narrow band with maximum at 3
nm ~band3! and two bands in the visible region—a broa
band with maximum at;410 nm, which was observed i
the fluorescence spectrum of the film, and a new, very
tense and broad band withlmax5470 nm ~band 4!. The
maximum of the narrow band is shifted by 7 nm to shor
wavelengths relative to the corresponding band in the fl
rescence spectrum of the film~band1!. When the tempera
ture is raised from 5 to 77 K a decrease in the intensity of th
broad band4 is observed, and its maximum is shifted
longer wavelengths. The intensity of thes* –s band 3
changes little.

The excitation spectrum of PMPS embedded in the m
soporous material MSM-41 with a pore size of 2.8 nm
presented in Fig. 5. The excitation spectrum of this sampl
5 K ~the dashed curve! with registration of the 345 nm fluo
rescence band exhibited the following bands: 334 nm~band
1!, a very weak band in the 270 nm region~band 2!, and
besides those bands, atl r5470 nm~solid curve! an intense,
broad band with maximum at 301 nm~band3! is observed.
For comparison the fluorescence spectrum of this samp
shown by the dotted curve.

The fluorescence spectrum of PMPS embedded in
pores of the mesoscopic material SBA-15 with a pore dia
eter of 5.8 nm is presented in Fig. 4~solid curve!. In the
spectrum one observes a weak band with maximum at
nm ~band5!, which coincides with the maximum of the ban
3 in the fluorescence spectrum of the polymer in a 2.8
pore. Band5 has a long-wavelength shoulder with a ma
mum at 352 nm. An important result is that two differe
bands have vanished: the broad fluorescence band in the
ible region of the spectrum with maximum at 470 nm~band
4!, which is observed in the fluorescence spectrum of
polymer embedded in a mesoporous material with a p
diameter of 2.8 nm, and the band with maximum at 410
~band2!, which is observed in the fluorescence spectrum
the film. Meanwhile, in the fluorescence spectrum of

FIG. 5. Fluorescence spectrum~dotted curve! and excitation spectrum with
registration of the 345 and 470 nm fluorescence bands~the dashed and solid
curves, respectively! of a PMPS/MSM-41 composite with a pore diamet
of 2.8 nm (lexc5313 nm,T55 K). The numbers label the main maxima
the excitation spectra.
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composite PMPS/SBA-15 a new, narrow and intense b
appears, with a maximum at 372 nm~band 6!. When the
temperature is raised to 77 K the intensities of the fluor
cence bands remain practically unchanged. In the excita
spectrum of this sample (T55 K, l r5345 nm) one ob-
serves a single broad band with maximum at 326 nm.
l r5352 nm the maximum of the band is shifted to 338 n
and atl r5372 nm the maximum of the band is shifted
343 nm. In addition, in the latter case a band peaking at
nm appears and also a new narrow band withlmax

5366 nm.
It should be emphasized that the mesoporous mate

MSM-41 and SBA-15 do not fluoresce at 5 K; only phosph
rescence in the 400–500 nm region is observed, and we
therefore assume that a transfer of excitation energy from
polymer to the mesoporous material does not occur. The
sorption spectrum of these materials consists of a broad b
peaking at around 250 nm.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

We investigated the changes in the low-temperature fl
rescence and excitation spectra of the silicon–organic p
mers PDHS and PMPS in the transition from bulk films
nanostructures when the polymers are embedded in mes
rous materials with pore diameters of 2.8 and 5.8 nm.
have shown that the excitation and fluorescence spectr
such composites exhibit the following important differenc
from the corresponding spectra of the films:

1. Thes* –s fluorescence bands~bands1 and2 in Fig.
1 and bands1 and3 in Fig. 4! and the corresponding exc
tation bands~band 1 in Fig. 2 and band1 in Fig. 5! are
shifted to shorter wavelengths by 20 nm for PDHS and b
nm for PMPS.

2. The fluorescence spectra of the polymers embedde
a pore of diameter 2.8 nm have new, broad bands in
visible region, with maxima at 410 and 470 nm for PDH
and PMPS, respectively~bands3 in Fig. 1 and band4 in Fig.
4!, which were not present in the fluorescence spectra of
film and composites with a pore diameter of 5.8 nm.

3. In the excitation spectrum of PDHS embedded in
pore of diameter 2.8 nm with excitation of the 410 nm flu
rescence band, a new band with maximum at 300 nm app
~band5 in Fig. 2! which is absent from the excitation spect
of the film and of the polymer embedded in pores of dia
eter 5.8 nm.

The shift of the bands in the fluorescence and excitat
spectra of composites to the a short-wavelength side rela
to the corresponding bands in the spectra of the films att
to the fact that the polymer is embedded in the pores o
mesoporous material. We attribute this shift to a decreas
the intermolecular interaction between polymer chains fou
in a pore in comparison with the corresponding interaction
a film. Indeed, the pores in the mesoporous materials
isolated from one another, and so there is no intermolec
coupling between the polymer chains embedded in
neighboring pores. Furthermore, in a pore 2.8 nm in diame
there is a single polymer chain in PDHS and 2–3 polym
chains in PMPS, since the size of a monomeric unit of
macromolecule is equal to 1.6 and 0.97 nm, respectiv
This suggests that there is no interaction or a substant
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reduced interaction between the polymer chains found
pore in the case of composites based on PDHS or PM
Then the position of the electronic transition in the fluore
cence and absorption spectra of the composites should
proach the position of the electronic transition of the cor
sponding macromolecule in solution, as is in fact obser
experimentally. It is known that the maximum of the fluore
cence band of PDHS in solution (T51.5 K) lies at 352
nm,23 and for PMPS, at 348 nm,11 which are close to the
maxima of the fluorescence bands in the spectra of the c
posites studied. The shift of the absorption and fluoresce
spectra of PMPS solutions relative to the spectra of the
amounts to 4 nm, which is substantially less than for PDH
and accordingly the shift of thes –s* excitation and fluo-
rescence bands of PMPS embedded in a pore 2.8 nm in
ameter is significantly smaller than in the case of PDHS; i
equal to 7 nm.

It should be emphasized that the fluorescence spec
of a polymer embedded in a pore of diameter 2.8 nm diff
substantially from the corresponding spectra of solutions.
deed, in the fluorescence spectrum of the composite PD
MSM-41 a new broad band is observed in the visible reg
of the spectrum, with a maximum at 410 nm~band3 in Fig.
1!, while for the composite PMPS/MSM-41 there is an a
ditional band that peaks at 470 nm~band4 in Fig. 4!. These
bands are not observed in the fluorescence spectra o
films.

The nature of the origin of the visible fluorescence
silicon–organic polymers is still under discussion. For
explanation of this effect a model of charge transfer from
polymer chain to the aryl ring of the side group and a def
model have been proposed. The existing experimental re
can be explained only by the model in which the visib
fluorescence is due to the presence of defects of the cr
link type in the polymer chains.12–14In such a case a branch
ing of the structure of the polymer chain arises, and there
not two but three neighboring atoms near a silicon atom
has been hypothesized15,18 that the formation of such struc
tural defects can occur only in polymers for which the alk
side groups are shorter than the pentyl group. In polym
where the alkyl side groups are pentyl and longer subs
ents, such defects should not form in view of the steric h
drances and, accordingly, the visible fluorescence should
be observed.

PDHS does not have aryl side groups, and its axial s
groups contain hexyl. Therefore, in accordance with the
isting models in the literature no visible fluorescence sho
be observed for this polymer. The observation of visible flu
rescence for PDHS embedded in a pore 2.8 nm in diam
attests to the appearance of defects in its polymer chain
the polymer chain of the PMPS films, defects of the cro
link type already exist. Transitions to these defects are
sponsible for the broadband fluorescence of the films w
maximum at 410 nm.12,14The appearance in the fluorescen
spectrum of PMPS of an additional broad, longer-wavelen
band also attests to the onset of additional defects in
polymer chains.

Consequently, the results which we obtained confirm
defect nature of the visible fluorescence of polysilanes.
assume that when the polymer is embedded in pores o
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ameter 2.8 nm, because of its interaction with the surface
the pore of the mesoporous material there occurs an orie
tion of the polymer chain along the surface of the pore. T
existence of orientation of the polymer chain near the surf
is attested to by the data of Refs. 3, 5, 6, and 24. The in
action of the polymer with the surface of the pore can lead
substantial changes in the conformation of the polymer ch
owing to the change in the angle between Si–Si bonds
change of structure of the polymer found in a restricted v
ume is confirmed by the data of Ref. 25. The results o
calculation16 also attest to a change in the angle betwe
Si–Si bond near defects of the cross-link type in the case
specially synthesized polysilanes with branched structure
is known that the position of the electronic transitions
polysilanes depends strongly on the conformation of
polymer chain. A change of this conformation can give r
to defects in the polymer chain, i.e., the appearance of n
bands in the fluorescence spectrum. In that case a part o
polymer chain far from the surface will give a narrows* –s
fluorescence band, while the defect part of the polymer n
the surface of the mesoporous material gives a broad b
that is observed experimentally. Thus the appearance of n
broad fluorescence bands in the spectra of PDHS and PM
composites can be attributed to transitions from defect st
arising in the polymer films upon a change in their confo
mation in the restricted volume. This is a new type of defe
which differs from the known defects of the cross-link typ
discussed in the literature.

The appearance of such defects can alter the symm
of the 1Ag–1Ag transition, the maximum of which, accord
ing to the calculation, corresponds to 4.2 eV.26 It is in this
region that a new band arises in the excitation spectrum
PDHS embedded in a 2.8 nm pore, and it appears only in
case of registration of the broad fluorescence band, wh
confirms our hypothesis of a defect nature of the visible flu
rescence in the spectrum of PDHS/MSM-41 composites.

The presence of defects of the cross-link type in
polymer chain of PMPS leads to a change in symmetry n
those defects, and therefore the transition1Ag–1Ag is now
allowed in the absorption spectrum of the film. Evidence
this is the appearance of a band peaking at 305 nm in
excitation spectrum of the PMPS film in the case of regist
tion of the 410 nm fluorescence band,12 although the nature
of the origin of that band was not determined by the autho
For this reason the excitation spectrum of PMPS/MSM-
composites with registration of the 410 fluorescence b
should not contain any new bands in comparison with
excitation spectrum of the film, and that is in agreement w
the experimental result.

The defect origin of the new bands in the fluorescen
spectrum of the composites is confirmed by the substan
decrease in the intensity of these bands when the temper
of the samples is raised from 5 to 150 K. As a result of t
attraction of the polymer chains toward the surface of
pore there occurs an orientation of the chains with respec
the surface. As the temperature is raised, the role of
attraction in the orientation of the molecular chains d
creases, and differently oriented configurations of the po
mer chain appear, leading to a change in the relation betw
the different conformations of the polymer chain.
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The hypothesis about the nature of the visible fluor
cence is also confirmed in a study of the fluorescence
excitation spectra of PDHS when the pore diameter is
creased to 5.8 nm. In that case the number of macrom
ecules in the pore increases. These macromolecules wi
oriented not only along the surface of the pores of the m
soporous material but also with respect to each other. T
the interaction of the polymer and the surface of the me
porous materials will be weakened, and the intermolecu
interaction between the macromolecules will be enhanc
leading to the vanishing of the bands in the visible region
the fluorescence spectrum of the composites and to the
pearance of new short- and long-wavelength bands. Since
symmetry of the polymer chain of PDHS in a 5.8 nm pore
the same as in the case of a film, the excitation band pea
at 300 nm in the excitation spectrum of the compos
PMPS/MSM-41 with broadband registration should not
manifested, and that is what is observed experimentally.
extremely interesting and surprising fact is that we have
observed the broad fluorescence band in the visible re
with maximum at 410 nm, which was observed in the flu
rescence spectrum of the film and of the PMPS/MSM
composite. Instead, a new, narrow, intense band withlmax

5372 nm appears. The substantial narrowing of the ban
visible fluorescence~by about a factor of 7! is obtained for
this class of polymers for the first time. In the polymer cha
the macromolecules have a set of defects of the cross
type with different configurations. It is possible that, as
result of the orientation of the polymer films with respect
each other a part of the configuration is no longer ma
fested. Additional studies will be needed for a detailed
planation of this phenomenon. The efficiency of migration
excitation energy in systems oriented in that way should
substantially increased, as is attested to by the tempera
independence of the intensity of the fluorescence band
the fluorescence spectrum of the composites having a
diameter of 5.8 nm.

CONCLUSION

We have investigated the changes in the fluoresce
and excitation spectra of the silicon–organic polymers PD
and PMPS in the transition from films to nanostructu
when the polymers are embedded into mesoporous mate
with pore diameters of 2.8 and 5.8 nm. We have shown
the substantial dependence of the spectra on the pore d
eter is due to a competition between the interaction of
polymers with the surface of the pores and between poly
chains.

It is hypothesized that when the pore diameter decrea
to 2.8 nm the interaction of the polymers with the surfa
increases. This leads to a change in the conformation of
polymer chain near the surface of the pore and gives ris
defects; this is manifested in the appearance of new fluo
cence bands in the visible region and also to a new ban
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the excitation spectrum in the case of PDHS. The vanish
of the visible fluorescence in the spectra of the compos
with a pore diameter of 5.8 nm when the interaction betwe
polymer chains exceeds the interaction of the polymer w
the surface confirms that it is of a defect nature. The subs
tial narrowing of the band of visible fluorescence with
maximum at 410 nm for the composites PMPS/SBA-15, i
the appearance of a new intense band with maximum at
nm, is worthy of note. This effect was observed for the fi
time in polysilanes, and further studies are required in or
to explain it.
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cence spectra.
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Interaction of acoustic waves with an interface in highly anisotropic layered crystals
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The scattering of acoustic waves on a planar defect in the interior of a crystal is studied by the
methods of lattice dynamics. The model chosen consists of two semi-infinite, highly
anisotropic crystals, the forces of interaction between which are distinct from the interactions
within the crystals themselves. The model is used to study the resonant transmission of
waves through an impurity monolayer. This resonant transmission effect is due to the weak
coupling of the defect to the host lattice and cannot be described in the framework of the standard
theory of elasticity, since the displacements of the defect layer and of the closest-lying
layers of the host matrix are substantially different. For nongrazing angles of incidence the
resonant transmission effect can be illustrated qualitatively by the example of an infinite linear
chain containing a point impurity. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

Acoustic waves localized near an atomic monolayer
sorbed on the free surface of a crystal have been studied
some years now~see the bibliography in the reviews1,2!. It
has been found that waves of the that kind in highly ani
tropic layered crystals have some interesting behavior.
have previously3 studied the basic characteristics of surfa
and quasi-surface waves on the microscopic level. In part
lar, in the long-wavelength approximation we have obtain
the singular solutions of the equations of lattice dynam
some having frequencies lying outside the continuum b
~surface states! and some with frequencies inside it~quasi-
surface states!. For arbitrary values of the two-dimension
wave vector we studied the conditions for the appearanc
surface waves of a special type, having one or two end po
and a nonmonotonic dependence of the damping param
on the modulus of that wave vector.

A natural continuation is to study systems in which t
planar defect~transition layer! lies not on the surface but in
the interior, i.e., is an interface between two media in c
tact. The physical characteristics of a transition layer
tween two media, as a rule, is different from the properties
the two adjacent media, and that leads to a number of cur
features in the lattice dynamics.4–6 Systems of this kind are
extremely common and are unquestionably of interest b
in basic research and in technological applications~see, e.g.,
the reviews1,7!. Systems of this type can be relatively eas
obtained in a controlled manner~for example, by depositing
coatings or by intercalation!. They also arise as a result o
uncontrolled processes, e.g., in the course of defect for
tion during crystal growth~twin boundaries and grain bound
aries! or during mechanical treatment. The presence of a
nar defect has a substantial influence on the various dyna
thermodynamic, and kinetic characteristics of crystals.
5001063-777X/2004/30(6)/5/$26.00
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study this influence it is necessary to elucidate the feature
the interaction of phonons with a planar defect. The study
resonance effects in the scattering of acoustic vibrations o
defect and problems of formation of bound states related
them are of considerable interest, as are questions of
formation of coupled vibrational states, since such effe
can give rise to features in the kinetic characteristics of
tercrystalline interfaces, as have been observed
experiments.8 The description of resonance phenomena
highly anisotropic crystals in the framework of the macr
scopic theory encounters significant difficulties, since the
main of applicability of such a theory for highly anisotrop
systems is substantially limited.9 This raises the problem o
studying such effects in highly anisotropic compounds w
the use of lattice models.

In this study we have used the methods of lattice dyna
ics to consider the scattering of acoustic waves on an im
rity monolayer lying in the interior of a crystal. It is show
that the presence of such a layer can lead to the appear
of a resonant transmission effect. This effect is due to
presence of weak coupling of the defect to the main latt
and cannot be described in the framework of the stand
theory of elasticity, since the displacements of the def
layer are substantially different from that of the adjacent la
ers. For nongrazing angles of incidence this effect can
illustrated qualitatively for the example of an infinite line
chain containing a point impurity.

SCATTERING OF VIBRATIONS ON A POINT DEFECT IN A
ONE-DIMENSIONAL LINEAR CHAIN

It is known that one-dimensional models, despite th
simplicity, can give a qualitative description of many ph
nomena inherent to real three-dimensional systems. The v
ous features of the vibrational characteristics of linear cha
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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containing defects have been investigated in Refs. 10 and
In this Section we shall investigate a point defect in a o
dimensional model as an analog of an interfacial bounda

Thus we consider the interaction of vibrations with
point defect in an infinite linear chain~see Fig. 1!. The fol-
lowing notation has been introduced in the figure:m1 andg1

are the mass of an atom and the force coupling cons
between atoms in the linear chain, andm2 and g2 are the

FIG. 1. Linear chain with an impurity atom.
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mass of an impurity and the constant characterizing its c
pling with the atoms of the chain. The analytical results a
estimates obtained for such a one-dimensional chain a
up to numerical coefficients with the results of calculatio
for models of real three-dimensional crystals in the case
nongrazing angles of incidence.

Let a wave incident on a defect be described by
expressionu(n)5exp(ikn) (n enumerates the atoms in th
chain, andn50 corresponds to the defect atom!; then the
reflected wave can be written in the formur(n)
5r exp(iw)exp(2ikn). Herer is the ratio of the moduli of the
amplitudes of the reflected and incident waves, andw is the
phase of the reflected wave. Using the equation of motion
a linear chain with a defect, one can easily show that
expression forr exp(iw) has the following form:
r exp~ iw!5
@~g22g1!«m12g2

2#@«m222g2#1g2
2@«m122g2#

@g1~q~«!21!~«m222g2!2g2q~«!«m2#@g1~q~«!21!2g2q~«!#
, ~1!
ely
ix

ns-
as

ril-
t
ity

has

he
en
(

ans-
ded
where «[v2 is the square of the vibrational frequency
atoms in the chain; andq(«) is a function defined by the
expression

q~«!512
«m1

2g1
1 i S «m1

g1
D 1/2S 12

«m1

4g1
D 1/2

. ~2!

It is easy to see thatq(«)5exp(ik(«)), where the depen
dencek5k(«) comes from the dispersion relation of th
ideal chain:«54g1 /m1 sin2(k/2). The zeroes of the denom
nator in expression~1! determine the frequencies of loc
vibrations of the one-dimensional chain with a tw
parameter impurity and correspond to the expressions
tained in Ref. 11.

However, we are interested in the features of the
merator in Eq.~1!. We note that the vanishing of the numer
tor corresponds to the resonant transmission of the w
through the impurity. The square of the frequency satisfy
this condition has the form

« res5
2g1g2m12g2

2~m11m2!

~g12g2!m1m2
. ~3!

The region of values of the parameters of the chain
which resonant transmission occurs is illustrated in Fig.
This region is bounded by the curvesy5(22x)/x and y
5x/(22x), wherex[g2 /g1 andy[m2 /m1 .

For many systems, microcontacts in particular, the c
pling constant of the impurity to the chain is typically muc
smaller than the coupling constant between atoms in
chain itself (g2 /g1!1). In this case we have the followin
expression for« res:

« res52
g2

m2
1

g2

g1
g2S 1

m2
2

1

m1
D'2

g2

m2
.

Resonant transmission arises owing to the interaction
the incident wave with an eigermode of the chain due to
presence of the impurity. Up to small terms of orderg2 /g1
b-

-

ve
g

r
.

-

e

of
e

the frequency of this vibrational mode is determined sol
by the interaction of the impurity atom with the host matr
and the mass of the impurity.

It should be pointed out that the mechanism of the tra
mission of the wave through the defect in a linear chain w
described in a simple model back in the monograph by B
louin and Parodi,12 where a model consisting of two differen
semi-infinite linear chains connected by a single impur
atom with massM5(M11M2)/2 (M1 andM2 are the mass
of the atoms of the semichains!. It is not hard to show that
the square of the resonance frequency in such a problem
the form

« res54
b2M22b1M1

M2
22M1

2 ~4!

(b1 andb2 are interatomic coupling constants in each of t
semichains!. The result has an especially simple form wh
the coupling constants in the two chains are the sameb1

FIG. 2. Region of values of the chain parameters for which resonant tr
mission of a wave through an impurity atom exists. This region is boun
by the curves y5(22x)/x and y5x/(22x), where x[g2 /g1 and
y[m2 /m1 .
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5b25b). In that case the square of the frequency of
natural vibrational mode of the impurity atom with respect
the chain,vs

2 , is equal to 2b/M , and that is the frequency a
which the resonant transmission occurs.

Thus, if a point defect of a chain has eigermodes wit
definite frequencyvs , then in the transmission of the wav
through the defect an ordinary resonance appears when
frequency of the wave coincides with the frequencyvs . In
the next Section we shall consider the resonant transmis
of an acoustic wave through a planar defect separating
highly anisotropic three-dimensional crystals.

RESONANT INTERACTION OF ACOUSTIC WAVE WITH AN
IMPURITY MONOLAYER SEPARATING TWO CRYSTALS

For studying the properties of highly anisotropic cryst
it is convenient to choose the model of a body-centered
tragonal lattice in which the interlayer interaction is cons
erably smaller than the intralayer interaction. We consi
two such crystals separated by an impurity monolayer. F
description of this model it is convenient to choose the f
lowing rectangular coordinate system: theOX andOY axes
lie in the plane of a monoatomic defect layer, and theOZ
axis is perpendicular to the defect and is directed into
interior of the crystal. Leta be the distance between th
nearest-neighbor atoms in theXOY plane, whileb/2 is the
distance between adjacent atomic layers perpendicular to
OZ axis. The interlayer interaction in each of the crystals
taken into account in the nearest-neighbor approximation
is characterized by the parametersg1 and g3 , respectively.
The interaction between nearest neighbors within the lay
is described by the parametersa1 anda3 . The condition of
high anisotropy means thatg1!a1 andg3!a3 . The inter-
action constants of the impurity monolayer with the first a
second crystals are denoted byg2

(1) andg2
(3) , and the inter-

action constant of the nearest neighbors within the laye
self is denoted bya2 . The masses of the atoms of the tw
crystals and the impurity monolayer are denoted bym1 , m3 ,
and m2 , respectively. The coordinates of the atoms in
lattice are described by the vectorn5(n1 ,n2 ,n3).

The equations describing the harmonic vibrations of
atoms of the main lattice have the form

2m~n3!ü~n1 ,n2 ,n3!5a~n3!@4u~n1 ,n2 ,n3!

2u~n111,n2 ,n3!2u~n1 ,n211,n3!

2u~n121,n2 ,n3!2u~n1 ,n2

21,n3!#1g~n3!@8u~n1 ,n2 ,n3!

2u~n111/2,n211/2,n311/2!

2u~n121/2,n211/2,n311/2!

2u~n121/2,n221/2,n311/2!

2u~n111/2,n221/2,n311/2!

2u~n111/2,n211/2,n321/2!

2u~n121/2,n211/2,n321/2!

2u~n121/2,n221/2,n321/2!

2u~n111/2,n221/2,n321/2!#, ~5!
e
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wheren3.1/2, n3,21/2.
These equations must be supplemented by the equa

for the vibrations of the layers withn350, n351/2,
n3521/2, which are boundary conditions on~5!:

2m2ü~n1 ,n2,0!5a2@4u~n1 ,n2,0!2u~n111,n2,0!

2u~n1 ,n211,0!2u~n121,n2,0!

2u~n1 ,n221,0!#1g2
~1!@4u~n1 ,n2,0!

2u~n111/2,n211/2,1/2!

2u~n121/2,n211/2,1/2!2u~n121/2,n2

21/2,1/2!2u~n111/2,n221/2,1/2!#

1g2
~3!@4u~n1 ,n2,0!2u~n111/2,n211/2,

21/2!2u~n121/2,n211/2,21/2!

2u~n121,n221,21/2!

2u~n111,n221,21/2!#; ~6!

2m1ü~n1 ,n2,1/2!5a1@4u~n1 ,n2,1/2!

2u~n111,n2,1/2!2u~n1 ,n211,1/2!

2u~n121,n2,1/2!2u~n1 ,n221,1/2!#

1g1@4u~n1 ,n2,1/2!2u~n111/2,n2

11/2,1!2u~n121/2,n211/2,1!

2u~n121/2,n221/2,1!

2u~n111/2,n221/2,1!#

1g2
~1!@4u~n1 ,n2,1/2!

2u~n111,n211,0!

2u~n121,n211,0!2u~n121,n221,0!

2u~n111,n221,0!#; ~7!

2m3ü~n1 ,n2,21/2!5a3@4u~n1 ,n2 ,21/2!

2u~n111,n2 ,21/2!

2u~n1 ,n211,21/2!

2u~n121,n2 ,21/2!

2u~n1 ,n221,21/2!#

1g2
~3!@4u~n1 ,n2 ,21/2!

2u~n111/2,n211/2,0!

2u~n121/2,n211/2,0!

2u~n121/2,n221/2,0!

2u~n111/2,n221/2,0!#

1g3@4u~n1 ,n2 ,21/2!

2u~n111/2,n211/2,21!

2u~n121/2,n211/2,21!

2u~n121/2,n221/2,21!

2u~n111/2,n221/2,21!#. ~8!
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The solutions of the system of equations~5! with bound-
ary conditions~6!–~8! have the form

u~n!5@exp~2 ik1zn3!1r exp~ iw11 ik1zn3!#

3exp~ ikxn11 ikyn2!, n3.0;

u~0!5u0 exp~ ikxn11 ikyn2!, n350;

u~n!5t exp~ iw31 ik3zn3!exp~ ikxn11 ikyn2!, n3,0.

Herer and t are the reflection and transmission coefficien
defined as the ratio of the amplitudes of the reflected
transmitted waves to the amplitude of the incident wave,w1

andw3 are the phases of the reflected and transmitted wa
andu0 is the amplitude of the vibrations of the defect lay
After some transformations we obtain the following syste
of equations for the quantitiesr , t, w1 , andw3 :

r exp~ iw1!g2
~3!@~g12g2

~1!!exp~ ik1z!

2g1 cos~kx/2!cos~ky/2!#1t exp~ iw3!g2
~1!

3@~g2
~3!2g3!exp~ ik3z!1g3 cos~kx/2!cos~ky/2!#

1g2
~3!~g12g2

~1!!exp~2 ik1z!2g2
~3!g1

3cos~kx/2!cos~ky/2!50; ~9!

t exp~ iw3!$@~g32g2
~3!!exp~ ik3z!

2g3 cos~kx/2!cos~ky/2!#@4~g2
~1!1g2

~3!!

22a2~coskx1cosky22!2«m2#

14~g2
~3!!2 exp~ ik3z!cos2~kx/2!cos2~ky/2!%

1r exp~ iw1!exp~ ik1z!4g2
~1!g2

~3! cos2~kx/2!

3cos2~ky/2!14g2
~1!g2

~3!

3exp~2 ik1z!cos2~kx/2!cos2~ky/2!50; ~10!

«5
2a1

m1
~22coskx2cosky!1

8g1

m1

3~12cos~kx/2!cos~ky/2!cosk1z!; ~11!

«5
2a3

m3
~22coskx2cosky!1

8g3

m3

3~12cos~kx/2!cos~ky/2!cosk3z!. ~12!

Figure 3 shows the result of a numerical solution of t
given system of equations in the form of the dependence
the coefficientsr andt on the squared frequency«. The case
considered is that in which the crystals separated by the
purity monolayer are identical. The following parameters
the crystals and defect were used in the calculation:a1

5a351, g15g350.1, m15m251, a250.5, g2
(1)5g2

(3)

50.07. It is seen in the figure that outside the resona
region («Þ« res) the wave incident on the defect is almo
completely reflected~the coefficientr is close to unity, and
the transmission coefficientt is very small!. At a value«
5« res the reflection coefficientr goes to zero and the trans
mission coefficientt goes to unity. The resonance frequen
v res5A« res characterizes a low-frequency, weak-dispers
,
d

s,
.

of

-
f

e

n

mode of the optical type. The amplitude of the displaceme
of the atoms of the impurity layer in the given mode is s
nificantly greater than the amplitude of the vibrations of t
atoms of the host lattice. In the long-wavelength limit f
weak coupling of the defect with the main lattice we have
following estimate for the resonant transmission frequenc

v res.A4~g2
~1!1g2

~3!!

m2
. ~13!

If the crystals separated by the monolayer are differen
their physical properties, then the form of the dependenc
the reflection coefficient on the square of the frequency
similar to that illustrated in Fig. 3. However, at a frequen
v res the reflection coefficient no longer goes exactly to ze
but only has a pronounced minimum.

The results obtained in the long-wavelength limit agr
with the results of Ref. 13. In that paper, in the framework
the theory of elasticity with capillary effects taken into a
count ~the theory was set forth in detail in Refs. 14 and 1!
the expressionv res.A@2(b22c2)#/rs was obtained for the
resonance frequencyv res, wherers is the surface mass den
sity of the layer andb2 andc2 are the capillary parameter
characterizing the elastic properties of the planar defect.
ing formula~13!, one can obtain a relation between the ph
nomenological capillary parameters describing the phys
properties of the defect in the theory of elasticity and t
parameters of the discrete model under consideration:b2

2c2.2(g2
(1)1g2

(3))/a2 (a is the lattice constant in the plan
of the impurity layer!.

We note that in the theory of elasticity there also exi
another mechanism of resonant transmission of phonons~un-
der conditions of the so-called geometric resonance—
analog of the antireflective condition in optics16!, which
comes about under certain relations between the thicknes
the interface and the wavelength. We plan to take up
problem in the case of an interlayer consisting of seve
defect atomic layers in the very near future.

The authors thank A. G. Shkorbatov for his interest
this study and for a helpful discussion of the results.

FIG. 3. Coefficients of reflectionr ~solid curve! and transmissiont ~dashed
curve! versus the squared frequency« for crystals with identical physical
properties.
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The effect of the layered crystal intercalation on the functional dependence of the carrier density
of states is analyzed. The conditions of thermodynamic stability of the intercalation process
in relation to the Fermi energy and microscopic parameters are studied. ©2004 American
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INTRODUCTION

The density of states of elementary excitations,r~v!, is
widely used in calculating the physical quantities observed
experiments. Two approximations can be distinguish
which result from utilizingr~v!. First,r~v! is widely used in
the search for the mean values of the energy characteris
The result of an integration process over a whole range
frequencies is determined by the functional dependenc
r~v! in the region of integration. As an example, we can ta
the use ofr~v! for calculations of the indirect interactio
between adatoms on a tight-binding solid.1 On the other
hand, a number of examples can be presented in which s
physical characteristic or other is determined by the value
r~v! at a certain energy point. For instance the critical te
perature of the transition to the superconducting state acc
ing to BCS theory is determined by density of states at
Fermi energy«F .2 The second example of the benefit
knowledge ofr~v! is in relation to the Lifshitz transition o

order 21
2. Such a transition is realized in a layered crystal d

to the peculiarities of its structure.3 The layered crystal can
be represented as a set of packed ‘‘sandwiches’’ coupled
weak van der Waals forces. Each sandwich is a set of m
atomic layers with covalent or ion–covalent bonding. T
small but nonzero electron overlap between layers is m
better described by a strongly anisotropic three-dimensio
dispersion law with different effective masses within t
layer plane and normal to it (mx,y* !mz* ).4 In our paper the
layered crystal will be described by a model dispersion l
which is distinguished from the isotropic and anisotrop
ones by a much smaller electron overlap integraltc across
the layers than within the layer planeac . It was first written
by Fivaz:5

«~x,k!5acx
21tc~12cosk!, ~1!

where all the quasi-momentax5(kx ,ky), kz[k are written
in units of the lattice constant,ac51/2mic* , mic* is the elec-
tron effective mass within the layer plane,tc51/2m'c* , m'c*
is the electron effective mass across the layer plane, an\
51. Inasmuch as the parametersac , tc are determined by
5051063-777X/2004/30(6)/6/$26.00
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the effective masses, they will be taken from the experim
tal data. In terms of the density of states, Eq.~1! corresponds
to r0(v) as follows:

r0~v!5H 2p

ac
arccos

2tc2v

2tc
, at v<2tc ,

p2

ac
, at v>2tc

. ~2!

As follows from ~2!, at the pointv52tc the derivative
]r0 /]v is discontinuous, and the valuev52tc corresponds

to the topological 212-order Lifshitz transition, which charac
terizes the transition from the open to the closed isoene
surface of a layered crystal.

Discrimination in the chemical bonds causes a num
of phenomena specific to layered crystals. One of them
intercalation, which consists in introducing a guest atom i
the gaps between sandwiches, the so-called van der W
gaps. We define the host material as the recipient of the g
species, the intercalate as the guest species resident i
host material, and the intercalant as the guest spe
substance.6

In intercalation of the transition metal dichalcogenid
MX2 ~where M is atom of a metal of a transition group,
5S, Se! with various electron-donor species, the chang
observed in the electronic properties can be satisfactorily
plained by the charge transfer resulting in the gradual fill
of the host lattice band without any appreciable change in
shape or its mutual position—a model known as the rig
band approximation.7 Firm evidence for the validity of this
model is available for the cases where the intercalate is
alkali ~or alkaline-earth! metal, a noble metal, or a first-row
transition metal. So, by changing the carrier concentrat
during the intercalation process, the Fermi energy can

raised up to the topological 212-order Lifshitz transition. The
rigid-band model satisfactorily describes effects in which
factors of importance are the integral developments of b
structure and population of the band~such as the kinetic
properties! rather than the details of the band structure. Na
rally, this model can be regarded as a crude approximati
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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As is shown in Ref. 8, intercalation of TlGaS2 ~space
group cc, with lattice constants a5b510.31 Å, c
515.16 Å, and thickness of the van der Waals gap 3.649!
by Li increases the degree of anisotropy of the elect
photo-, and x-ray conductivity via the diminution of inte
layer mixing. In this case the intercalated crystal has a m
pronounced ‘‘two-dimensionality.’’ However, this effect
most conveniently achieved by the intercalation of orga
molecules, in particular, the long-chain amines and rela
macromolecules. For example, in a solid such as 2H-TaS2

~trigonal structure with lattice constantsa53.36 Å, c
55.89 Å and a thickness of the van der Waals gap of ne
3 Å10! intercalated withn-octadecylamine, the layers can b
separated by a bilayer of octadecylamine molecules wit
dimension approaching 60 Å, where the thickness of
single layer is;6 Å. Since the interaction between the la
ers is now considerably weakened, this also makes the c
tal closer to ‘‘two-dimensional.’’11 All these facts confirm
that the rigid-band model is not capable of describing
phenomena concerned with the change of lattice parame
and thus with the energy parameters such as electron ove

That is why it seems interesting to study i! the limits of
applicability of the rigid-band model, ii! the effect of the
host–guest interaction on the shape of the density of sta

particularly in the topological 212-order Lifshitz transition,
iii ! the change of free energy of the electron subsystem,
pending on the intercalant and the carrier concentration
different microscopic parameters.

The goal of this paper is to analyzer~v! in the interca-
lated layer due to the insertion of foreign atoms within t
framework of a model with the following features. Interca
ants locate only in the van der Waals gap. The guest–g
interaction causes splitting of the intercalant energy level«0

into a band with a dispersion law similar to~1!. We restrict
ourselves to the virtual crystal model, i.e., whenN0 impuri-
ties occupy each cell equiprobably with the equal probabi
p5N0/N , whereN is total number of cells.

ELECTRON DENSITY OF STATES IN AN INTERCALATED
LAYERED CRYSTAL

The carrier density of states in the intercalated laye
crystal will be calculated below as a function of the interc
ant concentration in a wide region of energy, and, in parti
lar, in certain energy regions like the band bottom and ene

corresponding to the 212-order Lifshitz transition. Two differ-
ent descriptions of such a problem exist: i! change of the
chemical potential with the dispersion law unaltered, or,
other words, unaltered energy states~the rigid-band model!,
ii ! change of the dispersion law caused by intercalation a
unaltered chemical potential. In fact, the importance
choice~i! or ~ii ! depends on the concrete problem, name
chemical bonds and the degree of anisotropy, i.e., the en
characteristics of the host and degree of host–guest inte
tion.

The case of an interacting host–guest system at u
tered chemical potential will be considered. Let us constr
the Hamiltonian of the electron subsystem of the host w
N0 foreign atoms intercalated into it. We will use operation
functions
-,
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Ĉ~r !5(
n

ĉncn~r !1(
n

p~n!ânwn~r !, ~3!

where the summation is over all cells;cn(r ) is the wave
function of an electron at a site of the layered crystal w
weighting coefficientĉn , wn(r ) is the wave function of an
electron on the site of the intercalant with weighting coe
cient p(n)ân : p(n) is the probability

p~n!5H 1, if the intercalant is in then-th cell

0, otherwise
. ~4!

In the case of a one-electron description, in the seco
quantization representation on the unary Hamiltonian a
operational functions~3! Hamiltonian will have the form

H5(
n,n8

t~n,n8!cn
1cn81(

n,n8
p~n!p~n8!t i~n,n8!an

1an8

1(
n

p~n!«0an
1an1F(

n
p~n!V0an

1cn1h.c.G
1F (

n,n8
p~n!V~n,n8!an

1cn81h.c.G . ~5!

Here the first term describes electron mixing at the host s
in n, n8 cells (cn , cn8

1 are Fermi operators of annihilation an
creation, respectively!; the second and third terms are a
analogous mixing in the guest subsystem («0 is the energy
level of the intercalant,an , an8

1 are Fermi operators of anni
hilation and creation of the intercalant, respectively!. The
remaining terms describe an electron host–guest mixing
the same and in the nearest cells, respectively. The elec
overlap in the guest subsystemt i(n,n8) and electron host–
guest overlapV(n,n8) satisfy the condition of translationa
invariance, i.e.,t i(n,n8)5t i(n2n8), V(n,n8)5V(n2n8).

In the virtual crystal approximation in the momentu
representation Eq.~5! takes the form

H5(
k

«~k!ck
1ck1p2(

k
«̃ i~k!ak

1ak1p(
k

«0ak
1ak

1p(
k

V~k!ck
1ak1h.c., ~6!

where«~k! k is the dispersion law of the host subsystem~1!,
ck

1 andck are Fermi operators of creation and annihilation
the host subsystem, respectively,ak

1 andak are Fermi opera-
tors of creation and annihilation in the guest subsystem,

«̃ i~k!5a ix
21t i~12cosk! ~7!

is the dispersion law of the guest subsystem, anda i and t i

are the electron overlap integrals of the nearest guest at
within and normal to the layer, respectively. The second a
third terms in~6! can be combined into one. Then the Ham
tonian ~6! will have the form

H5(
k

«~k!ck
1ck1p2(

k
« i~k!ak

1ak1p(
k

V~k!ck
1ak1h.c.

~8!

with the dispersion law« i(k)5 «̃ i(k)1«0 /p, measured from
«0 /p, and the Fourier transform ofV01V(n,n8) is equal to
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V(k). The change of intercalant concentrationp governs the
value of the constants in front of the second and third te
in ~8!, i.e., p2a i , p2t i , andpV(k).

Let us use method of two-time retarded Green’s funct
and calculate the carrier density of states. For the sys
described by Eq.~5! the Green’s functions for the intercala
and host subsystem are12

^̂ akuak
1&&5

v2«~k!

@v2«~k!#@v2p2« i~k!#2p2V2~k!
~9!

and

^̂ ck
1uck

1&&5
p2« i~k!

@v2«~k!#@v2p2« i~k!#2p2V2~k!
, ~10!

respectively. The density of statesrm(v) is defined from the
corresponding Green’s function̂̂amuam

1&& by13

rm~v!52
1

p
Im

«→0
^̂ am

1iam
1&&uv1 i« . ~11!

Then, we obtain

rc~v!5
1

2~2p!2 E
k1

k2 v2p2« i~q1!

u2bK~q1!1c~cq11d!u
dk

2
1

2~2p!2 E
k3

k4 v2p2« i~q2!

u2bK~q2!1c~cq21d!u
dk.

~12!

r i~v!5
1

2~2p!2 E
k1

k2 v2«~q1!

u2bK~q1!1c~cq11d!u
dk

2
1

2~2p!2 E
k3

k4 v2«~q2!

u2bK~q2!1c~cq21d!u
dk, ~13!

where the notation b5 1
2(ac1p2a i), c5 1

2(ac2p2a i),
d5 1

2@(t2p2t i)(12cosz)2p«0# is used, andK(qi) with
qi[x i

2 is

K~qi !5
1

2
A@«~k!2p2« i~k!#214p2uV~k!u2. ~14!

The regions of integrationki are determined by the conditio
(2p)2>qi>0, and V(k)[V ~the Fourier transform ofV0

1V(n,n8)) will be chosen to be constant.
The total carrier density of states of the intercalated l

ered crystal is of the formr(v)5rc(v)1r i(v). Remember
that the goal of this paper is to find out the dependence
the tendency ofr~v! to change in the region of the topolog

cal 21
2-order Lifshitz transition. To this end it is necessary

know the change of the behavior of the densities of state
the hostrc(v) and guestr i(v) with increasingp and vary-
ing microscopic parametersV andt i . The results of calcula-
tions of rc(v) andr i(v) performed according to~12!, ~13!
for different p, V are given in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.

As calculations showed, at a small guest concentratiop
~Ref. 12! its increase leads to the appearance of a ‘‘tail’’
the states density in the forbidden band and to a certain
dershoot in therc(v) dependence. There is also the regi
of energy where the dependencerc(v) is quite similar to
r0(v) for the pure crystal (rc(v)→A01r0(v)). This
means that the rigid-band model is quite good for the
s

n
m

-

d

of

n-

-

scription ofrc(v) in this case. The higher isp the greater is
A0 , and the shape ofrc(v) is not similar to that ofr0(v),
and the rigid-band model becomes unacceptable. An incre
of the guest concentration or of the host–guest interactionV0

smoothes the behavior ofrc(v) in the region of the Lifshitz
transition and shifts it in the direction of higher energies. T
behavior ofr i(v) as a function ofp or V0 turns out to be
opposite. The Lifshitz transition becomes more precise an
shifts in the direction of smaller energies. Only an increa
of the guest–guest interaction up to the case whent i→a i

leads to the elimination of the Lifshitz transition.
The calculated density of states will be used for anal

ing its integral development in the thermodynamic stabil
of the electron subsystem of the intercalated layered cry
and of the intercalate.

THERMODYNAMIC STABILITY

Let us consider the change of free energy for ma
impurity problems at different guest concentrations and«0 at
various i! Fermi levels, and ii! electron concentrationsn.
The Fermi level will be the parameter which can be chang
in a different way, particularly, by different impurities in th
same crystal or by changing the crystal energy paramete

In our problem the ion–ion interaction was not cons
ered. That is why the change of free energy is studied at
temperatures. Let us consider the limiting case ofT50 ~at
higher temperatures the Fermi distribution should be ta
into account!. In the caseT50, the free energy of the elec
tron subsystem coincides with its internal energyF5E.14

FIG. 1. Spectral dependence of the electron density of statesrc(v) at «0

520.2 eV anda050.5 eV: atV50.1 eV for differentp ~a!; at p50.2 for
different V ~b!.
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At a small intercalant concentration the change of f
energy (DF) of the electron subsystem of the intercalat
layered crystal is similar to the interaction between adato
~or foreign atoms! on a tight-binding solid.1 According to
that paper1 the chemical potential changes incidentally up
the introduction of adatoms~in our case the intercalant!.
Then the energy change is determined by the change o
density of statesDr~v! caused by adatomic~or intercalant!
states, i.e.,

DF5E
2`

«F
@rc~v!1r i~v!#vdv2E

0

«F
r0~v!dv2N0«0 ,

~15!

whererc(v), r i(v), andr0(v) are, respectively, the elec
tron densities of states of the host renormalized by inte
tion with the guest, of the guest renormalized by interact
with the host, and of the pure host;N0 is the number of the
guest species,«0 is a guest energy level, and«F is the Fermi
level.

We calculateDF as a function of:
a! «F and on«0 at variousp(N0/N) (N is the number of

crystal sites!,
b! the electron concentrationn and «0 , at various

p(N0 /N).
The results of the many-impurity problem are obtain

in the case ofp«0<«F<2t for localized («0,0) and

FIG. 2. Spectral dependence of electron density of statesr i(v) at «05
20.2 eV,a50.5 eV: atV50.1 eV for differentp ~a!; at p50.2 for dif-
ferentV ~b!.
e

s

he

c-
n

2p«0<«F<2t for resonance («0.0) levels, andac51, t
50.1, a i50.1, t i50.01 ~all energy parameters are given
eV!.

Numerical calculations show:
i! At p,pcr (pcr is the intercalate concentration define

by DF(«F)50), the dependenceDF(«F) is broken into two
regions withDF.0 andDF,0 ~Fig. 3!, within which DF
in fact does not change both for localized («0,0) and reso-
nance («0.0) levels. The higher isp, the larger is the in-
terval between such constant values. Here the region o«F

where the sign ofDF changes remains the same. For«0

,0, the thermodynamic equilibrium state (DF,0) occurs at
«F.«cr

l , «cr
l ,0, whereas for«0.0 it takes place at«F

,«cr
r , «cr

r .0 («cr
l ,r are the Fermi energies at whichDF50

for localized and resonance levels, respectively!. The Fermi
level, at whichDF(«F)50, is sensitive to the position of th
guest energy level,«0 , namely«cr

r .«cr
l . The higher isu«0u,

the higher is the value ofpcr , and the stabler still is the
thermodynamic state of the system both for localized a
resonance levels.

As the guest concentration increases top.pcr , the de-
pendence ofDF(«F) for localized levels is changed~Fig. 4!.
Namely, in the vicinity ofpcr a minimum ofDF(«F) takes
place. Moreover, atp.pcr one hasDF>0. For resonance
levels, the higher is the guest concentrationp (p.pcr), the
smoother isDF(«F) and, what is more, the thermodynam

FIG. 3. The free energy differenceDF(«F) of an intercalated layered crysta
V50.01 eV for different energy levels of the guest andV50.01 eV.

FIG. 4. The free energy differenceDF(«F) of an intercalated layered crysta
for different guest concentrations.
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equilibrium region over Fermi level is widened, and the d
ference between the maximum and minimum values
DF(«F) increases.

ii ! In the case of different values of the electron conc
trations, the Fermi level may be determined from the follo
ing equation

n5E
2`

«F
@rc~v!1r i~v!#dv. ~16!

At small p (p,pcr), the DF(n) behavior is similar to
DF(«F) both for localized and resonance levels. The hig
is p, the narrower is the region of thermodynamic equil
rium and the lower is its stability (DF value!. The Fermi
level corresponding to the minimum ofDF remains the
same. As would be expected, an integral characteristic
the change of free energy does not vary in the region of
Lifshitz transition.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The measurements of the change of Gibbs energy15 were
carried out by the method of the e.m.f. and its temperat
dependence. The position of the Fermi level~Fig. 5, curve1!
was determined by electrochemical analog of Mott–Scho
method, and free the carrier concentration~Fig. 5, curve2!
was determined from galvanomagnetic measurements~Hall
effect!.

The Gibbs thermodynamic potential in the host–gu
system is as follows:16

DG5neFE5DS1W1DmF1L
]C

]x
1A0 , ~17!

whereF is the Faraday number,ne is the number of redox
electrons,E is the electromotive force,DS5kTln(x/x21) is
the configuration entropy component, andx is the number of
the introduced guest atoms per formula unit of the h
~similar to the theoreticalp). The other terms describe th
enthalpy component. Among themW describes the interac
tion between guest component, i.e., the effect of interca
concentration on the ion–ion interaction in the guest s
system,DmF is the change of Fermi level position of ele
trons or holes,L is a coefficient, linear to the potentia
Lennard-Jones function,]C/]x is the change of lattice units
andA0 is a constant and describes the host–guest interac
which is usually taken to be independent ofx.16 As is seen in
Fig. 5, the region of the chemical potential minimum cor

FIG. 5. Difference of the Fermi energy~1! and the free carrier concentratio
~2! versus guest loadingx in Li xBi2Te3 ~Ref. 15!.
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sponds to small intercalant concentrations (x5p is near 0.2!.
At this value of the concentration the entropy componen
already insignificant~the entropy component is much high
than the enthalpy component at small and largex: x→0, x
→1), and the ion–ion interaction (W) can still be neglected
Thus, the behaviorDm(x) describes the change of the Gibb
thermodynamic potentialDG(x), which at low temperatures
coincides with the change of free energy.14

Comparing the obtained theoretical results~see Fig. 4!
with the experimental ones for intercalated LixBi2Te3 ~Ref.
15!, one can see~Fig. 5! that at small guest concentration
(p5x,0.15) Li intercalation shifts the Fermi level down t
the middle of the forbidden band. As a result, the carr
concentration decreases, meaning a decrease of the G
thermodynamic potential, caused by the electron subsys
contribution. As is seen in Fig. 4, the increase of intercal
concentration at a certain Fermi level leads to a decreas
the change of free energy down to a negative value,
stabilization of the system under study.

The fact of the Fermi energy decrease suggests
lithium in the van der Waals gap did not release its electro
preserving its identity to a certain extent. In terms of t
calculation, the degree of guest identity is given by the va
of V: the weaker is the host–guest binding, represented
the parameterV, the higher is the guest identity.

CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of the functional dependence of the carr
density of states in an intercalated layered crystal is car
out by two-time retarded Green’s functions, considering
host–guest and guest–guest interactions within the fra
work of virtual crystal model, i.e., intercalants equiprobab
occupy each cell (p<1). It is shown that an increase i
concentrationp causes the appearence of a certain ‘‘tail’’
the density of states in the forbidden band. Its shape depe
on the nature of the guest, i.e., the intercalant energy le
«0 . Either an increase ofp or of the host–guest interactio
smoothes the Lifshitz transition, shifting it in the direction
higher energies in therc(v) dependence and makes it mo
distinct, thus shifting the transition point in the direction
smaller energies in ther i(v) dependence. The Lifshitz tran
sition in ther i(v) dependence disappears only if the anis
ropy of the chemical bonds in the intercalate subsystem
creases. Based on the calculated density of states, the ch
of the free energy of electron subsystem is found. The th
retical results obtained indicate the tendency towards th
modynamic advantages or disadvantages caused by the
tron host–guest subsystem, depending on the guest
carrier concentrations in the intercalation process.

The author would like to thank Prof. B. A. Lukiyanet
for many stimulating discussions.
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The famous English experimental physicist Dav
Schoenberg died in Cambridge on March 10 at the age of
Schoenberg was one of the creators of the modern l
temperature solid state physics. Schoenberg’s name is
known by all who study the physics of metals and superc
ductivity.

Schoenberg made an enormous contribution to the p
ics of quantum oscillation phenomena. The oscillatory
havior of the magnetoresistance and magnetic susceptib
of bismuth, discovered in Leiden by Shubnikov and de H
and by de Haas and van Alphen, respectively, had long b
considered as anomalous manifestations of some unu
properties specific to bismuth. Thanks to the efforts
Schoenberg~and also B. G. Lazarev and B. I. Verkin i
Kharkov!, it became clear that these quantum oscillation
fects are of a general and fundamental character. It is n
5111063-777X/2004/30(6)/1/$26.00
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recognized that this is not simply a curious and beaut
effect but also a powerful tool for studying the electron
structure of metals.

Schoenberg lived a long life in continuous connecti
with Cambridge. From 1947 to 1973 he was the director
the Mond Laboratory, and in 1973–1977 he was a profes
and group leader of the low-temperature physics group
Cambridge University.

Schoenberg was a winner of the Fritz London Memor
Prize for outstanding achievements in low-temperature ph
ics and was awarded an honorary doctorate by Lausa
University. He was a member of the Royal Society and
Foreign Honorary Member of the American Academy of A
and Sciences.
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